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FOREWORD
Pioneering efforts in Forest Conservation and scientific
management of forests can be traced back to Hugh Cleghorn who was
appointed as the first Conservator of Forests of Madras Presidency
in1856. The forests were treated by Britishers as Government property
to exercise total control over it for exploitation, mainly its timber
wealth to meet the rapacious demands of British Admiralty for ship
and boat building, construction of its military barracks and the railway
sleepers. Having depleted the timber (Oak) resources of England, they
turned towards Burma and India as they found the forest species of these countries
ideally suited to cater to their needs and Bombay dockyard. The net result is that these
forests were also exploited and depleted. Seeing this distressing depletion of forests, the
then Viceroy inducted the services of a German forester. This was due to the fact that the
forest management practices were at its best then in Germany. It was for this reason Dr.
Dietrich Brandis was appointed as the first Inspector General of the India's Forests. With
his knowledge, acumen and vision, Brandis gave a complete turnaround to forest
management in India. He chose Madras Presidency as there was already some semblance
of management then. He toured the Madras Presidency forests almost for a year during
1881-1882 and drafted the Madras Forest Act of 1882. Dr. Brandis was, in fact, the
architect of a well structured forest department in various Presidencies including Madras.
Commencing from the formation of Forest department, many developments
had happened in the forest management of the Madras Presidency in distinct phases,
each one of which had its implications for the sector. Management in the British era and
what followed after independence in the three different periods and the results of
management were the outcomes of vision and hard work of very many illustrious
foresters of the relevant times. A dedicated handpicked team of four officers under Dr. T.
Sekar, IFS., Principal Chief Conservator of Forests was commissioned to chronicle this
monumental treatise on forest management, which has been captured in 37 chapters
covering different periods from Moghul days under the caption 'Forest Management in
Tamil Nadu - A Historical Perspective'. Such a daunting research work covering more
than two hundred years of forest management was taken up under the intrepid leadership
of Dr.T.Sekar and completed successfully.
I place my appreciation on record for this outstanding effort and contribution
which will be a standing monument in the annals of Forestry Sector. The task has been
i

planned and carried out well with a systematic matrix approach, slotting the various
functions and activities to the appropriate time frame in the management history. The
book runs to more than four hundred pages with informative images, photographs and
maps and provides an interesting reading.
I congratulate the team, especially Dr.T.Sekar for undertaking this onerous
responsibility of chronicling facts and events over centuries, which provides a very
readable and interesting account of forest management of yester years. I am sure the
book will enthuse the readers including the forestry professionals, naturalists and others
who are concerned with forest and wildlife conservation.
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Vinod Kumar, IFS.,

Hans Raj Verma, IAS.,
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MESSAGE

Dr. V.K. Melkani, IFS.,

11-05-2015

Tamil Nadu boasts of a rich natural and cultural heritage. Forests as a Natural
resource hold in its fold diverse floral and faunal assemblage. With the State’s natural
land/seascape supporting three distinct biogeographic zones viz., the Western Ghats, the
Eastern Ghats and the East Coastal plains, Tamil Nadu has the maximum number of
forest types among the Southern States. The biodiversity richness is understandably the
highest, with the State topping the nation in angiosperm diversity. The State was part of a
much larger geographical province called the Madras Presidency that included part of the
present day Andhra Pradesh, Telengana, Karnataka and Kerala. The princely States of
Mysore, Travancore and Cochin were juxtaposed within the Presidency. In the historical
time frame, the areas comprised of many small kingdoms that were ruled by kings and
chieftains. As the resources were abundant and the peoples’ needs limited, pressure on
bio-resources was less. During the reign of Muslim rulers, other than maintaining the
forests as exclusive hunting preserves for the Royalty, there has been no significant
evidence of forest management. Prior to the East India Company’s rule, sandal trees were
reserved as royal trees and protected.
First systematic attempt in exploiting the timber, mainly teak from the
Presidency’s forests commenced in the first decade of 19th century with the appointment
of Watson as the Conservator. Though the forest exploitation continued for half a
century thereafter without a formal administrative arrangement, it was only in 1856
Forest Department was formed in the Presidency with appointment of Dr. Cleghorn as
its Conservator of Forests. With Dr. Brandis, a trained forester, at the helm as India’s first
Inspector General of Forests, formation of a forest organization in the Union and in all
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Presidencies was pursued in right earnest. Unabated harvest of timber trees, initial
attempts in regeneration of felled areas, reservation of forests as Government property
under the provisions of the Madras Forest Act, 1882 were the main developments in the
second half of 19th century. The management principles followed by the British
foresters were with a view to obtain maximum yield of forest produce and surplus forest
revenue to the State. Commencement of scientific forestry received an impetus with the
introduction of a system of preparation of comprehensive Working Plans for divisions
in the early 20th century. The first National Forest Policy 1894 continued to be the basis
for forest management in the Presidencies till the country’s independence. A bold
attempt of placing nearly one sixth of the Madras Presidency’s forests with forest
Panchayats in the 1920s proved disastrous with the above forests handed back to the
Forest department around independence in a much depleted state.
Forest management after independence broadly followed the lines of the 1952
National Policy. On the State’s reorganization on linguistic basis in the mid-1950s, large
part of timber forests went to Karnataka and Kerala. The quality of major portion of
forest capital left with Madras State needed to be improved though regeneration efforts
that received fund support from the Five Year Plan allocations. Despite being a major
non-tax revenue earning sector, Forest department put a halt to its timber harvest and
fuel coupe operations in the mid 1980s paving way for the beginning of conservation
forestry. This period coincided with the promulgation of the third National Forest Policy
in 1988 that laid emphasis on the role of forests in providing ecological security and on
people-inclusive forest management. The State took major initiatives in spearheading
participatory forest management and eco-development of its protected areas through
many of its externally aided projects in the last two decades, which produced positive
results in eco restoration of State’s degraded forests, besides significant improvement in
the livelihoods of forest dwelling and forest fringe communities. These are reflected in
the biennial assessment of Forest and Tree cover by the Forest Survey of India. In the
sphere of wildlife conservation too, the State had achieved important milestones with
sizeable addition to the PA network and continuous increase in the number of many
flagship species.
In this context, it is heartening to note that Dr. T.Sekar, IFS.,(Retd) former
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests took painstaking efforts in tracing the historical
developments in the management of the State’s forests since the time of British
administration in the form of a book titled ‘Forest Management in Tamil Nadu A Historical Perspective’. In this unique initiative, a Committee of forest officers
comprising of Tvl. V. Ganesan., IFS., V.Thirunavukarasu, IFS., Conservators of Forests
and N.Satheesh, IFS and Tmt. C.H.Padma., IFS., Deputy Conservators contributed the
initial inputs for few chapters each. With the full-fledged tracking of important
milestones in different areas of forest management and administration, Tamil Nadu
would be the first State in the country to have a recorded account of the history of forest
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and wildlife management in one place. We are confident that this book will give glimpses
of working of the forests and functioning of the Forest department for over two
centuries. This treatise, it is felt, would be a sound reference material for a larger audience
interested in forest, wildlife and nature, who wish to travel along the time line of forest
development in the State during this period. Every new generation forest officer needs a
pole star, a reference point through which they can place their current efforts in context
and plan the future trajectory of the Department. This book will be their pole star.
We congratulate Dr.T.Sekar., IFS (Retd) and his team of officers for their
outstanding contribution to the cause of forestry and wildlife. At this juncture, we wish to
place on record the fund support provided by the Tamil Nadu Forest Plantation
Corporation Ltd. and the Arasu Rubber Corporation Ltd. for meeting the expenses in
connection with the compilation and printing of the book.

(Vinod Kumar)

(Hans Raj Verma)

(V.K.Melkani)
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Dr.T.Sekar., IFS. (Retd)
Former Principal Chief Conservator of Forests.

PREFACE

Plot No. 13, Sankara Nagar,
1st Main Road, Pammal,
Chennai- 600 075.
11-05-2015.

It was one late July evening of 2014 and I was going down the
lift from the 9th Floor in Namakkal Kavignar Maligai in the State
Secretariat after attending a discussion in the Industries department. I
was then the Chairman cum Managing Director of TANMAG Ltd.,
Salem. I had a chance meeting with Thiru Hans Raj Verma., IAS.,
Principal Secretary to Government, Environment and Forests
department outside the lift in the Ground floor, when I exchanged
greetings with him. He seemed to be interested in engaging me in a
serious discussion there itself, even as he proposed an idea of bringing out the historical
developments in the management of the State’s forests since the time of British
administration in the form of a book. I was wondering as to how he opened up the
subject of pursuing such a demanding task that would call for full time attention. He felt
that with my previous experience of chronicling the forest history of two important
regions of the State, viz., the Anamalai and the Nilgiris, I could well be the person to
attempt this work of tracing the management history of the State’s forests both during
the British Empire and after the country’s independence. The idea of undertaking this
important piece of work was ripe in my mind since 2006, when the department had
completed 150 years of its existence. As the subject was very dear to me, I had already
developed the skeletal framework for documenting the history of Madras Presidency
Forest department. I conceded to his proposal and readily agreed to take up the
assignment.
It was on the Principal Secretary’s suggestion that a Committee of officers was
formed to write on certain specific topics and he wished that the entire work could be
completed by October 2014, by which month I will be superannuating. He made
immediate arrangement to place the funds required for printing the book from both
TAFCORN and ARC through the Principal Chief Conservator of Forests (Head of
Forest Force). With hardly three months left, I was doubtful as to whether such a
mammoth task could be accomplished in that short time. As I developed on the themes
on which the history of forest management in the State had to be examined, it turned out
that perspective presentation of the entire gamut of activities in the Department over a
period of two centuries would require many number of chapters. I worked on the topics
and developed about 37 chapters for tracing the history of management. Certain specific
topics were entrusted to the individual officers in the Committee with a request to write
on them covering the period of commencement of forestry in Madras Presidency up to
the current times. I convened three meetings of the Committee in close sequence at
Salem and in each of the day-long proceedings, the Officers were explained on the
contextual framework, contents and time-series developments to be included under each
theme in the relevant chapter. Tvl V. Ganesan., IFS., V.Thirunavukarasu, IFS.,
vii

Conservators of Forests and N.Satheesh., IFS and Tmt. C.H.Padma., IFS were given the
task of drafting few chapters each, which they sent around September-October 2014.
Meanwhile, I worked on the remaining chapters. To ensure authenticity, to
achieve uniformity in the presentation and to enhance the quality of the content and flow
of the chapters drafted by the other officers of the Committee, I had to virtually ‘burn
mid-night oil’ browsing through many old records like Annual Administration Reports,
memoirs, books, tour notes of former CCFs, IGFs, research reports, souvenirs brought
out during centenary celebrations of the Madras Forest Department and FRI etc. with an
object of tracking the important milestones in each of the themes included in the treatise.
All these tasks took a considerable length of working hours and it was by another four
months, I could have a reasonably decent manuscript of the book in my hand. Further
discussion with retired veteran forest officers like Dr.S.John Joseph, S.Subbarayulu and
Dr.C.K.Sreedharan helped me to augment the contents in the book.
The book ‘Forest Management in Tamil Nadu - A Historical Perspective’
traces the developments in different arena of forest and wildlife management in the State
from the inception of East India Company. While doing that, the essence of the objects
of forest administration and management that formed the basis of planning and
implementation of the relevant activities and programmes in the respective periods and
the outcomes of such actions have been examined objectively and presented. Even while
the pursuit of scientific forestry in the pre-independence period was with the main focus
of exploitation of different forest products, the British foresters parallely attempted to
improve and augment the forest capital by commencing timber and fuel plantations at a
very early period. Some of the earliest plantation efforts with exotics in the British time
and subsequently its continuance during the post independent decades and other
developments like the conversion of virgin jungles and forests into commercial
plantation crops and its fall out have also been critically examined. The evolution of the
concept of conservation forestry since the latest National Forest Policy of 1988, the
many successful programmes and schemes implemented in the last two decades in the
State and the consequent positive results we have been witnessing in the areas of forest
and wildlife management have been presented chronologically. I feel that the task has
been completed reasonably well after a hard labour of about nine months.
I am hopeful that this compilation will be useful to the current and future forest
managers in providing a historical perspective of forest and wildlife management in the
State. It is desired that this treatise will make an interesting reading for all nature and
wildlife enthusiasts and the Non-Governmental Organizations associated with forest
and wildlife management. With the themes so broad based and the host of events so
varied in terms of time and space, I am conscious that there could be some themes that
had been less emphasized or some information, which are missed out. As the presenter, I
will be willing to invite remarks and suggestions on the contents of the chronicle.

(T.Sekar)
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Sitting (Left to Right) - Dr.T.Sekar, Hans Raj Verma, Vinod Kumar, Dr.V.K.Melkani
Standing (Left to Right) - N.Satheesh, V.Thirunavukarasu, C.H.Padma, V.Ganesan
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Tamil Nadu –
Land of rich biodiversity

Tamil Nadu, the southernmost State of the Indian peninsula is spread over
1,30,058 sq.km land mass and accounts for about 4 % of the total area of the country. It
lies between 8° 05' and 13° 34' North latitudes and 76° 14' and 80° 21' East longitudes.
The topography of Tamil Nadu broadly consists of the coastal plains in the east, uplands
and hills as one proceeds westwards. The central plains account for more than half the
area of the State. The geographical area of the State has a roughly rhomboidal appearance
with the longer diagonal of it stretching from Pulicat lake in the north to Kanniyakumari
in the south and the shorter diagonal from Gudalur in the west to Point Calimere in the
east.
Tamil Nadu is endowed with rich
biodiversity, right from marine coastal systems
in the Gulf of Mannar to terrestrial evergreen
forests in the Western Ghats. Tamil Nadu
shares the Western Ghats with the States of
Kerala, Karnataka, Goa, Maharashtra and
Gujarat. It shares the Eastern Ghats with the
States of Andhra Pradesh and Orissa.
Kerala
The pioneers in search of the Presidency's
flora:
Botanical description of the
Presidency's vegetation owe to the hard and
dedicated work of few explorers, some of
whom served as early foresters here. J. S.
Gamble was requested to undertake the
Map of Western Ghat in Tamil Nadu
preparation of a Flora of the Presidency of
Madras in 1912, a task for which he was remarkably well qualified owing to the exceptional knowledge of the flora, he had acquired during his long service in the Presidency as
Conservator of Forests. During the course of his extensive and careful tours, he made
very complete collection of plants of the Presidency, formed and maintained a private
herbarium, which he subsequently presented to the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew,
England.
1

The first part of the 'Flora of the Presidency of Madras' Flora by J.S.Gamble
(Ranunculaceae to Opiliaceae), consisting of 200 pages, was published
in November 1915 and the draft of the botanical portion of the
first 132 pages was prepared by S. T. Dunn, as explained by Gamble
in his introduction to this part, since Gamble had not at that time
completed his Malayan work. The remainder of this part and the
editing of the whole and the preparation of Parts II to VII inclusive
were undertaken entirely by Gamble. Part II was published in 1918
and was followed by Part III in 1919, Parts IV, V, VI and VII in
1921, 1923, 1924 and 1925, respectively. This mammoth task could
not be completed in the lifetime of Gamble and Part VII was
published very shortly after his death on October 16th 1925.
Publication of this part carried the compilation of this work to the Flora by J.S.Gamble
end of the Euphorbiaceae. With the consent of the Government of India and of Mrs.
Gamble, further continuation of the 'Flora' was entrusted to C. E. C. Fischer, who was
also formerly a member of the Imperial Forest Service and the then Assistant for India at
the Kew Gardens. With many years of experience in the Presidency and his exceptional
knowledge of the flora, the onerous task of publication of Parts VIII, IX and X was
completed in 1928, 1931 and 1934, respectively.
Box 1.1 : Flora of Anamalais- Fischer’s contribution to it
C.E.C. Fischer was in charge of Coimbatore South division
between 1911 and 1915. During his tenure and in the course of his
subsequent visits to the western extremity of the Anamalais, Fischer
made use of every opportunity to collect botanical specimens and to
take notes. He dispatched the majority of the species thus collected to
the herbarium of the Royal Botanical Garden, Calcutta. He also
scrutinized every published account of the flora of Anamalai hills for
C.E.C.Fischer
additional information. Fischer’s work, later published as ‘Records of the Botanical Survey of
India Vol IX – No I in 1921 remains as one of the highly rated and comprehensive account of
the botanical survey. On the gap in knowledge of botanical history of Anamalais, he recorded ‘
No previous attempt at a survey of the flora of the Anaimalai Hills appears to have been made.
The present one is based mainly on my own notes and collections, but, for the sake of such
completeness as is possible at present, I have scrutinized every published work that seemed
likely to afford additional information and have obtained lists from the Agricultural College
Herbarium…I am conscious that the list is still far from complete. This is due firstly to the
shortcomings of my own observations, as official duties prevented as thorough an exploration
of all parts at all seasons as I should have desired. Secondly, there is no published botanical
work (or unpublished that I am aware of) devoted solely to the Anaimalai hills, and those I have
been able to consult cover the whole of the Madras Presidency or even larger areas, if they
refer to our area at all. In many cases our restricted area is not specifically quoted as one of the
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habitats though, no doubt, it is included in the general limits stated. I have thought it safer to
include only such plants as are stated definitely to have been found in the Anamalais…’
Describing the character of the flora in Anamalais, Fischer made the following observations
‘The flora of the Anamalais partakes of both the Malabar and the Dekkan regions, as
described by Sir J.D. Hooker in his “Sketch of the flora of British India” in the Imperial
Gazetteer. The first is represented in the evergreen forests and their vicinity in the zones of
heavy rainfall. The Coromandel sub-region of the Dekkan region is found in the low-lying
tract in the eastern extremity; and the Mysore sub-region on the northern, fairly dry slopes
between 1000 and 1500 feet, especially in the eastern half……The flora of the Anamalais,
therefore, is varied perhaps extraordinarily so for so small an area’ (Sekar and Ganesan, 2003).

The Flora of the Nilgiris and Pulney Hill Tops:
The early explorers evinced keen interest in documenting the floral assemblage
of the hills as well. The first account of the flora of the Pulney Hills was published by
Robert Wight in the Journal of the Madras Literary and Scientific Society in 1837. Twenty
one years later Col. Beddome published in the same journal, a list of 700 species collected
from the Pulneys and he also wrote an account of the flora of the Nilgiris for
the Nilgiri District Manual. Mrs. Mackay's charmingly wrote on Wild flowers of Kodaikanal.
Later, P.F. Fyson in 1915 published 'The Flora of the Nilgiri and Pulney Hill tops' with 286
illustrated pages and 483 species. Of the species described by Fyson, 430 were indigenous
to the Nilgiris and Pulneys hill tops. Out of this, 44 were exclusively found in the Nilgiris
and 29 in the Pulneys. A supplement followed in 1921 with species from the lower
elevations and notes on the Shervaroy hills. This was followed in 1932 by 'The Flora of
the South Indian Hill Stations' covering 877 species. His wife Diana Ruth Fyson
illustrated the book by contributing nearly 320 of the 611 plates in it.
The State's floral diversity:
The Indian region with a total area of about 328 million ha is very rich in
biological diversity. It is estimated that about 45,000 species of plants occur in the
country. The vascular flora, which forms the conspicuous vegetation cover itself
comprises 15,000 species, of which more than 60% are endemic and have so far not been
reported from anywhere else in the world. The total plant wealth of the country includes
not only the usually large, showy-flowered vascular plants, but a large number of nonflowering plants, viz. ferns, liverworts, algae and fungi. The wild relatives of crop plants
along with related species as well as the species of economic plants (estimated to be over
150) are in themselves very valuable gene pool.
Inventorization of floral and faunal distribution continued under the aegis of
the national institutes of Botanical Survey of India and the Zoological Survey of India
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across the country and with every subsequent survey, new and unknown species of plants
and animals came to be identified and added to the list. Tamil Nadu's diversity was also
surveyed during the course of investigations by researchers from other scientific
institutions. Gamble (1935) enumerated 4,516 species in the then Madras Presidency,
while after the State's reorganization 2,260 species belonging to 983 genera and 173
families have been described in Tamil Nadu and Carnatic region (Mathew et al. 1981).
Besides, they have also reported 111 species of Pteridophytes from 59 genera and 11
species of gymnosperms from 9 genera and 5 families. Subbarayalu and Velmurugan
(1999) have described 202 species under different IUCN categories of threat. Of this 45
species are endangered, 53 possibly extinct, 29 vulnerable and 75 rare.
The Angiosperm diversity of India includes 17,672 species. With 5,640 species
of flowering plants, Tamil Nadu ranks first among the States in the country in
angiosperm diversity. It accounts for nearly one-third of the total flora of India. This
includes 533 endemic species, 230 red-listed species, 1,559 species of medicinal plants
and 260 species of wild relatives of cultivated plants. The gymnosperm diversity of the
country is 64 species, of which four species are indigenous Gymnosperms and the rest
are introduced species. The pteridophyte diversity of India includes 1,022 species of
which Tamil Nadu has about 184 species. Tamil Nadu's wild plant diversity also includes
vast number of bryophytes, lichens, fungi, algae and bacteria. The analysis provided the
total number of plants in Polypetalae, Gamopetalae and Monochlamydae to be 1,944,
1,720 and 642, respectively. Distribution of plants in different plant taxa shows there are a
total of 4,306 dicots and 1,241 monocots.
Richness of faunal diversity:
India is represented by a wide array of faunal species. More than 50,000 species
of insects, 4,000 of molluscs, 6,500 of other invertebrates, 2,000 of fishes, 140 of
amphibians, 420 of reptiles, 1,200 of birds and 340 of mammals, totalling more than
65,000 species of animals are recorded from the country. Tamil Nadu's faunal
biodiversity is equally impressive. Dr. K. Venkataraman of Zoological Survey of India,
Chennai has published about 595 species of freshwater faunal, 2,247 species of marine
faunal and 1,898 species of terrestrial faunal species in Tamil Nadu. The faunal diversity
of the State includes 165 species of fresh water fishes, 76 species of amphibians, 177
species of reptiles, 454 species of birds and 187 species of mammals. According to the
CAMP reports the red-listed species include 126 species of fishes, 56 species of
amphibians, 77 species of reptiles, 32 species of birds and 40 species of mammals. The
endemic fauna includes 36 species of amphibians, 63 species of reptiles, 17 species of
birds and 24 species of mammals. Many faunal species have been included in the various
schedules of the Wild Life Protection Act 1972, considering their endangered status.
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Schedule I animals include 22 species of mammals, 42 species of birds and 9 species of
reptiles. Schedule II includes 13 species of mammals. Schedule III includes 5 species of
mammals and Schedule IV includes 5 species of mammals, 367 species of birds, 109
species of reptiles and 23 species of amphibians. Schedule V incorporates 13 species of
mammals and 1 species of birds.
Forest types of Tamil Nadu:
The physiography of the country has been classified into ten bio geographic
zones, of which two viz., the Coramandel or the East Coast and the Western Ghats
are occurring in the State. Naturally, landmass of the State falls under two natural
divisions' viz., the eastern coastal plain and the hilly region along the north and the west.
In view of the vast physical and climatic variations in the landscape, the State encounters
diverse types of vegetation. Among the Southern states, Tamil Nadu contains the
maximum number of 9 of the total of 16 major forest types recognized in India by
Champion and Seth. Within the major types, 48 sub types of forests are found in Tamil
Nadu. It will be interesting to study the vegetation and forest types in the zone in which
they are present.
(i) The coastal plain: It can be sub divided into (a) the Coramandel plain, comprising
the districts of Chengalpet, Viluppuram, Cuddalore, (b) the Alluvial plains of the
Cauvery delta extending over the composite Thanjavur and part of Trichirapalli districts,
(c) the dry Southern plains in Madurai, Ramanathapuram, Kanyakumari and Tirunelveli
and (d) the inner plains comprising districts of Dharmapuri, Salem, Vellore and Madurai
districts. Along the coast at places like Mahabalipuram, Mandapam and Kanniyakumari,
outcrops of rocky head lands are present. A narrow belt of sand dunes rising to about
10m is found on the Toothukudi coast. Further south in Toothukudi, red sand hills
locally known as “Teri” rises to 50 m above mean sea level (MSL). Typical coral reefs occur
at Pamban islands at the head of the Gulf of Mannar on the east coast.
Along the coast, here and there, there are but a few lakes, lagoons and marshy
lands. The Buckingham canal, which connects river Krishna in Andhra Pradesh with
Chennai, passes through some of them. Veeranam lake in Chenglepet is one of the
largest lakes in the State.
(ii) The hilly region along the North and the West: Along the whole length of the
western part, at a distance from the sea varying from 80 to 160 km runs the range of
Western Ghats, a steep and rugged mass averaging 1220m above MSL and rising to 2554
m at Mukurti and 2637 m at Doddabetta in Nilgiris. It has tropical evergreen, semievergreen and deciduous forests, as well as savannahs intermixed with cultivated lands
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and settled areas in the valleys. The Eastern Ghats from Andhra Pradesh cut across the
State to meet the Nilgiri hils. The 'Palghat gap' of about 30 km width is the only marked
break in the Western Ghats. To the south of this gap, the range is called Anamalai and
Cardamom hills. On the east of Western Ghats are Palni hills, which are an offshoot of
Anamalais. Other prominent groups of hills are Javadis, Shervaroys, Chitteris, Kolli hills,
Kalrayans and Pachamalais. All these form a chain of low, flat-topped hills. Nilgiris and
Anamalais are hill groups with the maximum height.
Slopes of the Western Ghats are the sources of many rivers, which flow
eastwards towards the Bay of Bengal. Of these, Cauvery, Moyar, Bhavani, Amaravati,
Chittar and Tamaraparani are perennial rivers, whereas Vellar, Noyyal, Suruli, Gundar and
Vaipar are non-perennial ones. All these rivers are rain-fed, unlike the snow-fed ones of
the Himalayas. Cauvery, which rises from Brahmagiri in Coorg is the longest river of the
State. It travels the entire breadth of Tamil Nadu and forms a large delta at its mouth in
the erstwhile composite Thanjavur district making the region the 'granary of Southern
India'. Tamiraparani also has deltaic deposits at its mouth in Toothukudi district.
Distribution of major forest type groups in the State is as below (Annamalai, 2010).
Forest group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11

Forest type
Tropical wet evergreen
Tropical semi evergreen
Tropical moist deciduous
Littoral and swamp
Tropical dry deciduous
Tropical thorn
Tropical dry evergreen
Sub-Tropical broad-leaved hill
Montane wet temperate
Plantations

Percent to total forest area
3.30
3.66
8.12
0.41
46.98
12.91
1.61
1.01
1.04
20.97

It is seen that the tropical deciduous and thorn forests constitute the majority of
the forest area in the State and account for nearly 60% of the total forests.
Vegetation and its distribution:
It is considered worthwhile to provide the reader with the glimpse of different
forest types and their occurrence in the State, besides the chief species that constitute
those forests to enable them to obtain a better understanding of the management history
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that was recorded in the different forest
types over the times. The great plant wealth
and diversity of Tamil Nadu is due to the
immense variety of climate, altitude, aspect,
gradient and other edaphic factors.
Vegetation of the State can be broadly
divided into four categories, which are
described in the following pages.
I. Coastal vegetation
II. Island vegetation
III. Vegetation of the interior plains
IV. Vegetation of the hills and
mountains
I. Coastal Vegetation:
The entire cost of Tamil Nadu is
chiefly sandy with outcrops of rocky
Forest types in Tamil Nadu
headlands at Mahabalipuram, Mandapam and
Kanniyakumari. There are some tidal creeks and mud flats at the riverine mouths of
which the Vellar and Cauvery complex are significant. At the mouths of the rivers and
numerous creeks, extensive mud and saline flats with the formation of pro estuarine
vegetation is noticeable, particularly at Pichavaram, Toothukudi and adjoining areas.
Coral reefs are found at Mandapam, Toothukudi and Kanniyakumari, where the
substratum is hard with high percentage of calcium carbonate. The coastal vegetation
can be sub divided into Strand, Estuarine type and Coastal tropical dry evergreen forest
types (Nair and Vivekanandan 1983).
1. Strand vegetation:
This can be further classified into strand sand, strand rock and strand coral types.
Each sub-type is typical in its discontinuous plant groupings, edaphic characteristics and
the indicator plants.
a) Strand sand:
In this type, soils are coarse sandy with the pH ranging from 6.7 to 7.3. The
vegetation here has four zones, with each zone characterized by certain species.
i) Open pioneer zone: Cyperus arenarikus, Ipomea pescarprae, Lannaea sarmentosa, Polycarpaea
corymbosa, Sesuvium portulacastrum, Spinifix littorreus, Tribulus terrestris, etc. are common.
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ii) Closed herbaceous zone: Soils are found to be containing fine sand or rarely
coarse sand. pH ranges from 7 to 7.2. Alternanthera pungens, Atriplex repens, Blumea oblique,
Boerhavia diffusa, Borreria articularis, Chloris barbate, Croton bonplandiamum, Euphorbia sp., etc.
are the commonly recorded species.
iii) Middle mixed zone or bushy zone: Soils are loamy sand with the pH typically
ranging from 7 to 7.2. Caesalpinia bonduc, Calotropis gigantea, Carissa spinarum, Cassia
auriculata, Clerodendron inerme, Indigofera oblongifolia, Jatropha glandulifera, Tephrosia purpurea,
Waltheria indica, etc. are commonly found.
iv) Inner woodland zone: Soils are loamy sand or clayey loam with the pH ranging from
neutral to 7.3 with Borassus flabellifer, Calophyllum inophyllum, Carissa spinarum, Drypetes
sepiaria, Mimusops elengi, Pandanus fascicularis, Phoenix pusilla and Prosopis cineraria. At some
places Anacardium occidentale, Casuarina equisetifolia and Cocos nucifera are cultivated.
b) Sand rock: The vegetation can be classified under four heads.
i) Exposed rocky low lying reefs: Soils have a pseudo-crumb structure and rich calcium
carbonate content (68.81%) with the pH around 7.8. The marine angiosperms usually
found here include Cymodocea rotundata, C. serrulata, Enhalus acoroides, Halophita ovalis,
H.stipulacea and Syringidium isoetifolium.
ii) Rocky relief: It consists of mostly exposed rocky lateritic boundaries with thin
mantle of sand in crevices of weathered surfaces. This type is found at Kanniyakumari
and its neighbourhood. Atriplex repens, Boerhaavia diffusa, Cenchrus ciliaris, Chloris virgata,
Chloraphytum laxum,, Cyperus pachyrrhizhus, Phyllanthus maderaspatensis, Scilla hyacinthine,
Tridax procumbens etc. are commonly found.
iii) Less rocky to gravelly or sandy areas: The soil is represented by coarse sand with
the pH value falling between 6 and 7. Aristolochia bracteolata, Atriplelx repens, Cassia nigrcans,
Ipomoea pescaprae, Lannea sarmentosa, Polycarpaea corymbosa, Portulaca quadrifida, P.pilosa,
Urginea congesta, etc. are the common plants.
iv) Inner woodland zone : Lantana camara var, aculeata, Lepisanthes tetraphylla, Sapindus
emarginta etc. are the commonly recorded species in this zone.
c) Strand Coral : Four zones are recognized in this sub-type. They are:
i) Open pioneer zone: Soils are coarse sand. pH value varies from 6.1 to 7.2 Avicennia
officinalis, Atriplex repens and Salicornia brachiata are commonly found.
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ii) Raised coral rocks with crannies: Soils are coral sand. pH ranges from 7.2 to 8.2 .
Halopyrum mucronatum, Polycarpaea spicata and Sporobolus tremulus are the common species.
Box 1.2 : Gulf Of Mannar Marine Biosphere Reserve
Gulf of Mannar situated in the southeastern coast of India extending from
Rameswaram in the north to Toothukudi in the south along with its marine environment has
been declared as India’s first Marine Biosphere Reserve. Gulf of Mannar covers approximately
an area of 10,500 km2. There are 21 islands covering an area of 623 ha. The islands are occurring
in four groups namely Mandapam, Keezhakarai, Vembar and Toothukudi group. About 3,600
species of flora and fauna have been known to occur in this area. The GOMMBR lying between
India and Srilanka is one of the biologically richest coastal regions of India. One of the islands
viz., Krusadi is called ‘Biologists Paradise’ as it holds the maximum genetic diversity. Gulf of
Mannar is rich in seaweeds, sea grass, coral reef, pearl bank, sacred chank beds, fin and shell fish
resources, mangroves and number of endemic species and endangered species including the
Dugong dugong commonly referred to as the sea cow.

iii) Closed herbaceous zone: Soils are coarse sand mixed with coral sand. pH varies
between 7 and 7.6. Eragrostis riparia, Fimbristylis eymosa, Scavola plumieri, Sporobolus spicatus
and S.virginicus are common.
iv) Inner woodland zone: Plant group characteristics of this zone are similar to those
of inner woodland zone described under 'strand sand'.
2. Estuarine vegetation:
This type of vegetation is generally called as 'mangrove'. According to
Champion and Seth (1968), it is termed as tidal swamp forest. Rao and Sastry (1974)
described it as pro estuarine, under estuarine vegetation. In Tamil Nadu, typical estuarine
vegetation is absent. The Cauvery estuarine complex is a composite type of pro estuarine
vegetation covering an area of nearly 14,897 hectares comprising Chatram, Coleroon,
Thalainayar, Muthupet, Killai and Pichavaram. Here, one encounters a vegetation mosaic
responding to the nature of the relief and ebb and flow of tides. Pro estuarine vegetation
can be divided into the following sub types.
i) Tidal mangroves: The substratum is muddy relief under tidal influence and the soil is
clayey of considerable depth varying from semi fluid mud to stiff clay. Soil aeration is
very poor. The vegetation components comprise shrubs and trees. Aegiceros corniculatum,
Avicennia marina, A.alba, A.officinalis, Ceriops decandra, Rhizophora apiculata and R.mucaranata
are commonly found.
ii) Euhaline: This includes typical salt tolerant shrub and herbs growing under wet or dry
conditions. Soils are sandy loam or silty loam with mild to strong alkalinity and
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containing fairly high amount of organic
matter. Acanthus ilicifolius, Aeluropus
lagopoides, Arthr ocnemum indicum,
Clerodendrum inerme, Cressa cretica,
Salicornia brachiata, Sesuvium portulacastrum
Suaeda maritima and S.monoica, etc. are the
common plants.
iii) Prohaline: In this sub type, there is a
mixing of salt water from the sea and
fresh water from the rivers resulting in
Mangrove forest
conditions favourable for the growth of
salt tolerant fresh water plants such as Barringtonia racemosa, Bruguiera cylindrica, Cerbera
manghas, Dalbergia spinosa, Derris trifoliata, Exoecaria agallocha, Scyphiphora hydrophyllacea and
Sonneratia apetala.
3. Tropical Dry Evergreen Forest:
Restricted to the coastal region
from Tirunelveli northwards is the
tropical dry evergreen forest. These are
low forests with trees measuring 9-12 m
tall, forming a complete evergreen
canopy. Leaves are coriaceous and the
crowns spreading. The forest may have
deciduous elements, which is without a
marked canopy layer. Common woody
plants found in such forests are Atalantia
Tropical dry evergreen forest
monophylla, Calophyllum inophyllum, Canthium parviflorum, Carissa spinarum, Erythroxylum
monogynum, Lannea cooromandelica, Manilkara hexandra, Mimusops elengi, Large climbers are
Canavalia gladiata C.virosa, Mucuna atropurpurea and M.pruriens. Parasites like Cassytha
filiformis, Dendrophthoe falcata and Viscum orientale are frequently found. Vanda tessellatta is a
Sl.No
Forest Sub Type
1 Southern Tropical dry evergreen forests (7/C1)
2
3
4
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Tropical Dry Evergreen ForestsCarnatic Evergreen Forests (7/C1)
Tropical Dry Evergreen ForestsHill Forests (7A/C2)
Southern tropical evergreen scrub forests (7/DS1)

Location
GNP, Hosur, Tiruppattur,
Vellore, Sivagangai, Point Calimere
Tiruvannamalai
Tiruvannamalai, Tiruppatur
Chingleput, Vellore

common epiphytic orchid. This forest type is found in Vedaranyam and Talainayar RF.
Further, following sub types are recognizable.
II. Island vegetation:
Vegetation of Rameswaram and Krusadai group of islands consists of tropical
thorny umbrella type, degraded to low open scrub formation due to severe biotic and
climatic causes. It can be mainly grouped under two categories namely, mangrove and
strand formations. Based on their edaphic features they can be further subdivided into
the following distinct units.
1. Foreshore sandy habitat:
The soils in the island shores are loose and light, coarse sandy and coloured dull
white. Their main constituents are shell fragments and disintegrated coral rocks. Atriplex
repens, Ipomoea pescaprae (dominating strand creepers), Seaveola plumeria, Sesuvium
portulacastrum and Spinifix littorreus are commonly found in such areas.
2. Inland sandy habitat:
The soils resemble that of foreshore sandy habitat, but better protected than it
and support more luxuriant vegetation. Borassus flabellifer, Breynia rhamnoides, Calotropis
gigantea, Cassytha filiformis, Clerodendron inerme, Dodonea viscosa, Indigofera oblongifolia, Pandanus
sp., Salvadora persica, Thespesia populnea are the common plants encountered here.
3. Salt marsh habitat:
Salt marshes are usually with a white incrustation of salts. The soil contains very
high total soluble salts and sodium chloride contents. Apluda mutica, Arthocnemum spp.,
Atriplex repens, Avicennia officinalis, Eremopogon foveolatus, Fimbristylis sp., Salicorina sp.,
Sporobolus tremulus and Suaeda species are common.
4. Mangrove habitat:
The soil is semi muddy coral sand with some cohesion. It contains hardy roots
and decomposing foliage. Avicennia officinalis, Bruguiera conjugata, Ceriops tagal, Luminizera
sp. and Rhizophora sp. are common. Sometimes, when muddy shore is replaced by coral
stone, Pemphis acidula (indicator for coral rock) is seen adjacent to the mangrove zone.
5. Maritime habitat:
The soil is sandy with some decomposed and decomposing organic matter from
the flora and fauna present there. Numerous algae and a few phanerogams are found.
Enhalus acoroides, Cymodocea spp and Halophila spp are encountered.
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III. Vegetation of the interior plains:
These types of forests are found in the lower plains, Eastern Ghat hills and the
low land outer slopes of the Western Ghats as well. Several sub-types are recognizable.
1. Tropical Thorn Forests:
These forests are found from
plains up to 400 m. The common trees of
the top storey are Acacia ferruginea,
Acacia leucophloea, Albizzia amara,
Azadirachta indica, Canthium dicocum,
Chloroxylon swietenia, Santalum album,
Tamarindus indica. The second storey
consists of Acacia latronum, Acacia sundra,
Balsamodendron berryi, Bauhinia racemosa,
Dichr ostachys ciner ea, Er ythr oxylon
Tropcal thorn forest
monogynum, Wrightia tinctoria and shrubs like Calotropis procera, Capparis sepiaria, Carissa
carandas, Cassia auriculata. The climbers include Abrus precatorius, Acacia intsia, Acacia pennata,
Combretum ovalifolium, Derris scandens, Maerua arenaria, Pterolobium indicum, Sarcostemna
brevistigma.
Many sub types within the major type are recognized in various parts the State.
They are:
Sl.No
Forest sub type
1 Southern Tropical Thorn Forests (6A/C1)

2
3
4

5

Location
Tiruvannamalai, Chingleput, Tirupattur,
Vellore, Kanniyakumari, Sathyamangalam,
Nilgiri South, Erode, Trichy , Sivagangai
Southern Tropical Carnatic Umbrella thorn Theni, KMTR, Trichy, Dindigul, Madurai,
Sivagangai, Thoothukudi
forests (6A/C2)
Tirunelveli, Thoothukudi, Kanniyakumari
Aeolian formations (Theris) - (6A/C2
DS WE)
Southern Thorn Scrub Forests (6A/DS1) Tiruvannamalai, Chingleput, Tiruppattur,
Vellore, Kanniyakumari, Nilgiri North,
KMTR, Trichy, Thoothukudi
Chingleput, KMTR , Thoothukudi
Southern tropical Euphorbia scrub forests
(6A/DS2)

IV. Vegetation of hills and mountains:
1. Dry Deciduous Forests:
These forests are found at about 400 m and above. The canopy is closed. Most
of the species are deciduous. The undergrowth is usually dense. The common trees are
Albizia amara, A.odoratissima, Anogeissus latifolia, Butea monosperma, Chloroxylon switenia,
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Dalbergia sp. Pterocarpus marsupium, Shorea
roxburghii, Strychnos nux-vomica, Terminalia
spp., etc. The bamboo, Dendrocalamus
strictus is often found. Dodonea viscosa,
Securinega virosa, Strobilanthes spp. are
some of the shrubs found in these
forests. The common climbers are
Combretum albidum, Hiptage benghalensis,
To d d a l i a a s i a t i c a a n d Ve n t i l a g o
madraspatana. Cycas circinalis is occasional.
Species of Abutilon, Achyranthes, Aristida,
Dry deciduous forest
Bulbostylis, Cleome, Cymbopogon, Cyperus,
Digitaria, Heracleum, Heteropogon, Themeda, Tribulus etc. constitute the ground layer.
Within the dry deciduous forest type, following sub types are known to occupy
specific areas in the forest divisions
Sl.No
Forest sub type
Location
1 Dry teak forests (5A/C1(b)
Kanniyakumari, KMTR
2 Southern Dry Mixed Deciduous Forests Tiruvannamalai, Hosur, Chingleput,
(5A/C3)
Tirupattur, Vellore, Kanniyakumari, Theni,
Sathyamangalam, Erode, KMTR, Trichy,
Dindigul, Kodaikanal, Madurai, Sivagangai,
Thoothukudi
3 Southern Tropical Riverine forest (5/B1) Tirupattur, Vellore, Hosur, Salem,
Sathyamangalam, Attur
4 Secondary dry deciduous forests (5/2S1) KMTR
5 Dry savannah forest (5/ DS2)
Nilgiris North, KMTR
6 Southern Dry Deciduous scrub Forests Tiruvannamalai, Hosur, Chingleput,
(5A/DS1)
Tiruppattur, Vellore, Theni, Nilgiri North
7 Dry Euphorbia scrub forest (5/DS3)
Tiruvannamalai, Tiruppattur
8 Laterite thorn forest (type 5/E7)
Nilgiris North
9 The Phoenix Dry Mixed Deciduous
Coimbatore
forests (5/E 8a)

2. Tropical moist deciduous forests:
This type lies below the zone of semi evergreen and evergreen forests. The trees
reach a height of 30 to 36 m and are deciduous. Bamboos are common. Epiphytes are
rare. Bombax ceiba, Dillenia pentagyna, Mitragyna parviflora, Tectona grandis, Terminalia spp.,
Vitex spp., and Ziziphus xylopyrus are the common trees. Cycas circinalis is occasional.
Helicteres isora, Lantana camara var, aculeata and Ziziphus oenoplia are common shrubs.
Common climber is Ipomea spp and the common grass is Imperata sp.
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Sl.No
Forest sub type
1 Moist teak forest (3B/C1(b)
2 Slightly moist teak forests (3B/C1(e)
3 Southern Moist mixed deciduous
forests (3B/C2)

Location
Kanniyakumari
Kanniyakumari
Kanniyakumari, Theni, Gudalur, KMTR,
Dindigul, Kodaikanal, Madurai,
Mudumalai

Depending upon their distribution and
dominant species composition, many
sub types of the major forest type is
recorded in different divisions.
3. Sub-tropical broadleaved hill
forests:
This type of forest is available in
medium elevations between 700 and
1000 m. The important trees include
Moist deciduous forest
Elaeocar pus ser ratus, Pter osper mum
suberifolium, Pterospermum xylocarpum, Diospyros ebenum, Mimusops elengi, Premna tomentosa,
Anogeissus latifolia, Celtis philippensis, Strychnos nux-vomica, Macaranga peltata, Alseodaphne
semecarpifolia, Ficus microcarpa, Sapindus emarginata, Melia dubia, Syzygium cumini, Memecylon
edule etc. Shrubs like Murraya koenigi, Chukrasia tabularis, Claucena dentata, Canthium dicoccum,
Pavetta indica, Schleichera oleosa, Measa indica, Pterospermum xylocarpum, Solanum surattense,
Achyranthes aspera, Cynoglossum zeylanicum are recorded here.
Sl.No
1
2
3
4

Forest sub type
Southern sub-tropical broadleaved hill forest (8A)
Southern sub-tropical hill forests (8A/C1)
South Indian Sub-tropical Hill Savannah (Wood land)(8A/DS1)
Ochlandra reed brakes (8A/E1)

Location
Hosur
Kanniyakumari, Trichy
Kodaikanal
Kanniyakumari, KMTR

4. Tropical Semi evergreen forests:
This type occurs on slopes of hills and mountains usually up to 1000 m. Canopy
are of two or three storeys. Epihytic orchids are present. Climbers and canes are common.
Top canopy consists of Artocarpus spp., Dalbergia latifolia, Hopea spp. etc. The second
storey consists of species of Actinoldaphne, Aglaia, Bischofia, Drypetes and Symplocos.
Species of Glycosmis, Ixora, Lasianthus, Leea, Memecylon, Pavetta, etc. form the shrub
vegetation. The common climbers are Butea parviflora, Cynanchum tunicatum, Entada
pursaetha and species of Calycopteris, Dioscorea, Strychnos, Bambusa arundinacea and Ochlandra
travancorica are also common.
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Sl.No
Forest sub type
1 West coast semi-evergreen forests (2A/C2)

Location
Kanniyakumari, Theni, Coimbatore,
Sathyamangalam, Gudalur, Mudumalai,
Kodaikanal

5. Tropical Wet evergreen forests:
This type is found up to an
altitude of nearly 1500 m on the slopes
of hills and mountains that receive heavy
rainfall. It is primarily met within
Anamalai, Kanniyakumari and
Tirunelveli hills. Epiphytic orchids,
aroids, ferns, mosses and lichens are
common. Climbers are conspicuous,
spreading over tree canopies. The
Evergreen forest
ground vegetation is generally absent.
Species of Calamus, Pandanus and Palms are found near water courses. Grasses are
generally absent. The top canopy is formed by Hopea sp., Aglaia eleagnoidea,
Atrocarpus spp., Calophyllum spp., Canarium strictum, Cullenia exarillata, etc. The trees of the
second storey include Actinodaphne malabarica, Cinnamomum verum,
Dispyros
bourdillonii, etc. The common shrubs are species of Ixora, Nothopegia, Pavetta and
Strobilanthes sp.
Sl.No
Forest sub type
Location
1 Southern Hilltop Evergreen Forests (1A/C3)
Kodayar, Nilgiris, Kodaikanal
2 The West Coast Tropical evergreen forests (1A/C4) Coimbatore, Gudalur, Kodaikanal

6. Montane wet temperate forests
(Sholas):
The montane forest mostly
confined to moist and sheltered valleys,
glens and hollows as in the Anamalais,
Nilgiri and Palanis at above 1000 m. They
are known in Tamil as ‘sholas’. The trees
are evergreen and usually short boled.
Ilex denticulata, I.wigtiana, Michelia nilagrica,
Syzygium spp, Vaccinium leschenaultii,
Shola Forest
V.neilgherrense and Viburnum punctatum are
the common trees. Eurya nitida, Rhododendron nilagiricum, Rhodomyrtus tomentosa,
Ternstromia japonica are found on the fringes of sholas. Shola forest is considered as the
climatic climax type by many workers.
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7. Grasslands: Grasslands are divided into two categories.
1. Low level grasslands:
These are found up to 1000 m and are very scattered and intermixed with local
forest. They are exposed to considerable biotic interference. The dominant species are
Arundinella ciliata, A.mesophylla, Chrysopogon orientalis, C. zeylanicus, Cymbopogon coloratus, C.
flexuosus, Digitaria ciliaris, Ergrostis tenuifolia, Eulalia trispicata, Ischaemum timorense and Themeda
cymbaria. The common trees found scattered among these grasses are Mundulea sericea,
Phoenix humilis var. pedunculata and Terminalia chebula.
2. High level grasslands:
Grasses, herbs and shrubs are
found mixed up in varying proportions
in this type of vegetation; it covers large
areas on the mountain slopes. Agrostis
peninsularis, Arundinella pur pur ea,
Avaginata, Bromus ramosus, Chrysopogon
zeylanicus, Dicanthium polyptycum, Indochola
oligantha, Isachne bourneorum and Tripogon
bromoides are the common grasses. Fire
High level grassland
resistant fern Pteridium aquilinum is one of
the aggressive ferns found in grasslands. In many places, high level grasslands lie in close
juxtaposition with sholas. Following sub types are recognized.
Sl.No
Forest sub type
Location
1 Southern montane wet temperate forests (11A/C1) KMTR, Nilgiris, Kodaikanal.,
2 Southern montane wet scrub (11A/DS1)
Anamalais
3 Southern montane wet grass land (11A/DS2)

Box 1.3 : Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve
Nilgiri is the first internationally designated biosphere reserve in India, representing a
unique and threatened ecosystem in the tropics within the Western Ghats system. It is one of
the world’s biodiversity hotspots and provides habitat for the largest south Indian population
of tigers, elephants and other large mammals. The Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve, established in
1986 is the first biosphere reserve of the country. The total area of the Nilgiri Biosphere
Reserve is 5,520 sq. km, spread in the Nilgiris, Wyanad (Kerala) and Bandipur (Karnataka)
areas. A wide range of ecosystems and species diversity is found in this region. The Nilgiri
Biosphere Reserve falls under the biogeographic region of the Malabar rain forest. The
Mudumalai Wildlife Sanctuary, Wyanaad Wildlife Sanctuary, Bandipur National Park,
Nagarhole National Park, Mukurthi National Park and Silent Valley National Park are the
protected areas present within this reserve.
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The Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve is very rich in plant diversity. About 3,300 species of
flowering plants are recorded here. Of these, 132 species are endemic to the Nilgiri Biosphere
Reserve. The genus Baeolepis is exclusively endemic to the Nilgiris. Some of the plants entirely
restricted to the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve include species of Adenoon, Calacanthus,
Baeolepis, Frerea, Jarodina, Wagatea, Poeciloneuron, etc. There are 175 species of orchids
found here and 8 are endemic to the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve. These include endemic and
endangered species of Vanda, Liparis, Bulbophyllum, Spiranthes and Thrixspermum. The
sholas of the Nilgiri BiosphereReserve are a treasure house of rare plant species.
The fauna of the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve includes over 100 species of mammals,
350 species of birds, 80 species of reptiles and amphibians, 300 species of butterflies and
innumerable invertebrates. 39 species of fish, 31 amphibians and 60 species of reptiles
endemic to the Western Ghats also occur in the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve. Fresh water fish
such as Danio nilgheriensis, Hypselobarbus dubuis and Puntius bovanicus are restricted to the Nilgiri
Biosphere Reserve. The Nilgiri tahr, Nilgiri langur, Slender loris, Black buck, Tiger, Indian
gaur, Asian elephant and Nilgiri marten are some of the animals found here.

8. Riparian vegetation:
This type of vegetation is found
along courses of rivers and streams in
plains, where alluvial soil is deposited. It
forms a very narrow belt along the banks.
Sometimes it may extend to higher
elevations. The trees may be evergreen or
deciduous depending upon the region.
Some of the characteristic species
include Azadirachta indica, Tamaridus
indica, Albizzia amara, A. lebbeck, Acacia
ferrugenia, Terminalia chebula, Gyrocarpus
americanus, Morinda tinctoria, Ficus bengalensis, Semecarpus anacardium, Terminalia arjuna, Typha
angustata and Vitex leucoxylon are some of the plants in this region.
Sl.No
Forest sub type
Location
1 Tropical Hill Valley Swamp forests(4C/FS2) Gudalur
2 Tropical Riparian Fringing Forests ( 4E/RS1) Kodaikanal, Dindigul, Mudumalai, KMTR

Aquatic and Semi aquatic vegetation:
Aquatic and semi aquatic vegetation is met within lakes, ponds, puddles, marshy
places, etc. Aponogeton nutans, Ceratophyllum demersum, Eicchorina crassipes, Hydrilla verticillata
are commonly found. Hydrobryum olivaceum, Polypleurum spp and Willisia selaginoides are
found on rocks in rivers. Aeschynomene aspera, Bacopa monnieri, Eclipta prostrata, Hygrophila
angustifolia, Rotula aquatica and Typha angustata are found along the margins of lakes, ponds
etc. Azolla pinnata, Ceratopteris thalictroides, Isoetes coromandeliana and Marsilea minuta are some
of the aquatic pteridophytes commonly met with.
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Jungle administration in the
pre-British period

2

Pre Moghul period:
The epics and puranas in Tamil have descriptions of the rich natural endowments
of the Tamil country. Indians developed a relationship with the larger animal on land, the
elephant around 4,000 years ago that influenced the sociopolitical and cultural life of
people and the eventual fate of the elephants in a profound manner. Elephants find
profuse mention in the puranic, epic and other such ancient literature of the country. The
ancient Tamils had great admiration for their forests and trees and treated them with
reverence. Due to limited wants of a small population with extensive forest tracts,
pressure on forests and wildlife was the least. The forests and vegetation flourished and
were bountiful, where the wild animals roamed about freely without any threat of
annihilation. Elsewhere in the treatise, the rich forest wealth of kongu mandalam (present
day western region of the State) finds mention. It is worth referring to an interesting
anthropological evidence in form of a 'Pulikuthikkal' (Tiger stabbing Stone) found
erected in Semalaigoundanpalayam village near Tiruppur in Tamil Nadu, which dates
back to 8th century A.D during the Vijayanagara Nayakas' dynasty.. A 4.5 feet high and 2.5
feet broad granite stone contains the
carving of a valiant man trying to stab a
tiger with a tagger in his right hand, even
as his left hand was attempting to prevent
the tiger from attacking him in an effort
to save his valuable cow. As the man died
of tiger attack, his wife erected the hero
stone in his honour. (The Hindu, Tamil
9.10.2014) Recovery of many such
stones in villages in the Kongu region is
indicative of the fact as to how the tigers
roamed about close to villages and
Hero stone
reflects the biological heritage of the area. Similar hero stones are found in the Sigur
plateau of the Nilgiris. (Sekar 2004).
The forests of erstwhile Madras Presidency were owned by different dynasties.
Pandyan dynasty flourished up to the middle of 16th century in the greater part of the
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Madurai, Ramanathapuram and Tirunelveli districts. Regions around Tiruchirapalli district,
called Cholamandalam were under the Nagas, Pallavas and Chalukyas in the periods up to 9th
century, after which Chola rulers reigned the area till 16th century. The dense jungles of the
Kongu country, comprising of Coimbatore and Salem hills find reference even in the
literature of Sangam period and those of the Chera, Chola and Pandya. In the historical time
frame, the area passed over to the Gangas, Cholas, Pandyas, Nayakas and the Sultans in that
order. Thondaman dynasty came to rule Pudukkottai around 1686. The chieftains under
the Vijayanagar kings conquered most of the then Pandya and Chola kingdom and
established Nayakkar dynasty of Madurai from 1669 to 1736, when it came to an abrupt
termination with Muhammadan invasion of 1736 under Chanda Sahib. Under the kings'
rule, forests were cleared progressively in the interest of agriculture in most of these
areas.
During the reign of Moghuls:
With the Muslim invasion, the local people who were uprooted from their land in
the plains sought refuge in the forests, which they cleared for settling down. Talking of the
anthropological history of the Malayalee tribals of the Javadhi hills of the then composite
North Arcot district, a striking note is recorded in the past Working Plans of Vellore division,
where it is stated that these people who were living in Kancheepuram area moved into the
hills fearing aggression from the Muslim rulers less than three hundred years ago. The
periods under the Moghuls had not any management of the country's forests and no
systems of exploitation seemed to have been prevalent. It can be inferred that the
invaders did not evince any special interest in the conservation of forests. They cleared
them either for strategic reasons or for other purposes. In many vantage points up in the
forested hills, from where they commanded full view of the plains down below, rulers
established large observation posts to keep continuous watch over the area with the view
to protect the territory. They also formed roads and pathways to tread through the jungles
to facilitate the advance marches of their army men or as part of their trade
communication. Only specified species of timber value were proclaimed by local rulers as
“Royal trees” and royalty was collected for the extraction of such trees, which finds
mention in another chapter. Otherwise, the forests were open to all and the public
obtained their requirements without restriction.
The rulers were, however, interested in maintaining excusive preserves of forests
for the royal hunting and also in the creation and maintenance of extensive gardens around
their palaces, besides planting of trees along the highways and canals. The great Moghul
Emperor, Akbar, who displayed immense interest in the planting of trees along canals
directed that “on both sides of the canal down to Hissar, trees of every description, both for shade and
blossom, be planted, so as to make it like the canal under the tree in Paradise” (Stebbing, 1922).
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With the fall of Moghul Empire, the country was divided into a number of small
kingdoms, headed by chieftains and Rajahs that were frequently fighting among themselves,
as a result of which many people abandoned cultivation in disturbed areas and moved to
remote forest areas. The increase in population also led to the clearance of more forest
areas for agriculture. Shifting cultivation in the hills was also responsible for clearance of
forest lands more than necessary. There was no organized interest in forest maintenance.
When Tippu took possession of the Province of Malabar, in exercise of his right as
conqueror, he annihilated private rights in the forests and created a monopoly in the forests
in 1784-85. From Tippu's own statement, it appeared that by this measure he gained a
revenue of Rs 90,000 annually, exclusive of charges (Stebbing 1922). During Tippu's
time, sandal was a royal tree and no private ownership of sandal was recognized. Tippu
had an armed guard of 200 Nayars at Denkanikotta to protect the adjoining sandal
jungles. Savage punishment was inflicted upon offenders who committed theft of sandal
trees, the usual treatment being to cut off the hands of the offender. The ownership of
the forests and wastelands of the country had almost invariably been claimed by the de
facto rulers at that time. But free access to hack and burn at will was permitted, save in the
case of certain species of trees which were considered the prerogative of the ruler whose
felling without permission was forbidden. The ruler sold blocks of forest for a certain
sum down or rate per tree and the timber merchants were then allowed to fell as they
pleased and ruin what was left (Stebbing,1922). Another destructive practice was the
pernicious system of shifting cultivation that was in force for centuries, which is dealt in
detail elsewhere in the book. Under the system, an area of forest was felled by the forest
dwellers, the material burnt, the ashes spread over the area and a crop sown. As soon as
the crop ripened, it was reaped. The cultivator raised a second crop on the same area, by
which time the growth of weeds became very heavy and then he shifted to a fresh piece of
forest, which was treated in the same manner. This most wasteful form of forest
exploitation was in full force at the time of arrival of the British and thousands of square
miles of the valuable forests of the country had been laid waste by the system. As a
consequence, the formerly fine timber forests were replaced by a worthless scrub. The
forest area has been immensely reduced by fire and axe and by the almost universal
practice of shifting cultivation that was known in the name of podu, taungya, kumri in
different regions of the Empire (Stebbing, 1922). The unchecked destruction of forest
was having an adverse effect on the maintenance of the water supplies over considerable
areas in some parts.
Sporting in Moghul's period :
Much interesting information concerning wild life is found in the memoirs of the
Moghul emperors and the chronicles of European travelers in India in those times.
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The Moghul emperors were great sportsmen and lovers of nature and were, therefore,
interested in the wild life of the country and its preservation. Their writings are full of
descriptions, some in great detail of the animals, plants and flowers of the country over
which they ruled. While Babar, Humayun, Akbar and Aurangazeb displayed in their
writings their great love for nature, Jehangir excelled as a naturalist. His profuse memoirs
make an engrossing account of the natural history of India. The Shikar grounds of the
Moghuls covered the upper valley of the Indus towards Peshawar and the whole of the
present Uttar Pradesh westward of the Ganges up to Kathiawar and southwards up to
Mandla in Madhya Pradesh.
Elephants, rhinoceros and wild buffaloes were known to the Moghuls, but not
the bison. When the Moghuls first entered India in 1526, the rhinoceros was found along
the Indus, and Emperor Babar was reported to have come across them in the plains of the
Punjab. The elephant was also seen in many places from where it had since vanished. At
present, there are no longer any elephants northwest of the Dehra Dun Siwaliks, while
the last remnants of the rhinoceros survive only in the eastern tracts of Nepal, Bengal
and Assam. These latter areas and parts of Orissa and Madhya Pradesh also contain but
the last remnants of the wild buffalo. Among the larger felines, lions were found in
considerable numbers in Saharanpur and North Rohilkhand. In 1830, they were seen in
the Mt.Abu and Sabarmati regions. Hunting with cheetahs was a favourite pastime of the
nobility in India since very early days. The Moghul emperors were very partial to this
form of spot and Akbar is said to have
kept as pets over 9000 cheetahs. The
monarch's best cheetah named 'Samand
Malik' (like a ruby) rode in a 'chandol'
borne on the shoulders of two horses.
In the wild stage, the cheetah was known
to hunt antelope, gazelle, smaller deer,
hare, peafowl, other smaller mammals
and birds; but for sport it was trained
mostly for hunting black buck. The
cheetahs, which frequented rocky and
open country, were found in packs, and
Cheetah as pet
there is a record of a cavalry officer having speared from horseback as many as six in a
single day. They were trapped and trained when full grown but if taken as cubs, their
training was tedious and unsatisfactory. Limitless hunting of these fastest land mammal
exterminated their population in the wild state in the country. The caracal (or 'siahgosh',
as the Moghuls called it) was also easily tamed and used to be trained in the same way to
kill gazelle, smaller deer, foxes, hares and peafowl. The caracal's speed was said to be
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greater even than that of the cheetah over the first few furlongs when chasing its prey.
There is practically no mention of bears in Moghul literature, nor is there much mention
of deer hunting. Black buck, nilgai and gazelle must have been very abundant. Another
favourite sport patronized by the Moghuls in North India was falconry. It is said that
Akbar hunted with trained falcons and hawks, of which his favourite was the 'bashah'
(sparrow hawk). The Moghul emperors were also fond of fishing.
The next period in the history saw a struggle between the French and the British
for the mastery of the Presidency. This struggle after many vicissitudes ended in victory
to the latter and the British conquered the country and established the East India
Company.
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3

Eighteen decades
of timber exploitation

Forests of the Madras Presidency was the scene of intense harvest of timber for
over a century and many of the forest reserves either under the ownership of local rulers
or the Government were considered as ‘veritable timber mines of inexhaustible
resources’. The practices of exploitation and the systems of working by the East India
Company and the British Empire during the 19th century, however, proved that timber
harvest could not be sustained for long, unless the growing stock was augmented with
artificial regeneration. Timber regeneration attempts got an impetus in the late 1800s and
the larger part of 20th century, with the commencement of Working Plan era. The timber
wealth of the State also witnessed a down slide with the transfer of much of timber
bearing forests to the other States in the post independence years. With the dawn of
conservation oriented forestry in the 1980s, the legacy of the 180 year-long timber
exploitation almost came to an end, signaling the emphasis on biodiversity conservation.
For the purpose of providing the reader a better understanding of the timber
management in the State over times, the practices and their results are presented in
different phases.
During the reign of East India Company (EIC) (1799-1856):
In the pre East India Company (EIC) years, the ownership of the forests and the
wastelands of the country had almost invariably been claimed by the de facto rulers at that
time, with free access given to timber merchants who obtained short leases from the
owners for certain sum down or rate per tree. Exception was in respect of royal trees
such as teak and sandal wood, the felling rights of which was retained by the rulers. The
method of extraction was reckless and inferior that probably not more than 30 to 40
percent of the timber felled ever reached the markets (Stebbing, 1922). The earliest
record of exploitation of the marketable timber species both by direct Government
agencies or through contractors and lessees was the formation of a timber syndicate in
Malabar in1796 with Mr. Machnochie as the leading spirit. This syndicate collapsed
sometime later, but other agencies, purely connected with the supply of timber to Navy
were opened, closed and reopened from time to time (Ribbontrop, 1900). Records show
that during 1799, about 10,000 teak trees were extracted from the Malabar forests,
allowed to dry for 2-3 years, floated down the Beypore River and shipped to England or
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Bombay for the Royal Navy (Subbarayulu, 2014). The price for ordinary quality teak for
ship building was Rs. 9 to10 per candy (15¾ c.ft). No silvicultural principles, however,
were adopted in working the forests bearing teak trees.
During Tippu’s dominion of the country, teak was proclaimed as a ‘royal tree’. So
also was the case in Travancore and Cochin. On his defeat, the EIC vested the royal tree
right to the Bombay Government and teak trees could only be extracted by the Bombay
Government. Under the impetus given by railway construction demanding timber
supplies, much valuable forests met with ruin, especially in the vicinity of floating streams
or near other means of communication. It was foreseen that the existing state of things
could not go on and felt that something must be done to prevent ultimate drying of
supplies. A step forward in the matter of forest conservancy was the appointment of a
Bengal-Bombay Joint Commission for enquiring into the internal circumstances of
Malabar. The Commission made the main recommendation to prohibit the felling of teak
below 21 inches in girth. A forest Committee was also formed to look into the capacity of
the forests themselves and the status of the proprietary rights in them (Ribbontrop,
1900).
Immediate result of the Committee’ s report was that a general proclamation, by
way of which, it was declared that the royalty right claimed by previous Governments was
vested in the EIC, prohibiting all further unauthorized felling of such trees (Stebbing,
1922). With Malabar’s transfer to Madras Presidency, royal tree rights also came to be
exercised by them. Britain’s supremacy at the seas at that time was considered mainly due
to the large number of ships that the country possessed and the credit largely went to teak
as a the primary ship building timber. Teak was an item of priority for the British for
building ships for defence and trade, since oak was all exhausted in Britain. It was
understood that ships made with teak lasted long, up to 100 years or more, due to the
presence of a resinous substance ‘Technoquine’, which repels marine borers and other
insects. At the time when the EIC was in the country, the Britishers were not managing
their forests scientifically at their home. The EIC too as such did not have a forest policy.
During the early time of EIC, forests in the Madras Presidency were under the control of
Revenue department, where as in the Malabar, they were owned, protected and managed
by the Rajahs and temple devassoms. Since these forests were containing teak trees, EIC
acquired about 130 sq.km of forest area on lease in and around Nilambur from Tricaloor
devassom on a mortgage for Rs.8,000. From the Zamorin, the Rajah’s extensive forest
land was also rented. Malabar teak was preferred for ship building, timber floated in the
Chaliyar river, also known as Beypore river to Kallai depot (considered as the biggest in
the East), exported from the small Beypore port to England or sent to Bombay shipyard
(Subbarayulu, 2014).
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From an account of early periods of forest exploitation in the State under East
India Company, it is seen that scientific forestry working for timber extraction in the
Southern India started in 1806, when Captain Watson, a police officer was appointed as
first Conservator of Forests in India on 10th November that year to organize the felling
of fine timbers like teak for the British Navy, with Malabar and Travancore as his
jurisdiction. A proclamation, made in 1807 curtailed the right of private forest owners
and formed the basis for the Conservator’s authority. In the words of Ribbontrop (1900) :
“Within a couple of years he had succeeded in establishing a timber monopoly throughout MalabarTravancore and practically annihilated more or less all private rights in the forests by assuming their nonexistence”. The Government had a plentiful and cheap timber supply during his reign and
of his immediate successors. It is also true that the forests received a modified form of
protection during the period of Conservatorship. Some regulation of the fellings was
introduced and the former unrestricted and wasteful exploitation by private persons and
timber contractors ceased (Stebbing, 1922). However, by 1823, barely after 17 years of
existence, the posts of Conservatorship and his staff were abolished due to the vehement
protest and growing discontent among the proprietors and the timber traders and on the
recommendation of Sir Thomas Munro, the then Governor of Madras and with the
consent of the Supreme Government. Immediately thereafter, the landholders reoccupied the Company and private forests, which were visited by unauthorized and
unrestricted fellings. The natural consequence was that large forest areas were entirely
lost to Government, never to be recovered, others were ruined and devastated for good
and all (Ribbontrop, 1900).The consequence of such reckless working was that within a
few years the available supply of really first class timber thinned and the prices rose.
For the next two decades, no staff was appointed specifically for taking care of
the forests. Nilambur Rajah brought to the notice of Bombay Government in 1830 about
unchecked freedom in exploitation appeared likely, if unchecked, to result in the entire
disappearance of the forests. Upon his representation, Government of Bombay
requested the Indian Navy Board to submit a report on the Malabar forests with a view to
introduce arrangements for their preservation and improvement. In 1831, the Indian
Navy Board strongly advised for the re-establishment of the Conservatorship. The
subject was consulted with the Madras Government, which transferred the matter to the
Revenue Board for consideration on 22nd April 1831. The Board of Revenue took no
action for next six years, when in 1837, the Madras Government called its attention to
their previous letter of 1831 (Stebbing, 1922).
The Malabar and Canara forests continued to be in full progress of exhaustion.
Meanwhile, Munro, a Scottish forester, who was designated as Conservator in charge of
the forests in Travancore with his twenty years of experience in the area sent a report in
1837 to Colonel Fraser, the Travancore resident who acted as a representative of the
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British, detailing the existence of a good system of management for the preservation and
perpetuation of teak forests belonging to the Rajah of Travancore, which suggested that
a) when ten trees were to be felled, two were left to seed and b) for each tree to be felled, 10
were to be planted. In this system of Conservator’s management under the control of the
Resident of Travancore, it is reported that ‘a million young trees of teak were planted
during the time of the previous resident Colonel Newal alone. Munro added some other
interesting silvicultual details, which proved him a forester of no mean calibre for those
days in India. To season the timber after ringing, he allowed the tree to stand one or two
years, when it was felled and piled up in a dry place whence, in the third year after ringing,
it was sent down for sale (Stebbing,1922).
The Board of Revenue obtained reports from the Collectors of Malabar, Canara
and Rajamundry, which advocated imposition of an enhanced duty on undersized
material ‘as the best and only equitable means of checking the destruction of young trees
to some degree’. The Malabar Collector particularly did not favour direct interference of
Government officers in cutting of timber in that district. On their reports, the Board of
Revenue merely expressed that 'interference, if at all necessary for the conservation of teak forests,
should be exercised by the Revenue Officer and not by an independent authority and the former might be
authorized to take steps to prevent the cutting of small timber and under-sized trees' (Ribbontrop,
1900).
Noting that rapid progression of deterioration of the Malabar teak forests was
reported by many around 1842, the Court of Directors considered that some teak
plantations of limited extent might be established to safeguard the future. Henry
Valentine Conolly, who was the Collector of Malabar during that period (1841-1855)
succeeded in creating a small local Forest Department with separate staff for forestry
works costing Rs.314-8 per mensem, framed simple local rules and laid the foundation for
the famous Nilambur teak plantations along the banks of Chaliyar river with the able
support of one of his revenue staff, Chathu menon in 1842, who gave for the first time
the idea of soaking teak seeds in water for obtaining good results in the nursery
(Ribbontrop, 1900). The astounding success of Conolly’s experiments with teak in
Nilambur is described elsewhere in the treatise.
Owing to the decrease in supply of teak from Malabar, attention was turned to
the Anaimalai forests in Coimbatore. Williams, the timber agent at the coast decided to
tap these forests and he applied to the Collector for permission for his contractor to work
the teak forests of ‘Anna mala’ in 1844. As some restrictive orders were then operative in
the forests of Coimbatore district, the Collector Mr.Wroughton wrote to Government in
September 1844 advising not to allow private Contractors to work. He proposed instead,
for the post of a Superintendent or Conservator, assisted by other competent
establishment. Upon this proposal, some staff posts were sanctioned by the Madras
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Government. When the Collector visited Anamalai in December that year, there was no
flow in streams and rivers and then he turned to the Walayar forests, where 5,000 trees
suitable for extraction were located near waterways. Timber was extracted with the
sanction of this work by Government of India (GoI) with an advance of Rs.15,000 and a
sanction of a native sub Conservator and staff with a total monthly charge of Rs.246 per
month (Stebbing, 1922).
In 1847, Captain F.C. Cotton, Civil Engineer of the 7th battalion reported for
the need of an officer to explore the Anamalais and assess the availability of teak there.
Cotton also reported the availability of large number of trees viz., 1,07,000 trees in the
Cochin disputed territory, 28,000 trees in the Kollengode and about 61,700 trees in the
Government territory. Acting on this request, Government of India sanctioned a post
and appointed Lt. James Michael of Madras Infantry in 1848 to study the Anamalai
forests and report the position. After an exploration, Michael reported the teak bearing
possibility of the area and the details of operations to be carried out for felling and
conversion of teak, formation of road, need for demarcation of the boundary between
the forests under the Revenue department and the adjoining Kollengode private forests.
Report also contained the number of teak trees available in Anamalais. However, the
Court of Directors remarked in 1849 that ‘the Anaimalai forests should be conserved and
protected from serious injury, which the other forests had sustained’, which indicated that some
concern was shown by the EIC for protecting the forests. Still, timber extraction
continued in an ad hoc manner without following any scientific forestry principles. Some
accounts indicate that in 1850, a scheme for extracting timber from the Government
forests, besides from the contiguous forests belonging to Kollengode Raja was
sanctioned and J.Michael was retained as the first Superintendent to implement the same.
Nambidi of Kollengode originally owned the forest of Anamalais. The order No. 883
dated 1st September 1855 of the Government acknowledged their ownership. He
negotiated a six year lease in 1851 with the Nambidi (Raja) of Kollengode over the
Thekkadi leased forest and later executed a second lease for 90 years in 1857. Michael’s
report of the working in 1851 is referring to the whole of the work of timber extraction
done from first to last with the axe, with a waste of probably 50 per cent of the timber of
Sl. No

Details of Work

Cost (in Rs, annas & paise)

1

Felling cost per c.ft

2 annas and 2 paise

2

Carriage to the top of the slip per plank of 12.4 c.ft

3

Sliding down the slip way per plank of 12.4 c.ft

4

Carriage from foot of the slip to Mangara per plank

Rs 4

5

Floating to Ponany per plank

Re 1

Re 1 and 4 annas
3½ annas
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every tree felled. Nearly 2,000 straight cut, fair edged, sound planks were promised to be
supplied to the Bombay dock yard in a season but that was difficult to achieve in view of
impossibility of procuring sufficient sawyers. The accounting of cost of working makes
an interesting reading.
With the anticipated quantity of outturn from the teak planks, expenditure
worked out to 9 annas per cft. In the years of 1850, 1851 and 1852 he got ready 1394, 1851
and 600 planks, respectively equaling 47,678 c.ft. Of this, he lost the entire lot of 600
finest planks through an incendiary fire of February 1852. From the working, a quantity
of 14,500 c.ft of timber logs were also prepared for guncarriage manufactory. The season of 1853-54 started on an
auspicious note with the arrival of workmen and carters in
large numbers. But the men left in a few days due to the
outbreak of cholera, the dreaded scourge of those times.
Despite the odds, Michael arranged 1353 planks to reach
the top of the slip. Anamalai timber work for four years was
a fine commitment of organized working, and furnished
proof that departmental working was a possibility and that
it resulted in lowering the prices. It also provided evidence
of the benefit it carried to the country side, both in the
improvement of communication like the roads and bridges
and in the certainty that the local people employed in the
forests would be properly paid for their labour and not
defrauded of their just dues, as was prevalent those days. In
the following years, Michael started the system of clearing
teak seedlings and young teak trees from dry leaves and
other inflammable matter in the forests, so as to protect
them against injury from the annual fires of the dry season.
On Michael’s departure from Anamalai on leave, Captain
Anamalai teak
sketched by D. Hamilton
Douglas Hamilton, a surveyor of hill stations in the
military, who drew many sketches for the Cleghorn’s book “The Forests and Gardens of
South India” succeeded him as the Anamalai superintendent. Lieutenant Beddome was
then appointed there. (Subbarayulu, 2014; Stebbing, 1922).
In the early decades of Madras Forest department (1856-1882):
The end of the Indian mutiny that started in May 1857 saw the disappearance of
the EIC and the Court of Directors. Queen Victoria was proclaimed the Empress of
India. British felt the danger of isolation due to want of facilities for rapid
communication as a grave indictment of the EIC’s administration. Lack of
communication also had a serious effect on accessible forest lands particularly that led to
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the ruthless exploitation of forest tracts in the neighbourhood of large cities and towns.
The need to move the troops and their equipments became evident, due to which railway
construction received tremendous impetus, along with grew the demand for sleepers.
The forests, amongst other sources of public utility and wealth were sought to be
gradually brought under an efficient administration (Stebbing, 1922).
With a view to prevent the unrestricted felling of wood and conserve the more
valuable trees from the danger of extinction and to bring uniformity in the treatment of
forest produce in each district under the Presidency, Board of Revenue issued a simple set
of rules in 1860 vide its Circular No 5497, called as ‘the Jungle Conservancy Rules’. The
rules prescribed the declaration of 12 species of trees as reserved for the value of their
wood and 10 other for the value of their products. Detailed set of regulations with regard
to felling and removal of timber, other wood, fuel, bamboo and charcoal from the forests
including levying of seigniorage fee for such removals etc were drawn, which find
narration elsewhere in the book. Some account of huge exploitation of miscellaneous
timber for the railways from the forest areas of Salem district is available in the working
plan for the Salem North division. The Salem forests were recklessly denuded for the
construction of Madras Railway. In the year 1859-60 alone, seigniorage fees amounting
to Rs. 23,500 were realized on account of supply of 2,45,743 sleepers. Fellings were often
without marking and it was felt that the waste was immense. A report of 1963 indicated
that the hill area contained old stumps of good sized teak trees and fine satinwood forests
were entirely wiped out by the greedy contractors (Narasimhan, 1964).
Exploitation of Anamalai and Mudumalai forests:
In the Anamalai, timber extracted from Thekkadi forests was carted to Topslip
through the 10.46 km long road from
Sichali developed in 1850 by Michael,
from where they were skidded down the
ghat to adivaram by dry slide (hence the
name Topslip). This system of skidding
was in vogue up till 1868, when the ghat
road from Sethumadai was constructed
on the alignment traced by Michael.
Felling continued mostly in Thekkadi
leased forests up to 1880 although the
British portions didn’t escape in any way
when it was decided to give rest to the
Sketch of Anamalai timber slip
forests.
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Box 3.1 : Top Slip-Why its name?
The timber slip was just a drag path with poles laid across. With the construction of
10.46 km long road from Sichali to Top slip in 1850 by Michael, timber was carted along this
road to Top slip. Timber skidded down the ghat to the foot hills was carted to Palghat, floated
down the Barathapuzha to Ponnani and shipped to the Naval yard at Bombay. Timber for
Madras Arsenal was carted to Vangal near Karur on the Cauvery floated down that river to the
sea and shipped thence. In 1856, Michael also aligned a ghat road to replace the “slip” which
was subsequently constructed by Captain Gosling in 1868, with slight modifications, at a cost
of Rs.4, 009. This road was in use for 56 years until the present ghat road replaced it in 1924
(Sekar and Ganesan, 2003).

Elsewhere Mudumalai forest, which was then the property of Tirumalapad of
Nilambur was given to a timber merchant Muddannah on long time lease, who on a
payment of a stump fee exploited the more accessible portions of the forests for many
years. In 1855, Madras Railway sleeper Contractor Williams, who on an examination of
the Mudumalai forest for sleeper materials sent his observations to Robinson, the
Collector of Malabar upon which the Government ordered the Collector in 1856 to
report about the extent of forests in question and the best method of working them. In
the same year Captain Campbell was asked to enter into lease of 200 sq.miles of forests
with the owner for two years. The demand for timber for the Welligton barracks in the
Nilgiris prompted the Government to rent the forests for a further period of five years
from 1858 at a rate of Rs. 2300 per annum, for which Captain Morgan was appointed.
Studying the working of forests and the local conditions, Dr.Cleghorn, the first
Conservator of the Presidency recorded in a report dated 1st May 1858 some of the
important points concerning the extraction, classification and sale of teak in Anamalai
and Wayanad. Noting that there was considerable wastage of timber, as the axe cut was
made three to four feet above ground level, he issued a circular to cut the tree at less than
one and a half feet from ground level. Drag holes too were prohibited to save wastage. He
i n t r o d u c e d a f o u r- f o l d t i m b e r
classification with Class I of girth above
six feet and Class IV below three feet. He
also ordered for the sale of timber not
required for the navy by auctioning at
convenient places such as the foot of
Anamalai hills. The Conservator praised
the Wayanad forests, as he estimated a
sustained supply of 40,000 cft of teak per
year and outlined the need for roads in
the area for transport of timber
(Subbarayulu, 2014).
Huge drag holes in timber
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Later he made an inspection of the working of Mudumalai forests in 1859 and in
his assessment, the general character of the forest was good, containing a large quantity
of teak, black wood, venteak, marudu, vengai. On the operations, Cleghorn wrote thus:
“The wood-cutters are Kurumbars, inhabiting the forest; the sawyers come from Mysore; the dragging of
the logs to the forest track is performed partly by elephants, of which eight belong to the commissariat and
six to the forest stock, paid out of barrack estimates, and partly by buffaloes purchased for the purpose”.
The cart carriages of contractors pulled by the bullocks were used to convey the rough
sawn timber, reduced in weight by careful seasoning, from the forest depots to
Ootacamund through the tough
gradient on the 23 mile Sigur ghat road,
which was constructed between 1836
and 1838 and then on to the barracks for
about 10 miles. A large quantity of 2 lakh
cft of the timber was consumed in the
Wellington barracks, of the total of 5
lakh c ft of timber extracted during the
lease period. After his second visit to the
Mudumalai in 1862, Cleghorn reported
that a large volume of teak had been
exploited and expressed doubt whether
any would be left by the time the lease
Sketch of timber transport in cart carriage
expired in March 1863.
Keeping in view the timber demands for the Madras Railways, the Bangalore
barracks and other works, Government ordered the subsequent Conservator Col.
Beddome to inspect the Mudumalai forests and report on the advisability of renewing the
lease, which he did in August 1862. Beddome suggested that a 99-year lease should be
taken by Government in order to systematically exploit the large wealth of less valuable
miscellaneous timber species. Agreeing to the suggestion, Government entered on a 99year lease with Tirumalapad in March 1863 at an annual rental of Rs. 3,500. With teak
extraction continued from more inaccessible areas, the three year period from 1863 to
1865 witnessed another bout of intensive exploitation, accounting for nearly 1.45 lakh c.
ft of teak (Sekar, 2004).
Beddome, who was officiating as Conservator of Madras also prepared a manual
wherein he analyzed the defective system of girdling the marked trees in advance of
cutting which had been long given up in Madras, as the practice increased the heart-shake
and impaired the quality of timber to the extent that the girdled tree was generally sold in
the Malabar market at a discount of 50 percent upon green felled teak. He divided the
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forests of Madras into two classes: The forests of Anaimalai, Mudumallay, Seegur,
Collegal and Bowvani sandal forests, Wynaad, Hunsur, Denkenikottah, Cumbum valley,
portion of South Canara, Nelambur, Gumsur sal forest, Chenat Nair forest near Palghaut
leased to the Railway company all belonged to first class forests and were worked by the
Forest Department itself for their timber including sandal wood. With regard to
distribution of teak in the forests of the Presidency, Beddome remarked “ .. in the Madras
Presidency, teak may be said to be a rare forest product, our only teak forests of importance being the
Anaimalais and the Wynaad teak belt..”. The Cuddapah, North Arcot, Salem, Hill forests of
South Arcot, chief portion of Madura, portion of South Canara, Bolampatty valley, the
Nalla Mallay forests of Kurnool district were brought under the category of second class
forests that were worked on the license and voucher system. By 1889, unrestricted entry
and felling on permits had been replaced by regular felling under departmental
supervision. Even persons permitted to remove head loads of dead wood were being
requested to do the same from annual coupes (Stebbing, 1923).
The increase in population, trade and wealth which followed the British rule
resulted in a large demand for timber, and this again was greatly increased by the
requirements of the public services and the railways. Vivid accounts of intensive
exploitation of the species from the Mudumalai and Anamalai are found in forest
literature. Heavy felling continued in Mudumalai for the 20 years since 1865, resulting in
the removal of over five lakh c. ft of teak, of which nearly a lakh of c ft was sold to the
public, chiefly from Mysore. The results: opening up of the canopy leading to the
occupation of ground by invasive grasses; breaking out of severe fires in summer from
the dried up grass and the inflammable branch wood lying in the forests after
exploitation. Only during this period, it was recognized that teak felling could not be
indefinitely prolonged without affecting the future supplies and consequently action was
taken to start two compensatory teak plantations over 100 acres in Mudumalai and Benne
forests. Finding the growth of teak to be poor, further planting was stopped in 1875 upon
the suggestion of the Conservator Beddome. Mudumalai timber working was continued
till 1878, when they were stopped chiefly for want of saleable material. As for the
Anamalai, with the enactment of Madras Forest Act in 1882, Thunacadavu RF was
notified in 1883 under section 16 of the Act and most of the other RFs notified between
1883 and 1885.
Around this time, a contract for the removal of Rose wood and Vengai from
lower Punachi forests were executed, where excessive felling was indulged in. Thus, it
would be seen that early administrators were only interested in exploiting teak as fast as
possible. Even a teak rotation was considered unnecessary up to 1916.
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Timber harvest under various systems of management in Working Plan era
(1882-1947) :
It can be stated that history of preparation of forest working plan for certain
areas or Ranges in the British India was coinciding with the period of timber working,
followed by planting suitable timber species such as teak, rosewood etc. In most part of
the British India, preparation of working plan was taken up by Government of India
under the advice of the Inspector General of Forests. However, in the Madras and
Bombay Presidencies, the preparation and control of working plans was entirely local,
and there was no technical adviser beyond the Conservator who submitted the Plans.
Staff had been too much occupied with forest settlements and as regards working plans, a
commencement had been only lately made. At the end of 1897-98, plans were available
only for 201 sq.miles of forests, but were under preparation for another 1,101 sq.miles
(Ribbontrop, 1900).
Though the Indian forests had upwards of 1,200 species of trees, the value and
technical qualities of all but few of them were unrecognized except for local use. History
of forest utilization shows that trade existed for some species long before the advent of
the Forest Department, but with the exception of teak, black wood and sandal wood, it
was almost a purely local one (Stebbing, 1923). Industries and trade as then existed
recognized a few species with particularly valuable qualities, which at the same time were
found in large quantities. As for Madras Presidency, the most important amongst them
were teak, black wood, sandal and red sanders. With regard to the popularization of other
species in the market, Ribbontrop had the following to state: “.. It would appear easy to
introduce many of the valuable and handsome woods to be found in our Indian forests into the general
market; but this is by no means the case and in spite of the continuous efforts which have been and are
being made to introduce timbers of the kinds, success in this respect is but slow. Locally, no doubt, we have
succeeded in bringing many previously unused woods into use, but a really widespread demand we have as
yet established for but few new species..” (Ribbon trop, 1900). The earliest working plans for the
timber areas of Anamalais were that of Porter for Mount Stuart (1885-86), Arbuthnot for
the Varagaliar valley (1906) and for the Mount Stuart (1909) and of Hugo Wood for
Mount Stuart and Tekkadi leased forests (1918). These plans had no specific operational
duration, which was varying from a year to more than ten years. Such plans had
prescriptions for exploitation of the timber trees, followed with dibbling of teak and rose
wood. Though the timber exploitation progressed as planned, the planting attempts met
with mixed results of establishment. Some of the earliest successful plantations were
raised by Hugo Wood around Mount Stuart in early 1900s, which finds description
elsewhere in the book.
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Transportation difficulties:
At the time when the transport of timber from the Anamalais to the market in
the plains was burdensome, managers of Mount Stuart and Ulandy valley forests were
innovating on many alternate transportation systems. In 1888, J.S. Porter started the
construction of Mount Stuart tramway that remained as the only line of extraction within
the forest for the next 29 years. To place the timber on the market in a more saleable form
for small purchasers, a saw mill worked by water power with a Pelton wheel was
established and run at Topslip by H.A. Gass in 1901, utilizing the water power from the
flow in Thunakadavu river where logs of miscellaneous and teak were sawn to marketable
sizes. In the same year, a wire rope way was also constructed by Gass to reduce the cost of
transportation, which was then happening from the crest of the hills through the ghat
road in the bullock drawn carts. The wire rope way took off from the lower end of the
Mount Stuart tram way line and its lowest extremity was close to the main road. Designed
to transport a maximum load of 1,400 pounds of sawn material like the railway sleepers
and scantlings of different sizes, the ropeway system was conveying some 10,000 c ft of
timber annually. In Gass’s words in the
year 1903, “The carriage of 20 cwt of timber
down the ghat section of the road inclusive of
loading, unloading and returning would occupy
about two days, against half-hour of the rope
way. The ropeway had been a great success…”
(Gass, 1903) With the water in the
Tunacadavu river becoming scarce due
to washing of the dam in a flash flood,
the saw mill per force was closed down in
1910. Along with it the top slip rope way
system also went into disuse. However,
the tramming in Mount Stuart went on
Wire ropeway starting platform
almost continuously till 1920 amidst heavy constraints. An investigation in 1904 revealed
that the tramway was working at a loss for the thirteen years of its existence with the
average cost of tramming being higher than carting with bullocks. The bad state of the
tract and the difficulties in getting spare parts and rails made the managers to abandon it
in 1919-20, when it was decided to in favour of a road scheme (Gass, 1903).
In Mudumalai, the earliest scientific prescriptions came from the reports of
Gamble (1886), Popert (1895) for Mudumalai and Benne forests. Subsequent period saw
the introduction of Arbuthnot’s plan (1897), Jackson’s plan (1903) which had operational
effect for a period varying from three to four years. These reports and plans witnessed
continued working of the forests for teak, rose wood, Anogeissus latifolia, Terminalia
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tomentosa, vengai and many other new species for timber or railway sleepers along with
commencement of planting in Mudumalai and Benne forests under Burma taungya
system and tuckle cultivation employing the kurumbars. For the period up to 1917,
several schemes- separately for each of the important produce like timber, firewood,
sandal etc. were drawn up each one covering only a felling series and the schemes
included programme for protection, timber and fuel extraction and plantations. From
1920s onwards, regular working plans for 10 years period were written for entire division,
in which various silvicultural systems, each suited to specific area was in practice. Timber
working followed by planting with suitable timber species were carried under Working
Circles, each assigned with specific areas, according to the suitability of the area and based
on silvicultural principles. Other than the Mudumalai and Anamalai, timber working of
some significance was met with only in the forests of erstwhile Tirunelveli and Madurai
districts and to some extent in the forests of Srivilliputhur in the Ramanathapuram
district. It would, however, suffice to look into the details of Anamalai and Mudumalai to
have a general understanding of the situation in the entire Presidency. Timber-bearing
deciduous forests were generally brought under clear felling followed by artificial
regeneration and the evergreen forests under selection felling system. Other than the
above systems of working, improvement fellings, coppice fellings or thinning were in
force in different areas, which are briefly narrated in the following paras. Detailed account
of the results of timber regeneration is furnished elsewhere in the book.
Clear-felling followed by artificial regeneration:
In the natural moist and dry deciduous forests of the Madras Presidency, some
areas were better suited for teak and rosewood than others and these were worked under
the clear-felling working system. The areas chiefly worked for the species fell in the
Anamalai and Mudumalai. The annual coupes were clear-felled and regenerated with teak
and other valuable timber species either by kumri, taungya or rab system, the salient
features of which find mention in another chapter. In the later period of the working plan
era, other plantation species like cashew, eucalyptus species, etc., were artificially
regenerated according to the suitability of the areas.
Selection felling system:
Deciduous and evergreen forest areas, which contained valuable timber species
with patches of mature and over mature trees, were worked under the selection felling
system. Such areas were constituted into a working circle, which was divided into large
coupes, from which mature and over mature trees alone were extracted by marking
different species of timber according to certain prescribed girth at breast height, not
exceeding specified number of trees per hectare. The gaps left by the felled trees were
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planted with teak stumps on the soil worked up with ash obtained by burning the remains
of the felled trees. In the evergreen forests of the West Coast, where light evergreen
selection felling system was followed for production of railway sleepers, the gaps
replanted with evergreen species and without burning.
How exploitative the selection felling was evident from the scale of working in
the Anamalai. In the Laurie’s plan for Ulandi valley in Anamalai under selection felling
working circle for the period 1931-32 to 1940-41, exploitable girth was prescribed to be
1.98 m with a rotation of 100 years and a felling cycle of 40 years. Felling was to be
operated through an agency of contractor through Cochin Forest Tramway and artificial
regeneration in gaps was also suggested. In an amazing scale of exploitation, contractor
felled and removed approximately 8 lakh c. ft of teak, rosewood and miscellaneous
species at a seigniorage rate of Re 0.53/c ft of timber in a contract period of 8 years
between 1933 and 1940. Area was overworked but the results of gap planting were not
encouraging (Sekar and Ganesan, 2003).
Improvement fellings:
Trees of useful species like teak, rosewood, sandal wood, red sanders, sal, Hopea
etc were tended by cutting the creepers and climbers and other epiphytic parasites,
considered to be detrimental to them with a view to improve the growing stock of an
area. Such fellings are accompanied by fencing the area with trench and mound, planted
with Agave/ Aloe or stone wall departmentally. In certain areas with good patch of
regeneration of teak, rose wood, vengai and such other species, weeding of the area was
undertaken.
Thinnings:
The system of mechanical or silvicultural thinning to reduce the competition
among the growing stock in teak plantations at different ages of plantations in the
rotation period was carried out as a management intervention to obtain good quality teak
timber on maturity, which yielded considerable number of poles of teak, which had a
ready market. The production from forests and their regeneration were conducted under
one of the felling systems as described above by engaging one of the agencies of
exploitation viz., the Government, the purchasers, right holders, or the free grantees, the
chief agency among them being the Government or the Purchasers. Exploitation by
Government agency was found necessary for conducting improvement fellings as
prescribed in the working plans, for reducing unregulated fellings in reserves, for
demarcation and fire line clearings and for supply of fuel etc.., to railways, Government
jails, municipalities and other public departments. As for the working by the Purchasers,
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the removals were effected under either prepayment or post-payment permit systems in
various divisions, which however, was replaced by located fellings in coupes worked
through the contractors. The removals under the cover of rights and privileges were as
per the concessions recognized at the time of reservation of forest areas. Free grants
were made chiefly to poor ryots for rebuilding of damaged houses/huts, construction of
health camps, bridges, building chatram, temple, mosque etc.
An examination of the Annual Administration Report of 1913-14 reveals that
of the total extent of 19,665 sq.miles of forests in the Presidency, working plans were
completed for about 8,092 sq.miles, were being compiled or waiting sanction for about
3,477 sq.miles, to be taken in 6,242 sq.miles and considered not required then over 1,854
sq.miles (Anon., 1915). Of the areas with working plans in currency, following were the
areas assigned to various working circles in which appropriate silvicultural systems were
operated during the year.
System

Extent of forests covered during the year
(All figures in sq.miles)
Northern*

Central

Western

Southern

Total

Extent of forests

5123

5861

4251

4430

19665

Area under WP

2033

1792

1614

2653

8092

Clear felling

136

22

31

1

290

Selection felling

438

24

346

54

862

23

10

-

183

216

Simple coppice with standard

276

250

338

1171

2035

Improvement felling
Not subjected to any definite
system of working

49

1

126

431

607

1111

1485

773

771

4140

Simple coppice felling

* Northern: Ganjam,Vizagapatnam Godavari, Kistna, Kurnool districts (5)
Central: Bellary, Anantapur, Guntur, Cuddappah West, East, Nellore, Chingleput,
Chittoor districts (8)
Western: Southern Canara, Malabar, Nilgiris, Coimbatore districts (4)
Southern: North Arcot, South Arcot, Salem, Trichinopoly, Tanjore, Madura, Ramnad,
Tinnevelly districts (8)

Clear felling of the timber bearing forests, worked as annual compartments,
forming part of a felling series, along with the other systems of working as described above,
continued since the inception of systematic working plans approved for different forest
divisions yielded considerable quantities of timber of different species. The outturn for the
year 1913-14 presented below gives an account of timber out turn of following species,
besides maximum quantity of miscellaneous timber (Anon., 1915).
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Sl.No.

Common
Name

Botanical name

1

Sal

2

Teak

3
4
5

Karimarudu
Venagai
Achan

Quantity
Remarks
(c.ft)
Shorea robusta
194881 Entire quantity from Ganjam
district of Northern circle
Tectona grandis
227647 85% from Coimbatore South
and Malabar North divisions
of Western Circle
Terminalia tomentosa
115349 45% from Western circle
Pterocarpus marsupium
59944
Hardwickia binata
1375

6
7
8

Rosewood
Ironwood
Sandal

Dalbergia latifolia
Xylia dolabriformis
Santalum album

9
10
11

Ebony
Kongu
Venthekku

Diospyrus ebanum
Hopea parviflora
Lagestroemia
microcarpa

12

Miscellaneous
Total for Madras

11512 100 % from Western circle
7808 100% from Western circle
30358 Southern and Western circle
accounted for 30 and 70 %
respectively
325 100% from Western circle
32877 100% from Western circle
5327 100% from Western Circle
5053690 72% from Western Circle
5741093

Working of fuel coupes in that year reportedly produced 22,760,180 c.ft of fuel
wood and bamboo working about 41,388,797 numbers. The Engineering Branch of the
department was formed in 1923-24 to steadily increase the outturn by introducing
improved methods and to achieve reduction in the cost of extraction. Forest Utilization
Branch was organized in 1924-25 to make advancements in the commercial aspect of the
Department, which in the next year went into opening of a sale depot in Sydenham Road,
Madras for popularizing the mill-sawn teak and other Madras timbers (Anon., 1936).
Investigations into the area of commercial forests around this time had shown
that potentially there were about 1,000 sq.miles of forests, which either carried or was
expected to carry a crop of big timber, estimating to carry more than 350 c.ft to the acre.
The Engineering branch worked towards achieving better working of the timber forests,
an account of which sure will enthuse the reader. With the accurate methods of
enumeration introduced by the Logging Engineer by cruising in Chenat Nair RF near
Palghat, the quantity of saleable timber of each species assessed and actual outturn of
nearly 2 lakh c.ft. of timber registered only a variation of 4½ percent of the estimated
outturn. With the improved working of evergreen timber both in the forests by
introducing modern methods of hauling and the faster seasoning in the Olavakkot saw
mill, average monthly extraction increased from 5,600 c.ft in 1923-24 to 15,600 c.ft in
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1925-26.The demand for the hitherto unknown evergreen timbers was still rising. It is
interesting to note that Acrocarpus fraxinifolius and Polyalthia fragrans, both unsaleabe upto
that time had become so popular that the demand for these species-the former for cart
shafts and the later for tea boxes- soared, actually exceeded the supply (Anon.,1927). That
the timber contributed to 30% of total forest revenue, while the fuel accounted for 14%,
sandalwood, grazing and MFP for 12% each, bamboos 9% and the miscellaneous items
the remaining 11% explained the reason for the priority on timber working (Dyson,
1939).
Use of elephant power in timber working:
Tracing of the timber exploitation in the State would be incomplete, if the reader
doesn’t gain an insight into the immense contribution of elephants in the working of
timber areas. In fact, plan for use of elephant power in timber operations was formulated
in 1850 itself. Cleghorn’s tour note of 1859 on Mudumalai made a reference to the
deployment of these animals in the task of timber working. The works for the elephants
ranged from pushing the trees to fall on ground, dragging, loading and unloading of logs
and sawn timber of magnificent sizes, for which the Department felt the need to maintain
a host of working elephants. Wild capture of elephants commenced in Coimbatore
district in 1874 under the guidance of Coimbatore Collector and by 1889, elephant
capture was started by the Forest Department in that district. ‘Pit method’ of capturing
elephants was in vogue in the State for over a century and it would be interesting to note
that as far back as 1895, rules for elephant capturing by the Pit method were framed. In
the year 1910, Mudumalai’s first camp started in the Game Hut area. Madras Presidency
can be duly credited for establishing permanent elephant camps at Sungam in the
Anamalai in 1920 (which got shifted to Varagaliar later in 1956 upon the State
reorganization) and at Teppakadu in Mudumalai in 1927. That the stock of elephants in
the camps also came from captive born calves bore testimony to the point that the State
had developed excellent rearing practices for its captive elephants for well over a century.
For looking into the veterinary care of the animals, a post of Inspector of Government
elephants was created, which got redesignated as Special Veterinary Inspector in 1906 and
then as the Forest Veterinary Officer (FVO). In fact, Tamil Nadu Forest Department
holds a unique position in the captive management of elephants for long in the country
and the name of reputed forest veterinarians like Maskharanes, Dr. V. Krishnamurthy will
continue to be remembered in this regard. The rich tradition of captive management of
Asian elephants in the region can be gauged from the fact that one of the District Forest
Officers of Coimbatore South forest division (present day Anamalai Tiger Reserve) of
that time, P.M. Lushington drew up exclusive set of instructions regarding the
management of captive elephants in the name 'Elephant circular', way back in 1909, which
probably formed the basis for all the subsequent guidelines in this regard. The elephant
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camps of the Presidency during many years were holding a stock of about 100 animals or
more at any time in the year, accounting for additions from capture, calves born in
captivity, orphaned calves and donations and the outgo from death, sale, gifting out etc.
An extract from the Annual Administration report of 1935-36 provides some interesting
reading in this regard “The year opened with 118 elephants valued at Rs.2,51,075. During the year,
6 were captured and 10 were born. Nineteen elephants were sold. One shot dead on account of an
incurable disease. one died and one was presented to the Dublin Zoo. The number at the end of the year
was thus 112 valued at Rs.2,31,225” (Anon., 1936). Elephant homes of Tamil Nadu Forest
Department are ripe with the history of more than 100 years of rearing hundreds of
captured elephants or orphaned calves and turning them into fine specimens through a
scheme of systematic training and health care.

Pit method of capture

Elephants at timber working

An examination of operation of the various silvicultural systems of working of
forests under regular working circles for the various divisions as furnished in the AARs of
different years provide interesting information on the quantum of removals. From the
outturn data for different periods, three distinct trends are discernible, each associated
with extent of forests in the possession of the State, specific characters of the forests
under working and the circumstances going into the working of forests. Thus, the
exploitation continued to be in the order of over 30 lakh c.ft per year for about three
decades till the early 1950s.
Year
1905-06
1913-14
1925-26
1935-36
1945-46
1951-52

Area (sq. miles)
19595
19665
19310
19767
18813
18824

Conversion for timber one ton - 50 cft.
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Quantity of timber outturn (c.ft)
25,63,161
57,41,093
46,63,000
38,44,000
47,93,000
32,78,000

Post independence phase (1947 and thereafter):
As explained elsewhere, the State’s forest management met with the transfer of
substantial extent of timber forests to the new States of Andhra Pradesh, Mysore and
Kerala that resulted in the steep fall of timber outturn to less than ten lakh c. ft in 1957-58
and thereafter.
Some enhanced production of timber was signaled for about 10 years that
followed the clear felling of timber bearing forests, that were alienated to the Public
Works Department and Tamil Nadu Electricity Board for construction of dams,
reservoirs and canal systems, particularly the Pykara, Kundah systems in the Nilgiris,
Bhavani sagar and Aliyar system in Coimbatore, Papanasam, Kothaiyar system in
Tirunelveli and the Perunchani system in Kanniyakumari districts.
Year
Post State’s reorganization
1953-54
1957-58
1965-66
1970-71

Area (in sq. miles)

Quantity of timber outturn (c. ft)

9706
8254
8130
8105

20,26,000
9,59,000
10,45,630
20,83,200

Timber extraction was taken up in Servalar Hydro Electric Project submergible
area in Mundanthurai Sanctuary during 1980 and years after. Few other reservoir projects
like Adavinainarkoil dam in Tirunelveli district and Mordhana dam in Vellore district in
the 1990s also involved felling of timber in the submergible areas. With the general ban
on clear felling of natural forests under fuel coupe system in 1980 and the stoppage of
selection felling system in mid 1980s, harvest of timber from forests abated and with that
came to an end an era of exploitation of timber wealth that lasted for over 180 years in the
State, as would be evidenced from the following statement.
Year
Post ban on fuel coupes and
selection felling
1980-81
1984-85
2000-01
2011-12

Area (in sq. miles)

Quantity of timber outturn (c. ft)

8260
8392
8329
8548

1,84,905
1,24,740
18,830
26,495
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Formation of the Forest Department
in the Madras Presidency

4

The concern about sharp decrease in accessible timber forests with the
resultant diminishing supply of timber for Government public works and the military,
great waste in timber exploitation, unrestricted harmful kumari cultivation, decrease in
the water supplies and erosion covering up valuable fertile lands affecting the direct
interests of the ryots, which were all the cumulative outcome of half century of
working of forests under the EIC reinforced the need for installing an organization to
manage the country’s forests in the middle of 19th century.
When Bombay appointed Dr. Gibson as its first administrative Conservator
of Forests in 1847, the chief duties of the position was recognized to be in connection
with the superintendence and amelioration of forests themselves, rather than merely a
commercial timber exploiter. Madras Government made use of the services of
Gibson to advice the Government on the management of the forests, which he did
after frequent visits to Canara, particularly with reference to kumari cultivation.
Probably, the chief reason which finally induced Madras Government to appoint their
own Conservator of the Forests was the alarming decrease, which had become apparent
in the supplies of first class teak in the old Malabar forests from which practically all had
been cut out during the preceding half a century. Teak in North Canara, though plentiful
was not of first class. In Travancore and Cochin, there was still more teak of larger size
but they were native States. Then the attention was drawn to the Anamalai (Stebbing,
1922).
Elsewhere in this book, we find narration about how
Dr. Hugh Francis Clarke Cleghorn, as Assistant Civil Surgeon in
1847, much before he was into the formal role of forest
administration with perseverance advocated the immediate halt of
kumari system that was rampant in the Nugger division of Mysore
province with desired results. This was considered to be the first
step by Cleghorn in the matter of conservation of forests.
Dr. Cleghorn
Cleghorn later stated that when he visited the area after some
years, he saw good tree growth due to the fact that kumari had been stopped.
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Cleghorn in furlough :
Dr. Cleghorn being found suitable was appointed as a member of the Mysore
Commission in 1848 chiefly in connection with the forests. The work involved inspection
of extensive interior forest areas in the Mysore state. The arduous nature of work had its
effect on him and he fell ill with ‘Mysore fever’-possibly might have been malaria. Due to
health problems, Cleghorn decided to get back home on long leave in 1848. The British in
India were permitted to take long leave, called ‘furlough’ for two to three years. He sailed
from Madras in the ship ‘Sutlej’ on 19th February 1848. When near the Cape Good hope,
the ship wrecked, there were casualties but Cleghorn was one among the lucky to survive
and reach the shore. The log book maintained by Dr.Cleghorn between April 1 and 10
that year formed the basis for the account of the wreck in the Cape Town newspaper
(Subbarayulu, 2014). He travelled further from the Cape Good Hope to London, where
his father put him for treatment with the advice to relax, read novels, play billiards and go
on expeditions. The rest helped Cleghorn to regain his health and meet persons interested
in natural science.
While at London and Edinburgh, he spoke in various scientific Associations
about the deforestation taking place in South India, on the need for forest conservation to
prevent further reduction in rainfall and to prevent silting of rivers and the effect on
climate. Stirred by the revelations from Cleghorn, the subject was brought before British
Association for the Advancement of Science (BAAS) in its meeting held in Edinburgh
during 1850, which deliberated and decided to form a Committee to report on the
‘Probable effects in an Economical and Physical point of view of the destruction of
tropical forest’. The Committee had Dr.Forbes Royale, a highly reputed botanist of
Kings College who had worked in the Himalayas, Col. R.Braid Smith and Col. R.Strachey
of Bengal Engineers besides Dr.Cleghorn, who were entrusted with the work of
compiling and writing the report. A report was laid in the Association meeting of 1851at
Ipswich.
The repot discussed the problem of destruction of forests, why it was taking
place and whether it could be stopped. The report noted that clearing may be necessary
with the progress of population but areas where population can never flow must be
preserved and allowed to flourish. Where tree cover has been removed, planting of useful
trees have to be undertaken. In areas close to villages, trees yielding fruits and leaves are to
be planted. Report drew reference to Akbar’s ‘Sunned’, which directs that on canal bank,
trees which yield fruits and flowers are to be planted, so that travelers can take rest in
shade. It suggested that India being a large empire with different locality factors,
regeneration methods have to be worked for each region and each species. It stressed the
need for imposing restrictions on felling trees and the need for raising plantations, as
there has been over exploitation of teak from Malabar.
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Appointment of Cleghorn as Conservator :
The botanical interest in the physician brought many
eminent persons in correspondence with Dr. Cleghorn. There was a
letter from Sir Walter Elliot written in May 1856 giving his views
about a catalogue of plants of Madras and the method of listing
them. Elliot also sent a box of plants he received from one J.
Lord Harris
Playfore, known as ‘Plant Hunter’ to Dr. Cleghorn. Correspondence
between the two showed how much Elliot, a noted civil servant who later rose to the high
position of Member of the Council of the Governor of Madras and who was also
President of Madras Literary Society and Library Royal Asiatic Society and Cleghorn
shared between them. At a chance meeting between Elliot and Lord Harris, the Governor
of Madras on their travel on ship to Madras, Walter Elliot had briefed the Governor that
Dr. Cleghorn would be the right person to start a new Forest Department in the
Presidency. Sometime, later when the Governor was having a breakfast discussion with
Cleghorn regarding formation of the Forest Department, the Governor referred to the
above (Subbarayulu, 2014).
In August 1856, Cleghorn submitted a report to the Government of Madras,
containing proposals for establishing forest conservancy. These proposals were sent to
the Government of India for accord of sanction, which was given in November that year.
On the 19th of December 1856, Cleghorn was appointed as Conservator of Forests in
the Presidency of Madras (Stebbing, 1922).
Noting that the whole sale destruction of forests by over felling, rapid rise in
shifting cultivation had led to the silting up of rivers, both Dr. Gibson and Dr.Gleghorn
strongly advocated that Government should claim and exercise the propriety right to all
such forests, as could not be clearly proved to be private property, a stricter conservation
control and above all immediate restriction of shifting cultivation in the hills. It was noted
that “Forest conservancy in those provinces hardly rose above the level of revenue administration and as a
matter of fact, hardly anybody believed in the possibility of a conservative treatment of State forest
property through a State department ever being remunerative” (Ribbontrop, 1900).
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5

Period of
Jungle Conservancy Rules

Regulations to prevent destruction of shola in the hills:
The destruction of the sholas round the settlements was natural and rapid so
much that a clause was inserted in the title deeds of lands granted to private owners
compelling them to replace all blanks caused by felling with saplings. Certain better
classes of trees were reserved from felling whether on private land or public land. The
felling of any shola forest within the actual limits of the settlements was prohibited and
later on in 1837, Government directed the absolute closure of all forests within a three
mile radius of the stations in the hills. However, whole of these rules and regulations
were more or less inoperative and the sholas gradually disappeared. The settlements
became dependent on supplies of fuel and timber brought in from a distance by cart loads
and head loads and the price of fuel rose to an extent almost prohibitive to the poorer
classes, which fell back in self-defense on extensive theft from the closed forests. Up to
the year 1852, no establishment was employed to protect the forests. Thereafter, a
forester and six peons were appointed as guardians of the closed forests but so
unsuccessful were their efforts. Five years afterwards, Government reconsidered the
whole subject and called in Dr. Cleghorn to advise, whose suggestions on planting of
exotics in the hills to provide fuel with a view to safeguard the sholas find description in
other chapters.
Introduction of Seigniorage System:
In 1842, Sir Montgomery, the Collector of Vellore notified a list of “valuable ”
trees and prohibited their removal except on the receipt of permission from the
Tahsildars and on payment of their value at fixed rates. In the interests of ameliorating
the condition of the hill tribes who, it was considered, were being oppressed by the
lessees, the “ hill-rents ” were discontinued from 1854 under the orders of Government,
at the same time the renter's privileges of felling other than ' valuable ' trees for fuel and
general domestic purposes was extended to all classes of the population. This general
license, in the absence of the adequate supervision, soon resulted in the rapid destruction
of the plain forests and the more accessible ghat forests on the outer slopes, so that the
need for conservation and for a special conservancy staff soon began to be felt. The
seigniorage system was first introduced only in 1860 in Chingleput district, which
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prescribed for the payment of fixed rate per cart load of firewood and timber cut for for
sale. Felling of trees exceeding three feet in girth or belonging to certain listed species was
prohibited except with express permission. In 1861-62, there was large-scale theft of
timber along the banks of the Kaveri river. The stolen wood was floated on bamboo rafts
downstream to Srirangam. Much timber was stolen by railway contractors around 1865
under cover of mitta leases. In 1865, the seigniorage for bamboo that had been fixed in
1861 at the rate of 12 annas for 48 large bamboos and 6 pies per bundle of small bamboos
was removed and as a consequence enormous quantities of bamboos were exported to
Mysore. This led to the re-introduction of seigniorage the next year. In 1866-67, huge
numbers of trees were illicitly felled by cattle drivers and Government could do little
about it, as the Magistrates refused to convict them.
The Jungle Conservancy Rules:
With a view to prevent the unrestricted felling of wood and the consequent
destruction of jungles, to conserve the more valuable trees from the danger of extinction
and also to bring uniformity in the treatment of forest produce throughout every district
in the Presidency, the Board of Revenue issued circular No. 5497 in 1860, which consisted
of a simple set of rules called the Jungle Conservancy Rules These rules that aimed to
bring a mechanism of semblance to the unregulated cutting of forests going on for over
half a century may be considered as the humble beginning and the first initiative towards
forest conservancy in the Presidency of Madras (Srinivasan, 1978).
Jungle Conservancy rules were summarized as below:
A) No timber tree exceeding 3 feet in circumference at 2 feet from ground level
or any “ reserved ” tree in any jungle owned by Government was to be
felled except with the permission of the public officers deputed for the
purpose and in such localities and on such conditions as they determined.
B) Villagers could cut fuel for domestic purposes but not for sale in low jungle
and brushwood without taxation.
C) Charcoal burners could fell only in such places as were assigned to them by
competent authority, and were prohibited from felling “ reserved trees” A
seigniorage of one anna per basket of charcoal was to be charged.
D) Bona fide ryots were permitted to fell such wood (required for the erection
of their own houses), as did not come under clause (a), provided that at least
29 standards per acre were retained on the area exploited for the purpose.
E) Wood required for agricultural implements, as well as bamboos for bona
fide domestic purposes were permitted to remove without payment.
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F)

No fruit tree or sapling of timber species could be felled or injured.

G) Trees reserved for their wood were ebony, satinwood, teak, rosewood,
palmyra, Artocarpus hirsuta, Terminalia belerica, Terminalia paniculata, Acacia
arabica, Acacia catechu, Albizzia lebbek and Hardwickia binata
H) Trees reserved for the value of their products were Anona squamosa, Psidium
guajava, Sapindus emartginatus, Bassia latifolia, Anacardium occidentale, Acacia
concinna, Tamarindus indica, Calophyllum inophyllum, Strychnos potatorum and
Mallottus phillippinensis.
I)

On fuel and bamboos cut for sale, a seigniorage of 30 naya paisa (100 naya
paisa made a rupee) per cart load 6 naya paisa per bullock load and 3 naya
paisa per head load was to be levied.

J)

On timber cut for sale, a seigniorage of Re. 1 per cart-load was to be paid. A
license and a voucher covered all removals from the forest.

K) The collection of the revenue was to be undertaken by the village headman
who was to be paid a commission amounting to 20 per cent of the revenue
collected. Any misappropriation on his part was made punishable under
Regulation IX of 1822.
L) Cases of evasion of payment of the fees or unauthorized cutting of wood
were made punishable according to the Penal Code under Fraud and
Trespass.
These rules were not uniformly brought into force across the Presidency, which
for instance were enforced in Chingleput district in 1861. In 1867, the first attempt at
separating the areas intended to be permanently maintained as forest was made by
Captain Campbell Walker. Here also, the chief object at that time was to provide a
permanent supply of fuel for the railways. The selection of reserved forests for the Jungle
Conservancy department for providing fuel to the villages was begun on a large scale.
The forests were classed into two categories viz., the Imperial and Jungle Conservancy
forests, subject to two different controlling authorities. In the Jungle Conservancy
forests, protection enforced was exceedingly light and amounted only to the exclusion of
goats, and the prohibition of large-scale cutting of trees.
In the North Arcot district, the rules were introduced in 1862 by the District
Collector J.D Robinson who fixed new rates of seigniorage, made some changes and
called it the 'monigar rangers and yenadigilly' system. However, denudation continued as
before and added to it was the pressure of clearing jungles for the supply of engine fuel.
In other words, the Jungle Conservancy Rules did not achieve their object. Realizing this,
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Board of Revenue in 1865 appointed a Deputy Conservator of Forests to administer the
Vellore and Polur jungles with probably the intention to protect the entire Javadhis. But
the appointment of a Deputy Conservator does not seem to have conferred any benefit
to the forests, since he was mostly an adviser to the Collector who was in no way obliged
to accept his suggestions.
The advent of the Madras Railway in the sixth decade of the nineteenth century
witnessed a frantic demand for fuel and timber in the form of railway sleepers and
consequent devastation of the forests. While clearing of jungles of all tree growth to
supply engine fuel, trees of select species were felled to form logs for the sleepers. An
account of jungle exploitation in Salem district around the commencement of
Conservancy rules indicate that about 2,45,734 railway sleepers were supplied during the
year 1859-60 alone for a seigniorage of Rs.23,500. The conversion was most wasteful
with one log, however large, would suffice for only one sleeper. The administrators did
recognize the need to control exploitation of the forests for this purpose, such
recognition taking the shape of providing a staff consisting of one Assistant Conservator
of Forests, one Overseer and twelve peons. However, this step came too late, and the
staff was far too small to save the forests from reckless denudation.
Elsewhere, in Coimbatore District the rules came into operation only in March
1868, which regularized the removal of forest produce by the issue of free permits for all
species for agricultural and domestic purposes, except for only five species. For other
purposes, definite nominal charges were fixed, which varied according to the species and
produce. Sandalwood was not allowed to be cut. The monigar of the village was the permit
issuing officer, the permits being supplied by the Tahsildar.
The-Jungle Conservancy Fund:
The rules were to be enforced by the District Collectors and the revenue
collected from these sources was allotted to the Jungle Conservancy Fund, to be
expended in the raising of new plantations and the improvement of existing ones. The
plantations were to be formed close to villages for the convenience and comfort of
village communities and to guard against an eventual scarcity of wood. The Collector was
given the liberty of administering the fund, subject to the submission of an annual report
to the Board of Revenue in a specified form, showing the progress made and the amount
collected and expended.
In the period of Jungle Conservancy Rules, the Forest Department was under
the Board of Revenue and most of the forest matters were dealt by the staff of the
Collector. The task of collecting the revenue and supervising removals soon proved too
much for village establishments and a special conservancy establishment consisting of a
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supervisor and two peons was appointed for each taluk. The so called 'license and
voucher system' served at best only as a slight check on the extensive denudation of the
tree growth, which was taking place on the plains. Saplings still could be cut
indiscriminately and denudation continued as before. Only the reserved trees were
conserved, i.e., about a score of species out of the hundred or more which occurred in
the forests. Many of the latter were capable of yielding fine timber, but being unreserved,
even immature saplings were felled and removed, as in addition to the jungle wood
licenses, every ryot was allowed to cut his requirements annually without payment or
restriction. The effort to form village plantations was a total failure, partly from
insufficiency of funds and lack of knowledge of planting methods, by chiefly from the
apathy and the utter indifference of the people themselves.
Around 1867, plantations of Casuarina in the Malattar river bed and on the coast
near Marakanam, Cuddalore, and Porto-Novo were begun from Jungle Conservancy
funds. In 1870, a Forest Officer was appointed and the existing Casuarina plantations
were placed under his charge. However, in Tirunelveli district, almost every Collector
commented upon the short sightedness of the people in not appreciating the advantage
of the plantation effort from the Jungle Conservancy fund, which did not appear to them
to give an immediate or individual return and the wholly ineffectual method of relying on
the village headman for its success, who was in receipt of an outrageous commission of
20% on the revenue collected.
In summary, the Jungle Conservancy Rules did not achieve their object. These
rules were in force for a few years after the Madras Act was passed in 1882, when under
the Madras Forest Act, the jungles were transformed into regular reserved forests as we
know them today.
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Introduction of a
forest organization in India

6

It was mentioned elsewhere that it was repeatedly urged during the twenty years
preceding the early 1940s both in Madras and Bombay that scientific advice in the
management of forests had become an urgent necessity, if the forests were to be
preserved from complete destruction. Appointments of Conservator of Forests may be
said to have been the real steps taken in these Presidencies towards the initiation
conservancy and management of forests. It was with the object of checking this state of
affairs and taking the first steps in introducing forest conservancy that the Governments
of some of the Provinces had commenced to appoint Conservators of Forests and to
provide them with staffs.
Appointment of Brandis as IG of Forests :
Dr. McClelland who was appointed as Superintendent of forests of Pegu after
examining the forests compiled a report and submitted to Government in 1854. It was
this report which resulted in the famous Memorandum of the Government of India
dated 3rd August 1855, which may well be termed as the Charter of Indian Forests, in
which Lord Dalhousie, the Governor General laid down for the first
time the outline of a permanent policy for forest conservancy. It
marked the first real step towards scientific forest conservancy of
the forests. Dr. McClleland was succeeded in January 1856 by Dr.
D.Brandis who was aptly named as the ‘Father of Indian Forestry’ to
whose charge, Tenasserim and Martaban forests were added. He was
a German, a fully qualified, scientifically trained Forester who had
received his training in Germany, at that time one of the finest Lord Dalhousie
training grounds in the world, its only rival being France.
The recognition by the Secretary of State and the Government of India of
the grave position of the accessible forests of the country which were threatened with
the total annihilation unless prompt steps were taken to check the abuses to which they
were subjected, found expression in the appointment of Brandis in 1864 to act as adviser
to the GoI with the designation of Inspector General of Forests (IGF). The lines on
which forest administration developed after his appointment provides an interesting
reading.
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Lord John Lawrence, the Viceroy of India at the close of 1863 made it his business in the
words of the Queen’s proclamation ‘ to stimulate the peaceful industry of India, to promote works
of public utility and improvement, and to administer the government for the benefit of all Her Majesty’s
subjects’. To this cause of internal administration was undoubtedly attributable the
remarkable progress, which was made in the introduction of forest conservancy into
almost all the provinces and local administrations under that Government. The
devastating famine and floods of 1885-86 that ravaged Orissa, which was under Bengal
and the death of over a million of people exposed the vulnerability of the population
living in inaccessible forests. This was an added stimulant to Sir Lawrence’s Government
to push on with the construction of public works of various kinds in other provinces,
which raised the demand for timber supplies from forests.
Cleghorn on his engagement during 1862 and 1863 in
Punjab reported on the steps necessary for their management and
laid the foundation for systematic forest administration in the
Punjab, for which he received commendations from the LieutenantGovernor. During 1864 and part of 1865, Cleghorn was associated
with Brandis, both of them appointed as Commissioners of Forests
to assist the Government of India and Local Governments in the
first organization and further development of a methodical system Dietrich Brandis
of forest management. It was for his long and successful labour for
forest conservancy in the country, the Governor General in Council designated Cleghorn
in a resolution in January 1865 as ‘the founder of forest conservancy in India’. It was to
his credit that Brandis secured the services of two young fully trained German forest
probationers, Schlich and Ribbontrop, who commenced their career in Burma and
Punjab, respectively. Germany was at that time one of the foremost nations among those
whose forests were managed on scientific lines (Stebbing 1923). Therefore,
administration and management of the Indian forests by forest officers of German
nationality and training was to a considerable extent influenced by German ideas. When
Brandis went on furlough to Europe between April 1866 and January 1867, Cleghorn
officiated as the Inspector General of Forests and on Brandis’s return on January that
year, he was reverted to his permanent appointment as Conservator of Forests of Madras
Presidency. It can be said that Brandis and Cleghorn together set the lines upon which a
uniform system of forest organization throughout India was introduced.
By then, it was felt that little systematic progress could be achieved in the
absence of some recognized law which afforded protection to the forests as a whole
and gave the officers of the new department sufficient authority to carry out the
prescriptions laid down for their management. The first attempt at forest legislation by
the British in India was given shape in the form of drafting and promulgation of the
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Indian Forest Act VII in 1865. The Act made provisions for the Local Governments to
draft local rules in respect of their provinces. Many provinces followed with their
local rules. The rules under the Act dealt with the details like the staff to be employed in
the administration of forests, procedure for creating reserved forests and unreserved
forests, the nature of acts prohibited, the privileges of the local villagers and ryots
within such forests, list of reserved trees for felling of which previous permission was
required, procedure for removing unreserved trees, grass, fuel etc. were clearly prescribed
in the rules. Rules also provided for collection of duties fixed on removal of certain
reserved species. Penalties for breach of provisions in the Act were also included in the
rules.
Though this marked a great departure in the first organization of the forests on
sound lines, the district officials across the country generally displayed considerable
difficulty in grasping the true aims of a forest policy and forest organization and in
recognizing that the interests of the people were involved. However, the progress of
forest preservation in some provinces was retarded by the misdirected zeal of forest
officers themselves, who endevoured to put the Rules into force with uncompromising
rigour amongst population. On the question of introducing the Act in Madras, both
Cleghorn and Beddome who succeded Cleghorn as Conservator expressed on the
desirability of the Act, though the forest rules under the local system was not possible to
be legally enforced. The majority of the Collectors strongly opposed to the introduction
of this Act into the Presidency, in which they were supported by the Board of Revenue as
well and the same was finally endorsed by the Governor in Council in 1869.
Initiation of Forest Organization at GOI :
The forest administration in Government of India was in the Public Works
department at that time and it would be seen that the forest establishment at the GoI was
a minimal arrangement and the increase in the establishment charges was entirely on
account of expansion of the officers and staff at the provinces and due to the
engagement of the Conservator of Forests and their staffs of Assistants, as would be
revealed from the figures on the expenditure towards establishment charges for the years
1864-65 to 1867-68.
Year

Charges for GoI
(Rs)

Charges for entire
British India (Rs)

% of GoI to entire
India

1864-65
1865-66
1866-67

43615
10163
30680

739154
775639
779639

5.9
1.3
3.9

1867-68
(budget estimate)

34047

924130

3.7
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Besides the establishment charges, the expenditure on accounts of works were
considered important and were regarded as capital or extraordinary expenditure that
included purchases of lands on a larger scale for plantations, purchase of forests or rights
or privileges, raising plantations on a larger scale and works undertaken to facilitate the
working of forests such as roads, canals for floating timber and the works for the
improvement of existing streams and other communication infrastructure towards forest
working. Too great a stress had been laid upon the financial side of the operations of the
Department as a purely commercial and revenue making concern to the detriment of the
progress in work.
In 1868, the Secretary of State, Government of India approved the proposals
mooted by Brandis for the reorganization of superior forest service and the rules
regarding appointments, promotions, transfers etc of officers of the Forest Departments
under the control of Government of India came into effect from 1st March 1869. These
rules were destined to remain in force with some modifications for well over thirty years.
Details of establishment in the Madras Presidency under these rules have been described
in another chapter in the book. Forest Department continued to be under the charge of
other sector for long and was in the control of the Secretary of various departments and
under the charge of Member of different departments as noted here:
Under the
Secretary of
State
PWD

Member
in Charge

Period

PWD

01.04.1864 to 23.04.1883

Dr.Brandis

1871

Revenue and
Agriculture

Home

23.04.1883 to 31.12.1888

Dr.W.Schlich

1879
1886

Home
Revenue and
Agriculture

Home
Home

31.12..1888 to 1900
In between various
officers officiated

Year
1864

Name of the Inspector
General of Forests

B.Ribbontrop
Dr.H.Cleghorn officiated
from 7th May 1866 to
14th March 1867

Captain E.C.S.Williams (13.04.1865 to 07.05.1866),
Col.G.F.Pearson (29.01.1871 to 20.12.1872), B.H. Baden-Powell,
I.C.S.(30.12.1872 to 08.04.1874), Col. F.Bailey (03.08.1887 to
31.10.1887), H.C.Hill (07.08.1889 to 01.03.1891, 22.12.1893 to
21.03.1894, 19.02.1895 to 01.04.1896 and from 08.07.1899 to
08.10.1899) officiated as Inspector General of Forests, when the
regular officers were on furlough or on other assignments.
Sir William Schlich
(Stebbing,1923).
The Forest department at GoI level continued to discharge the control
functions, particularly with the approval of budgets for the forest establishment and
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works. Equally remarkable was the contribution of GoI in spearheading the settlement
of forests under the provincial acts and rules, survey and demarcation of the forests
notified under the Acts through the agency of Survey of India department or the
respective Provincial agencies. Government of India’s role in forest management became
preeminent later on during the beginning of the working plan era with the powers for
approval of the plans vested with the Inspector General of Forests, which is described in
another chapter. The Forest department continued to be under the various departments
during the British tenure and after independence the department was brought into the
fold of Agricultural Ministry. M.D. Chaturvedi took over the control of forest
administration at country level as the first Indian IGF. The national character of the
country’s forests and their primary importance in sustaining the livelihood of people
living in the vicinity and within forest areas, made the GoI to bring the forestry subject
under the Concurrent list of the Constitution through the 42nd Constitution amendment
in 1976. As the management of forests and their role in maintaining the ecological
security of the nation became evident, a separate Ministry of Environment and Forests
was created in 1985. Since then the affairs of the forestry sector are dealt in this central
Ministry.
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7

Fuel felling system and
its impacts

Early period of the British Occupation (1801-1854)
For years after the assumption of the districts by the British, forests attracted but
very little attention from the Government. Undoubtedly, there was too much of it and the
conversion of a large part of it into cultivable land was considered the most desirable. For
several decades since the inception of EIC, nothing was done to protect or improve the
forests and one was at liberty to graze cattle in them or fell trees in them or to burn the
forest growth without restriction. In 1826, for example, Mr. Heath, the founder of the
Porto-Novo Iron Works was allowed to cut fuel from any Government land without
payment for his smelting. In 1834, this permission was renewed subject only to the
payment of trifling sums as royalties. Cultivation was restricted to the rich river valleys,
the intervening land being covered with jungle.
From the earliest times, ryots were permitted to fell and remove without
permission or payment, wood for agricultural implements and fuel not exceeding a headload at a time for domestic consumption. The only attempt at conservation which
deserves mention was the “tree tax”. Palmyra palm and some 39 species of trees including
teak, rosewood, mango, jack, illuppai, tamarind, soap nut and marking nut tree enjoyed
the dignity of taxation from very early times, the revenue from the Palmyra tax being over
a lakh of rupees and that from other trees being about Rs.27,000/- in a year at the
beginning of the Company’s Rule. The Government reserved the full right to the timber
of these trees. Only the usufructs of those trees were utilizable by the pattadar. However,
in the absence of any supervision, the tax was easily evaded. The right to collect minor
forest produce and to fell trees other than “valuable” ones for small timber for house
building and for fuel was carried under a comprehensive term “hill rents” and formed a
regular though insignificant item of the land revenue. In the periodical lease, however no
definition of what constituted a “valuable tree” was attempted with the result that the
renter under Government not only habitually felled valuable trees, but even claimed the
sole prescriptive right to do so. In the Tinnevely district, this state of affairs was
suppressed in 1842 when Sir.H.Montgomery, the Collector, notified a list of “valuable”
trees and prohibited their removal except on the receipt of permission from the
Tahsildars and on payment of their value at fixed rates. In the interests of ameliorating
the condition of the hill tribes who it was considered, were being oppressed by the lessees
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the “hill rents” were discontinued from 1854 under the orders of Government. At the
same time the renter’s privileges of felling other than “valuable” trees for fuel and general
domestic purposes was extended to all classes of the population. This general license, in
the absence of adequate supervision soon resulted in the rapid destruction of the plain
forests and the more accessible Ghat forests on the outer slopes, so that the need for
conservation and for special conservancy staff soon began to be felt (Srinivasan, 1978).
The Jungle Conservancy Period (1854-66):
The unrestricted felling of wood and the consequent destruction of jungles
prevalent for over half a century in the Presidency led the Board of Revenue of the
Madras Government to issue a circular in 1860 that comprised of a set of rules called the
“Jungle Conservancy Rules” with a view to conserve the more valuable trees from the
danger of extinction and also to bring uniformity in the treatment of forest produce
throughout the Presidency. This could be considered as a humble beginning of forest
conservancy in the Presidency. Salient features of the rules and the working under license
and voucher system with collection of the fee by the village headman, maintenance of the
Jungle conservancy fund by the Collector of the district from the inflows out of the fee
collection for raising new plantations and improvement of the existing ones and the
working of the system and its impacts were seen in the earlier chapter. While this system
continued up to 1865, the forests were either placed under the Conservancy rules in
charge of duffador and peons under the supervision of revenue officers or under the
overseer of the newly formed Forest department, depending upon whether the forests
were claimed to be in the ownership of Zamindars or temple mutts or by the
Government (Srinivasan, 1978).
A seigniorage of five anna per cart-load, one anna per bullock-load and 3 paise
per head load was to be levied on fuel and bamboos cut for sale and one rupee per
cartload of timber cut for sale. A license and voucher covered all removals from the
forests and collection of the revenue was undertaken by the village headman who was to
be paid a commission amounting to 20 per cent of the revenue collected. Any
misappropriation on his part was made punishable under Regulation IX of 1822 and
cases of evasion of payment of the fees or unauthorized cutting of wood were made
punishable according to the Penal Code under fraud and trespass. However, the task of
collecting the revenue and supervising removals soon proved too much for village
establishments and a special conservancy establishment, consisting of a supervisor and
two peons was appointed for each taluk. Even then, the jurisdiction of the special staff
was too large for effective supervision. With the system wholly dependent on the village
headmen, it was not surprising that it proved wholly ineffectual to arrest the denudation
of the ghats. The system served at best only as a slight check on the extensive denudation
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of the tree growth and only the reserved trees, about a score of species out of the
hundred or more which occurred in the forests were conserved. The revenue collected
from those sources was allotted to the Jungle Conservancy Fund, under the Collector’s
administration and was expended in the raising of new plantations close to the villages
and the improvement of existing ones. But the Collectors of most districts commented
on the disastrous failure of the effort to form village plantations, partly from
insufficiency of funds and lack of knowledge of planting methods, but chiefly from the
apathy and the utter indifference of the people themselves. In tune with the above
sentiments, the Collector of Tirunelveli district, Puckle declared that the only remedy was
to hand over the complete charge of the Ghat forests to the ‘Special Department’ and this
was done in 1866. Captain Fullerton was appointed the first District Forest Officer of the
combined Tirunelveli and Madurai Forests. Mr.Puckle’s zeal for conservancy outran even
that of the Forest Officers of the period. It is quite apt to recall his statement, now after
150 years of the situation then existed. He said “The prosperity of the river irrigated section of
Tirunelveli extending through five taluks is dependent on a continuous flow of water in the rivers that rise
in the Western ghats. This continuous flow has notably decreased of recent years, and the decrease
commenced with the destruction of much of the forest that formerly clothed the ghats and protected the head
waters of the streams, the rich sholas in the ravines down which the streams descent attracted coffee
planters, who destroyed the magnificent timber and thus let in the wind, which has extended the mischief
done by the axe. Thousands of trees lie prostrate and the coffee gardens are mostly windblown and useless.
Where the ground was once continuously moist, it is now parched and dry and the course of numerous little
rivulets that one fed the larger streams are now rocky nullahs devoid of water. The mischief is done so far
and cannot now be repaired, but what we can do is, to conserve the remaining forest more carefully with a
view to increase the number of perennial streams. The people themselves are unanimous in their desire for
conservancy as even at the foot of the hills they now begin to suffer, and lower down the streams there is
always an outcry for water”. He imposed restrictions on timber cutting, charcoal burning, fuel
fellings and grazing and clearing for cultivation, and seriously objected to the
consideration of revenue from forests, though there were slight objections to his views
from other Officers.
At the Presidency level, it was between 1856 and 1867 that
the personnel were specifically engaged for the first time to look
after the States’ forests. Pioneers like Dr. Cleghorn, Col.Beddome
and Col. Campbell Walker took up the working of the Jungle
Conservancy Department. The principal object of forest
management in those years was to ensure a regular supply of fuel and
sleepers to the South Indian Railway. For this purpose, several small
Col. Beddome
plantations were raised in suitable localities that included the teak
plantations of Mudumalai, Mount Stuart of Anamalai, and the
Velacombai of Madurai and the wattle and Eucalyptus plantations of the Nilgiris and
Upper Palnis and the Casuarina on the East Coast (Rahamatullah, 1959).
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Cleghorn’s writings on fuel supply:
It would be useful to refer to the writings of Dr. Cleghorn in the matter of
meeting the fuel need of the Presidency. He noted that there could be no doubt that in the
neighbourhood of large towns, along the lines of railway, in the vicinity of iron foundries,
sugar factories, engineers’ workshops etc, this necessary of life was more scarcer, owing
to the greater distance from which it was brought. In a memorandum of 5th April 1859,
he observed by comparing the situation in Madras, Mangalore and Utakamund that “the
circumstances of particular districts vary so much in regard to indigenous supply and local demand, that it
appears to me impossible to lay down rules which admit of general application”. The Military Board
recorded that the estimated consumption of firewood and charcoal was 98652½ tons per
annum in Madras by 1852. This increased much as railway operations had advanced,
while the source of supply diminished. The spontaneous reproduction of the
neighbouring jungles being inadequate for the purpose, the deficit had been made up
from a distance by increased facilities of communication (Stebbing, 1922).
In another memorandum written in the same year, Dr.Cleghorn drew attention
to the valuable planting work done on both banks of the Cochrane’s canal for last eight
years by Public Works Department with species of Casuarina, Melia, Pongamia, where
Palmyra palm grew in abundance spontaneously on the narrow strip of land between
Pulicat lake and the sea. Scarcity of fuel for Madras had long induced the poor inhabitants
to turn to the Sriharikota firewood jungles in Chingleput district. The Military Board had
suggested that at least one half of the fires in Madras, with a population of 70,000 were
fed from this source. He recommended that this coastal tract, some forty miles long and
varying breath of one to eight miles should be retained as a reserve for the production of
fuel and beams for house building and a commencement should be made with the
systematic planting and reclaiming the sandy flats and dunes. He prescribed for retention
of thirty to forty trees per acre as standard trees preferring such as valuable for fruits,
leaves, gums or medicine to provide for shade and seeds and cuttings were to be made
once in 8 years to be followed by sowings. For increasing and extending the growth of
tree plantations, he made the following suggestions: ‘1) The plantations commenced on
the canal banks had to be considerably extended so as to broaden the belt, which would
not only protect the canal but also repay from the lopping and pruning. 2) The Collector
should encourage the heads of villages to take interest in planting topes by holding out
the promise of a reduction in the land rent, whenever trees in a flourishing state had been
raised and maintained. 3) Villagers are to be expected to plant in the immediate vicinity of
their villages that would result in a large supply of wood near Madras. The villagers would
probably do this, if properly encouraged by the Collector or his assistants to sow the
seeds of Palmyra palm, Pungan, babul that germinate freely and which are not touched by
cattle 4) Instead of cutting down the trees to the ground, the trees should be pollarded
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only 6 to 8 feet from the ground and the lateral branches secured from the pollards would be
more numerous and yield a larger amount of firewood’ (Stebbing, 1922).
On the rules for the economical conservation and management of the Sriharikota
and other small jungles, he recorded that the system of renting and sub-renting, which had
lately commenced were highly prejudicial to the jungles and oppressive to the people, the
renters levying cess on the villagers in the neighbourhood and on the boats plying on the
creeks. He opined that to impose the privilege of cutting and the duty of maintaining the
jungles on the villagers who performed both at least cost and were most interested in their
preservation would be the least objectionable course. He also prescribed a simple set of
rules: “1) 16 odd species to be reserved for the value of their timber and 11 for their
products. 2) Avenue trees are not to be cut. 3) Trees cherished by villagers are not to be
cut. 4) The stem is not to be cut lower than two feet from ground, the highest point to
which the drift sand will probably reach. 5) An uninterrupted belt of jungle has to be left
all round the part from which sand drifts in”.
Under the tope and tree planting rules as introduced in other districts in 1869, the
Commissioner of the Nilgiris proposed that a limited area of grass land should be granted to
public on favourable terms for planting trees of firewood. It was ordered that the land
should be given free of assessment for 7 years, after which the ordinary assessment of one
rupee per acre should be charged and a title deed issued. The leases were burdened with a
liability to the resumption of the land to Government, if 500 trees were not planted to the
acre and if half the assessed area was not planted up within the first three years and the whole
of the allotment within the next four years. Against the Government sanction of 3000
acres near Ootacamund, Conoor and Kotagiri in blocks of 10 acres with a maximum of
50 acres to any one individual, about 506 acres were only allotted to 16 persons near
Ootacamund and Conoor between 1871and 1874. Great part of the allotments lapsed to
the Government owing to the non-fulfillment of the lease conditions. Government in
1882 cancelled these rules on the ground noting that private plantations had sprung up in
all directions without special concessions and the rules were no longer necessary.
Dr. D. Brandis’s observations on fuel for Railways and Iron Smelters:
When Dr. D.Brandis toured various districts in the Madras Presidency at the
request of the Government of India during 1881-82, he made detailed notes on the
prevailing fuel situation. On the fuel demand for Railways and the sources to meet the same,
he noted that the supply to railways in 1881 came mostly from private forests, alluding the
same to the extensive Casuarina plantations in private holdings in the East Coast and
suggested that when that private resource diminished in future, the requirements to a greater
extent would have to be met from Government forests. He indicated that the matrix of fuel
wood supply would be positioned as below:
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Period

Supply to railway (in tons)

Total

Private

Government

Supply in 1881

55700

12660

68420

Future supply

39000

42000

81000

He suggested that another option would be to float the fuel from Nallamalai in
Kurnool and Lankamalai in Cuddappah to the Krishnapuram railway down the KurnoolCuddappah canal, navigable from August to January. He also indicated the possibility of
developing good plantations in the vicinity of Cauvery near the railway line and the
extension of Australian species in the Nilgiris for the supply of railway fuel, in case of
development of railways to Ootacamund.
Noting the dependence of iron ore smelting on the fuel wood and charcoal, he
mentioned that a rational plan of working the inferior species, which otherwise were
considered as burden had to be arrived at, as the native iron –smelters give preference to
certain kinds of wood such as Acacia catechu, Albizzia amara though charcoal of most of
the species of deciduous and evergreen jungles could be utilized for iron ore smelting
(Brandis, 1883).
Working of fuel forests in the periods after reservation:
Reservation of extensive areas of Government lands as forests commenced on
the enactment of Madras Forest Act in 1882, which received a boost in the next two
decades. With the view to meet the public requirements for fuel, as like the other
products, scientific management of forests and the introduction of silvicultural systems,
on which working of forests were based became imminent. As for the fuel extraction
from the forests, it would be useful to track the fuel wood management systems that were
in vogue for the next 100 years and their results. During the period between 1882 and
1887, the whole of fuel extraction was still under the licence and voucher system
developed by the Forest Department. Permit gumasthas were instituted, checking
stations established and additional watchman and Forest Guards employed to control
and supervise removals. Mr Cherry, Conservator of Forests in 1884 issued orders that
this system should be curtailed to localized tracts being marked off for the purpose.
Col.Campbell Walker, Conservator of Forests too condemned the system latter under
which ‘hundreds of men enter the forests daily, cut under no regulation so long as they paid the fees; in the
process, they cause immense damage. At the same time, numerous officials have to be employed to issue
permits, check them and recover the fees, which they supplement by petty extraction in their own account’.
(Wilson, 1965). Thus, the need for departmental working or working through responsible
contractors began to be keenly felt (Rahamatullah, 1959). Records would show that
these instructions were carried out by Brasiere, the District Forest Officer of the
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Ramanathapuram-Tirunelveli division who replaced the unrestricted entry and felling on
permits by regular fellings of selected areas or coupes under departmental supervision.
The system of selling the produce standing was introduced in 1889 and the practice of
working the areas on the principle of sustained yield started in 1891 with the
commencement of early working plans.
Silvicultural systems of management for fuel working:
Coppice with standards system:
An important forestry management practice that was prevalent for over three
fourth of a century starting from 1890s in the Presidency was the working of fuel coupes
under a silvicultural system of simple coppice or coppice with standards. Adopted
predominantly in the larger part of the dry deciduous, dry thorn forests and dry scrubs in
the lower elevation outer slopes of the Western Ghats, the Eastern Ghats and the isolated
hillocks of the dry districts, this system entailed division of the Working circle into fuel
felling series with defined annual coupes, which were worked in a felling cycle with the
sole objective to obtain fuel wood in large quantities, which was required to meet the
needs of major cities, supply for the railways, iron smelters etc. Regular working under the
system of located fellings commenced in 1900 and the method followed was that of
coppice with standards, number of standards varying from 15 to 25, while the rotation
adopted ranged between 20 and 30 years, with no rotation contemplated for the
standards. Coppice with standards was primarily followed in areas, capable of producing
fuel and small timber. The entire coupe was contracted to be felled in total or after
retaining the trees of standard species, producing Minor Forest Produce and valuable
timber. In the earliest coupes worked under coppice with standards system, fellings
partook more of the nature of improvement felling of only over mature, unsound,
useless and crooked trees and coppicing from the stumps and bulk of the better grown
trees retained. Marking of trees was not satisfactory, as the same was left to the
subordinates in the absence of time for the Range Officers. In practice, standards were
found to be congested on good areas and very scattered in poor areas. Many times, the
standards were blown down badly broken by wind. The system relied mostly on the
natural regeneration ability of the felled species to coppice from the root stock of the left
over stumps. Though the entire working circle was closed to grazing as adopted in North
Coimbatore division, clamour for permitting grazing from the people of the vicinity
prompted the managers to permit the same after a five years including the year of
working. In most part of the State, such coupes were generally closed to grazing for five
years subsequent to felling.
When coal largely replaced fuel wood in the rail engines after 1906, the demand
from railways for fuel wood petered out, which resulted in lack of interest in fuel
plantations. However, the demand for the same had increased greatly in the first World
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War times to such an extent that special measures to augment fuel resources became
imperative. By about 1930, the defects and unsuitability of the system became apparent,
particularly as the selection of standards, distributed uniformly over the area was found
impracticable and the standards left were readily liable to damage by natural causes or
theft by contractors and smugglers.
Thus, the system had progressively been replaced by the simple coppice system
except in certain localities, where retention of standards was still considered to be
desirable. With decades of experience on fuel working across the Presidency, subsequent
Working Plan Officers evolved newer mechanisms to ensure that the reserve or standard
trees, wherever prescribed to be left uncut were protected against illegal felling. In the
North Madurai Working Plan for 1959-60 to 1968-69, Tholamani Devar, the Working
Plan Officer included 1,55,124 acres in the fuel working circle, divided them into 29
felling series with 30 annual compartments in each series. The simple coppice system with
retention of reserved or standard trees were to be enumerated at the time of survey and
handed over to the Contractor along with the coupe at the time of felling and the coupe
returned back to the staff after duly checking the retention of the standards, for which the
Security Deposit of the Contractor was held as a guarantee. Recovery of the full value of
the reserve tree, felled by the contractor illicitly was also prescribed.
Though in the subsequent periods, the fuel forests were continued to be worked
under the simple coppice system, all sandalwood trees and trees of minor forest produce
value were left unfelled. In the year 1952, a Government policy prohibited the felling of
such species like Salmalia, Madhuca latifolia, Tamarindus indica, Sapindus emarginata,
Calophyllum inophyllum, Azadirachta indica, Pongamia glabra in the fuel coupes because of
their usefulness as MFP yielders, thereby reverting to the old system of Coppice with
standards in many divisions.
Simple Coppice System and the Fuel Working Circles:
The need for consolidated Working Plans for all forests within each Range came
to be felt by the beginning of the 20th century and attempts were made to draw those
plans. Though systematic working of forests steadily progressed after 1917 under such
plans, it was only after 1930 that comprehensive plans were drawn up one for each
division as will be seen in another chapter. In the Working Plans for the fuel forests across
the Presidency, fuel working circles were constituted and the areas divided into working
units called felling series, which were sub-divided into as many coupes as the number of
years in a felling cycle. The felling cycles were usually about 30 or 40 years, depending
upon the annual rainfall, at different periods of the management history. Majority of
these forests with poor soil, where growth was not conducive other than for production
of fuel were worked under the simple coppice system. One coupe in each felling series
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was sold in auction every year to contractors to be felled in such a manner as to ensure free
coppicing. Most of the fuel species when cut above ground level put forth coppice shoots
which grew to maturity in a span of 30 to 40 years and became fit for felling.
Fuel working under Working Plans regime:
It will be useful to trace as to what had been the important developments in the
working of fuel forests and the attempts of regeneration in the felled portions and their
results in various parts of the Presidency at different periods. As for Madura district, the
permit system of working the fuel forests continued till 1901. The inspection notes of
1895 by Gass, the Conservator of Forests indicated about the lines in which plans were to
be drawn for meeting the fuel demand of Madurai city, upon which Porter in 1900
prepared the first plan for working of the forests in Palamedu and Kanavaipatty ranges
under a coppice system on a 30 year rotation with the reservation of fruit trees and a few
sound timber bearing trees, with an object to provide fuel among other produce like small
timber, green manure. Around the period 1901-1907, localized extraction of fuel from
two series of Kodaikanal range was carried out. Bryant’s plan that revised the former
plans and got sanctioned in 1909 and 1911 reduced the fuel yield, closed the forests for
goats and lopping of manure leaf for all series in all the ranges. However, acute shortage
of fuel supplies in Madurai town from 1905 to 1913 led the Government to order the
revision of Bryant’s plan. C.C. Wilson’s Plan that got Board of Revenue’s notification in
1916 covered Sholavandan, Natham and Ayyalur ranges and was envisaged to meet about
31,000 tons of the total annual requirement of 60,000 tons of fuel for Madurai. The
balance was coming from the private sources that couldn’t be relied for long, leading to
the suggestion to include the working of Eucalyptus plantations of Kodaikanal in the
fuel working circle so as to prevent the possibility of a fuel famine in Madurai. From 1922
to 1930-31, more series were brought into working in Kodaikanal and Palni ranges under
the schemes drawn by the respective Rangers.
At the Presidency level, an extent of 1,807 sq.miles of forests were worked under
simple coppice with standards and 690 sq.miles under simple coppice in the year 1917-18,
the areas constituting 23.1% and 8.8% of the total extent of 7,832 sq. miles of forests
that were brought under various silvicultural systems (Anon., 1919). The Administration
report states that in that year, the total outturn of fuel wood from the agencies of
departmental working, through purchasers and free grantees was 20,778,000 c ft. The
outturn also included the yields obtained from the large number of fuel plantations of
blue gum and wattle in the hills and the Casuarinas in the Coastal districts that were all
included in the fuel working schemes of various Ranges.
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Despite having been brought under specific felling cycle under the authority of
an approved Working Plan, it was noticed that deviations in respect of working of the fuel
coupes as per prescribed felling year had become a rule rather than an exception in many
parts of the State for obvious reasons of unexpected slump in demand for fuel wood
some years or an upsurge in the same in many years. The following narration of an
account of fuel wood consumption, as recorded in the AAR of the Department for 1946
would amply demonstrate it. An extent of 63,596 acre was felled in the year 1945-46.
Owing to large demand of post II world war times, several advance coupes in the fuel
series were worked and additional areas outside the fuel series were felled. Considerable
fuel wood supplies were made to Madras city from Salem circle, which in the years 1944Box 7.1 : Fuel supply for Madras
Population of Madras city also increased considerably during the second World war.
Annual consumption of firewood in the City at that time from all the sources was around 144
thousand tons. That led to the introduction of a system of firewood rationing for Madras in
1944, when a provision was made for 168 thousand tons under the rationing scheme. By 1947,
the demand had risen to 288 thousand tons. To meet this demand every possible source of
firewood was tapped- from indiscriminate felling of private forests, exploitation of trees
including even fruit trees such as mango and tamarind along borders of tanks and village lands,
heavy overworking of reserved forests with advance fellings averaging about six years
including some fuel brought from the forests of the Western parts of the Presidency through
rail transport. The quota allocated to Government forests for the Madras city supply alone was
about 114 thousand tons, which was considered to be far greater than the forests could bear
and was causing a further reduction in the forest capital - the consequence was that firewood
resources of the whole country side was drained nearly to exhaustion (Hamiltion, 1948).
Recognizing the need to find other sources of supply, the Madras Government in the post-war
forest plans contemplated planting in all some 15,000 acres a year, of which about half was to
be under Casuarina, as that being a fast growing tree with a rotation of at the most 10 years. It
was considered that the drain on Government’s forests and on local private supplies was
bound to continue until and unless the supply of firewood for Madras city was secured on a
short term basis through Casuarina plantations.

45 and 1945-46 stood at 93,353 and 1,12,820 tons, respectively. Besides the above, 11,944
tons of Casuarina and jungle wood were also supplied to the Madras city from Chingleput
division. Recording the possibility of supplies of still larger quantity of wood, it was
noted that the slowing down of the supplies from January 1946 was consequent to the
satisfactory position of the firewood stocks in Government depots in the Madras city
(Anon., 1948).
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Thorn forest where fuel felling operated

Fuel coupe area in a degraded state

The following statement illustrates the heavy removals of fuel wood from
forests of the Presidency year after year.
Year

Area ( sq. miles)

Quantity of fuel wood outturn (c.ft)

1905-06

19595

20,044,660

1913-14

19665

22,760,180

1917-18

NA

20,778,000

1925-26

19310

19,640,000

1935-36

19767

18,460,000

1945-46

18813

38,095,000

Impacts of fuel working and regeneration of felled areas:
With the then prevailing system of allowing the contractor to fell and remove
only the useful species, the percentage of valuable species tended to reduce at each
coppice felling due to gradual mortality
of coppice stools and the softwood and
other useless species invaded the ground
more and more, thus displacing the
useful ones to an increasing degree. Such
of the coppice shoots standing under the
shade of unwanted species got
suppressed and didn’t get a chance to
grow vigorously at all. From the past
working of fuel forests in the Madura
district, it had been recorded in the
Fuel worked area occupied by Prosopis
Working plans that unwanted trees like
Euphorbia, softwoods, Portium, etc were left unfelled with the result the area after every
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felling got more and more filled with unwanted and useless species like Euphorbias,
Gyrocarpus, Pterolobium, Prosopis and the thorny creepers and climbers like Acacia intsia,
Caesalpinia mimosoides etc. Resultant growth in the third and fourth rotations, by and large in
many areas was found to be far more inferior to the first two.
Since in many fuel areas patches existed on which little, if any woody growth was
to be found, these were sown with seeds of valuable species to maintain the yield of fuel
and small timber in perpetuity. The areas where the coppice regrowth was adequate were
excluded from artificial regeneration, while the rest were either brought under rab system
or kumri system of regeneration. With the view to ensure that best coppicing vigour of
the stools are obtained by taking advantage of the growing season, the contract agency
entrusted with the working was required to complete all the fellings by February and all
activities with the period of working before 31st March.
The rab-system consisted of burning the remains of the felled trees and useless
scrub growth, spreading the ash in strips, a chain (20 m) apart and sowing seeds of useful
indigenous fuel and timber species in the 6 inch deep pits of two feet square dug at 8 feet
gaps in the strip. Rab system, though looked promising in the initial two years of
maintenance when good regeneration of sown seeds occurred, in the subsequent years,
much of the seedlings died and failed to reach to any meaningful advance growth. The
Chief Conservator of Forests consequently ordered for its discontinuance in 1942-43.
Records would show that not much of plantation effort was taken in the fuel felling areas
up to 1930 and the system of promoting artificial regeneration was pursued in right
earnest only after the attempt of kumri system of regeneration was proving to be
successful, particularly in areas that are fairly flat and that contained adequate soil depth.
The kumari system that was considered as the most destructive practice by the founder of
forest conservancy in the Presidency Dr.Cleghorn about 50 years ago was later found,
albeit in a modified form, to be a useful method of artificially regenerating the clear felled
fuel coupes. The earlier system involved complete clearing of whatever growth that stood
on the area, burning the debris and then cultivating the land with agricultural crops for a
brief spell of 1-2 years, after which the area was deserted and the fresh area moved into
for repeating the same.
Box 7.2 : Ban on Kumari system
When Dr.Cleghorn landed in Madras during 1842 for joining as Regimental
Assistant Surgeon, forests were already destroyed in many places thanks to over exploitation
of timber, shifting cultivation and clearing of forests for plantations. After four years stint in
Madras General hospital, he was attached to various regiments, which involved constant
marching to places in Madras, Bangalore, Mysore, Shimoga, Woraiyur and various other places
in South India. While moving from place to place with the regiments, he continued to collect
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plants that were new to him many of which were medicinal plants. As advised by reputed
botanist Dr.White, he studied at least one plant per day, which fuelled his interest in forestry. In
May 1847, he was Assistant Surgeon at Nuggur division in Shimoga of Mysore state and his
botanical interest took him to the adjoining rich forests. He observed large scale clearing of
luxuriant natural evergreen forests for shifting cultivation (kumari). The local population
cleared an area, cultivated it for one or two years and then moved to a fresh place. Upon a
report to Sir Mark Cubbon, Commissioner of Mysore and Colonel Onslow, Superintendent
of Nugger division, suggesting stopping the practice of shifting cultivation, kumari cultivation
was stopped in most parts of Mysore and Coorg (Subbarayulu, 2014).

In the modified scheme of things, the kumri system was practiced in the felled
fuel coupes for growing tree crops in conjunction with cultivation of agricultural crops
under close supervision of the forest establishment. This system had been successfully
introduced in localities considered to be suited to this method in many districts. Under
this system, a local ryot burnt what remained after the coupe had been felled and the
produce removed, and sown a food crop; at the same time seeds of fuel and timber
species were sown in parallel lines, 12 feet apart along the contours. In return to the effort
given by him in assisting the regeneration of forest trees, the farmer took the yields from
the food crop. Kumri cultivation was allowed for a period of three years after the year of
felling. While the nursery, planting works and replacement of casualties were done by the
Department, the kumridars were to undertake preparation of planting site, ploughing,
weeding and soil working around the plants. During 1935-36, an area of 25,938 acres was
worked under the simple coppice system and about 2,581 acres under coppice with
standards. About the success of kumri method, it has been recorded in the Annual
Administration Report of that year thus “Results obtained up to date indicate that in suitable
areas this system presages to become the best yet devised for the complete regeneration of fuel coupes with
valuable species. It has the added advantage of helping the local ryot to supplement his food supply,
as well as being economical to the department” (Anon., 1936).
Box 7.3 : Kumri cultivation
‘Kumri’ system of regeneration involved the working of the harvested fuel series
areas in a manner that combined the cultivation of agricultural crops in ‘kumri’ lines along with
the regeneration of fuel trees in the intervening spaces by the ‘kumridar’. The kumri lines were
kept 12.19 metres apart to start with, but later reduced to 6.10 metres. As there was keen
demand for kumri cultivation, most of the fuel coupes were sold in auction along with the right
to do kumri cultivation for a period of 3 years after felling. Ragi and cotton were the seasonal
agricultural crops generally cultivated. In areas blessed with both the monsoons, the lessee
invariably harvested a crop of Ragi or grass in the first two strips of the coupe during the first
winter half, while the planting of forest crop was done during the south west monsoon
following the year of felling. A regular agreement was executed by the District Forest Officer
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with the kumridars as required under the Madras Forest Act. Under the agreement, the lessee
was required to cut all standing growth except the ‘reserved trees’, heap and burn them, plough
or otherwise prepare the soil over the entire regeneration area (pre-planting operations) and
take up weeding and soil working around the forest tree plants raised from sowing of seeds or
planting of container seedlings/transplants during the tenure of 3 years. This was a mutualistic
association, which existed in most part of the State, where the rotational felling of fuel coupes
was in operation. One can see stretches of kumridar raised Tamarind plantations in the foot
hills and plain forests in many of the divisions.

In practice, it was found that greater demand from kumridars persisted in case of
areas with good deep soil and sufficiently longer rainy season, but in case of drier
localities in steep slopes with poor soil content, they evinced very little interest. As a
consequence regeneration in such areas was resorted to by way of departmental kumri,
wherever the kumridars were not coming forward as was found in Vellore East Working
Plan. But experience across the State suggested that departmental kumri had invariably
failed, with only singular cases of exception and it was soon decided that kumri system
with the engagement of kumridars alone should be undertaken.
Some of the success stories from this system are available in the records of the
then Coimbatore South division and the present day Anamalai Tiger Reserve. Kumri
regeneration of fuel coupes in Anamalais was first started in 1935 in Ayerangal felling
series, where considerable degree of success was achieved. The system was extended to
other series of Pollachi Range between 1937 and 1940, where the demand for the same
became so keen in the areas of comparatively greater annual rainfall and where it was
allowed the results were extremely encouraging. Tree species of Acacia arabica, A.
ferruginea, A. planifrons, Azadirachta indica, Tamarindus indica, Prosopis juliflora and some Tectona
grandis were mainly raised. On the contrary, very little regeneration was carried out in
Udumalpet Range due to lack of demand for kumri on account of poor soil and rainfall
conditions. The system continued in Anamalai up till 1954. In the post 1954 period, soft
wood plantations of Ailanthus excelsa and Salmalia malabarica were raised using container
plants or transplants either as pure or mixed in portions of the felled coupes. Mixed
plantations with intimate mixtures of several hardwood species including Neem,
Tamarind, Babul, Sisoo, Rosewood, Vengai were also raised essentially by sowing in lines
6.71 m apart. The plantations raised were generally good. In the failed areas and wherever
blanks existed in the hardwood areas, container plants of Eucalyptus hybrid were put in
quincunx from 1958, which were found to grow fast, straight and tall with a thin,
branchless, candle like canopy that didn’t close. Hybrid Eucalyptus was continued to be
planted thereafter over 380 ha till 1963. J. Wilson’s working plan (1965-66 to 1974-75)
constituted a separate working circle called the Eucalyptus hybrid working circle covering
an extent of 834 hectares in Pothamadai, Gudravalli and Ayerangal felling series including
the existing hybrid plantations. The object of the working circle was to ensure the
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sustained production of the maximum quantity of pulp wood on a rotation of 10 years by
gradual replacement of the existing slow grown fuel forests of Pollachi Range by pure
plantations of the quick growing Eucalyptus hybrid (Chickballapur variety) in suitable
areas. Declaration of this division into Pollachi Wildlife Sanctuary in late 1976 led to the
halting of further planting of Eucalyptus in Anamalai hills by 1983. Management plan
suggested that Indira Gandhi Wildlife Sanctuary should be taken out of the purview of
industrial exploitation and the 1,306 ha of Eucalyptus plantations should be brought back
to natural forest cover in the long run (Sekar and Ganesan, 2003).
Fuel working in the FYP periods and its impact on fuel forests:
In the post independence period, the State registered a fall in its physical extent
of forests. This was owing to ceding of geographical areas of significant size to the new
States, which are described in other sections. Coupled with that loss, the State diverted
large parcels of forests for its different development needs. With the demand for fuel
wood still persisting, fuel forests and plantations were continued to be worked under the
system of simple coppice. During 1954-55, the area stood at 16,039 acre (Anon., 1956).
Wherever it was possible to do artificial regeneration, the same was continued under
kumri method. In that year, about 580 acres was planted with Casuarinas and
concentrated regeneration with other fuel species done over 94 acres.
The first few Five Year Plans witnessed a boost in the plantation forestry in the
State. Large extent of the old fuel coupes
that were in a degraded state were
assessed and brought under various
Plantation Working Circles in the
working plans for the divisions. Sizeable
allocations were made in every FYP and
the annual plans of operation for raising
fuel, cashew, pulpwood, softwood,
Minor Forest Produce etc plantations
which helped to bring those areas under
some productive management system.
Restocked fuel coupe area
Upto 1966, an extent of 1,77,931 ha of
plantations of various species were raised in the forest divisions across the State. During
the 1970-71, an area of 5,649.69 hectares was worked under coppice system. The kumri
system was continued and an area of 1945.55 ha was given for kumri cultivation. There
had been keen competition among kumridars for kumri cultivation with tapioca in
Kanyakumari district.
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Ban on fuel felling –Resurgence of forests:
The clear felling operations along the Western Ghats were stopped with a view to
preserve natural forests and to avoid disturbance to wild animals. Due to imposition of
ban on clear felling of natural forests, the extraction of timber had also been stopped
during 1980-81. In that year, an area of 192 ha was cleared for planting with species of
soft wood, bluegum, wattle, Minor Forest Produce, etc in Madurai Circle. While the fuel
working under the system of ‘simple coppice’ combined with supplementary artificial
regeneration with appropriate species through kumri cultivation resulted in the
establishment of miscellaneous plantations in the felled areas, the system of fuel working
also caused certain levels of degradation of the forest cover in the State over few
rotations of felling. The poverty of re growth in such worked areas across the state led
into a thinking of imposing restrictions on the working of fuel coupes in the natural
forests. As a first step, Government on the basis of proposals from Chief Conservator of
Forests, in their Letter No 13010/FRV/77-1 Forests and Fisheries Department dated
22.3.77 ordered the stoppage of working of fuel coupes one year in advance for green
manure leaf, as well as working of green manure leaf coupes in view of its order to
suspend the clearing of natural forests. On the basis of the above order imposing a ban
on the felling or clearing of natural forests, Government in G.O.Ms. No. 1375 Forests and
Fisheries Department dated 23.10.1980 instructed that the fuel coupes should not be sold
in open auction without prior approval of the Government and that the confirmation of
such sale also require their approval. Consequent on the ban imposed by the Government
on the clear felling of natural forests, the working of fuel forests was also reduced
considerably. During 1980-81, an area of 621.1 ha of fuel coupes were worked. An area
of 1504.95 ha was planted by kumri method during that year. The down ward trend in
removals of firewood from natural forests year after year further reinforced the fact.
Post reorganization

Forest area
(sq. km)

Quantity of firewood outturn

1954-55
1965-66

9934
9706

79,15,000 cft
446706 m3

1970-71

8130

397600 m3

1975-76

8105

322485 m3

1980-81

8260

53803 m3

1984-85

8392

12723MT* + 68484 m3

2000-01

8329

3252MT

2011-12

8548

32405 MT

Post ban on fuel coupes

*1 MT – 80 cft of firewood
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The need for quickly restocking the poorly regenerated fuel coupes was felt, and
a scheme of reforestation of degraded forests in the former fuel coupes for raising
miscellaneous/MFP plantations was given a thrust. The method adopted was to clearfell
the area of all unwanted growth in the surveyed areas after marking all timber, MFP and
sandal trees and plant up with container plants of useful species. The preliminary
departmental working of the area provided for uprootal of all the existing light, medium
or heavy useless growth. In practice, with the lax supervision and collusion of subordinates with the petty contractors in some places, many useful trees were felled and
removed in the name of useless growth. Therefore, the technique followed was found to
be not conducive for the up gradation of vegetation as originally contemplated. After
detailed evaluation of the system by a team of senior forest officers headed by
Conservator of Forests Arul Prakasam and having recognized the futility of the above
regeneration method in achieving a reasonable success of restocking the area with the
desirable growth, John Joseph, the then Chief Conservator of Forests issued a set of
instructions to put an end to the practice of clearfelling and regeneration and prescribed
only planting of useful species in gaps without resorting to any vegetation clearance for
the purpose of planting in 1988 vide PCCF's Circular No.44/1988 dated 26.11.1988.
Another innovative method of aerial seeding of pretreated seeds of appropriate
species to ensure artificial regeneration of degraded forest blocks was attempted during
the years 1988-1991 in Vellore, Hosur, Dindigul divisions. The method involved soil
preparation by trenching and hoeing before aerially souring pelletized seeds of over a
dozen hardy species just prior to monsoon. Aerial seeding helped covering large areas in a
shorter period. The germination of most species including neem, odai, parambai, velvel,
ilandai, tamarind was generally good. Neem and Ilandai were found to have established
successfully in subsequent assessment.
Thus, it can be gainsaid that the 1980’s witnessed a dramatic change in the policy
and approach of the Department to the natural forests, which were till then looked upon
as an inexhaustible resource waiting to provide an uninterrupted supply of fire wood and
other forest products. This quantum change in approach put a halt to the one of the most
harmful practices of clear felling the natural forests, thus arresting the trend of forest
degradation and setting the tone for conservation oriented forestry. Today, much of these
old fuel-felling areas are staging a comeback through coppice growth from the rootstock
and recovery of species – thanks to the protection efforts of the Department - and
gradually re-clothing the eroded hill ranges.
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Management of Sandal,
the scented wood

8

Early history of sandal in India:
Southern India is known to be the home of Indian sandal (Santalum album Linn.).
Fragrant wood of the species, known as ‘East Indian Sandal wood’ and oil from it ‘East
Indian sandalwood oil’ are the oldest known perfumery materials and are of great
commercial importance. There are references to sandalwood in Indian mythology,
folklore and ancient scriptures, which are at least 2300 years old. Fischer (1938) quoted
some of the earlier writings “Chandana, the Sanskrit name ascribed to S.album Linn. was known
and used in India from the earliest historic times and is frequently mentioned in the ancient Sanskrit
writings, some of which date before Christian era”. Francis Buchanan, writing an account of his
travels to the state of Mysore and adjoining territories had made reference to ‘the quantity
of sandalwood brought from Coorg during the period 1772 - 1798 amounted to 12,000
candies’ (Anon., 1999 ).
The distribution of sandal was in many States all over the country but more than
90% occurred in the Mysore Province and the Madras Presidency. Of the sandal wealth in
the Presidency, special mention may be made of the Kongu region that had an abundant
population of the trees in its forests. The dense jungles of the Kongu country, comprising
of Coimbatore and Salem hills find reference in the literature of Sangam period and
those of the Chera, Chola and Pandya. In the historical time frame, the area passed over
to the Gangas, Cholas, Pandyas, Nayakas and the Sultans in that order. Around 1792,
Tippu Sultan, the then ruler of Mysore State who had great appreciation for the value of
the sandal tree took over the sandal trade on a monopoly basis by the State. He declared it
as a 'royal tree' and no private rights to it were recognized. In order to protect the species
effectively forest guards called Nayyars were employed in His Majesty’s Service. The
region came into the possession of the EIC in 1799 on the capture of Sreerangapatnam
from Tippu and for nearly forty years before that date, the district had known no peace
having been the scene of incessant marches and counter marches, advances and retreats
by the Mysore and British troops. The troops used the ghat track laid on the Talamalai
slope through the Gazalhatti pass there. It would be seen that no attempt was made to
exploit these valuable forests systematically for more than half a century after they passed
into the hands of the EIC. With no management for the species, much plunder and
smuggling of the wood took place during the unsettled times.
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Box 8.1 : Sultan Road- The march route
The North Coimbatore Plateau
is southern extension of Mysore Plateau
running east to west over100 km and
varying width of 15 to 20 km. The main
table land lies at an elevation ranging from
800 to 900 m, bordered by a series of hills
on the south. This belt of big hills falls off
eastwards and westwards and flattens in
the middle to form the plateau area of
Honnaithittu, Kotadi and Dimbam. A few
gaps in the ridge provide passage to the
plateau from the plains. The plateau can be
approached from the West by Sultan’s road
Sultan road with grand banyan trees
passing through the Gazalhatti pass in the
basin of Moyar. Though this road formed by Tippu Sultan had long ago been abandoned, yet an
old bridge across Karibantrayan halla is still in an excellent state of preservation and the shade
trees and the drinking water facilities speak high of the versatile Tippu (Kala, 1982). First of the
authors in a recent visit in August 2014 to the Sathyamangalam Tiger Reserve traced this road on
foot and was able to notice row of grand old banyan trees standing mightily on both side of the
Sultan road commencing close to Thalamalai Forest Rest House and the now dilapidated
Karibantrayan bridge, a kilometer before the Gazalhatti village.

Distribution of sandal forests in the Presidency:
Sandal occurred in the Mysore Province and in the Coorg, Coimbatore, Salem,
Nilgiris (South East Wyanad), North Arcot, South Arcot, Cuddappah, and Bellary
districts of the Madras Presidency. In the Coimbatore district, sandal wood occurred
chiefly in Kollegal taluk (in the valleys to the north of Doddasamagai Reserve near
Arapolliem, Gundila valley near Basavantham, near Bylur at the foot of Biligirirangan
hills, South west part of Yederalli Reserve, Madeswaranmalai and Poonachi plateaus,
western part of Chikialru reserve and Sivasamudram jaghir), Bhavani taluk (Bargur
plateau and on the top of Palamalai), Sathyamangalam taluk (Gundri, Ekkatur Osatti,
Mavihalla, Talamalai, Gairmalam plateaus, Hasanur valley, around Ramaranai and
Madalli), Mettupalayam taluk (Karamadai, Mettupalayam), Pollachi taluk (Aliyar,
Attakatti, Sethumadai) and Udumalaipet taluk (Kulipatti, Koomatti, Mavadappu) areas
and in the lower elevation of Erode taluk. In Salem district, the species occured in
Chitteri, Kalrayan, Shervaroy, Javadi, Zelagiri, Melagiri and Kollimalai hills and produced
good quality of scented wood in all these localities. Sigur, Moyar and Northern Hay
plantation reserves in the Nilgiris district contained sandal trees in significant numbers. In
North Arcot district, sandal occurred at an elevation of 2,000 to 4,000 feet in the Javadi
hills and Puthur, Patrakad, Virappanur were the chief blocks in which mature trees and
saplings were found.
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Early Management:
There had been not much of a recorded history as to the management of the
species in the first half of 19th century, other than that sandal being a royal tree, the rights
on the same were reserved entirely to the State. The extraction and disposal of sandal
came under the Forest Department in Mysore state in 1864 (Adkoli, 1977). A look into
the past management of the species in the Presidency reveals that earliest exploitation of
the species happened in the Sathyamangalam, Talamalai and Bhavani sandal bearing
forests that were among the first set of areas to be brought under the control of the new
Forest Department. These areas were placed in charge of Captain W.H. Morgan with the
headquarters at Ootacamund. In the first ever account of departmental exploitation of
sandalwood, Conservator Cleghorn in his annual report for 1861-62 noted thus “.. I sent
Coorumbars in January to a place called Talamalai where there is a good deal of sandalwood of fine
growth, but it being an exceedingly unhealthy place, I had to withdraw them last month. At Talamalai,
there are 1,200 billets ready to be brought to Masinicoil, but I experienced some difficulty of procuring
carriage”. Regular working of sandal in Bhavani and Sathyamangalam ranges started in
1864-65 with the help of overseers and the method followed was ‘regular cutting’ of all
trees which have made heartwood and showed signs of decay in their tops. (Kala, 1982).
Francis (1908) noted that about marking and departmental felling of sandal
trees, cleaning of their sapwood, and sale at the Masinagudi depot in Nilgiris by tender
even during the fag end of 19th century. During the last two decades of that century, the
extraction of sandal tree including living ones had reportedly gone on an average of 38
tonnes a year. From an analysis of average annual yield of sandalwood, it will be shown
how much larger the export was from Mysore (1852 ton average of 17 years) than
anywhere else and Coorg (102 ton average of 50 years) was far above any district
(Coimbatore North (27 ton), Nilgiris (21 ton), Salem (18.5 ton) and North Arcot (8.25
ton) on an average of 5 to 7 years between 1870 and 1898 for different areas. The reason
for this was probably in a great measure due to the protection which had been given to the
tree in Mysore and Coorg by constituting it a Royal tree. Proposal to afford the same
protection to the British districts in Madras was turned down in Government Order
Forest No 1997, dated 5th August 1867 although Bombay appeared to have retained a
Government monopoly for sandalwood and black wood.
Present distribution, growth and factors determining its population and spread:
Sandal, a mid-sized tree, normally reaching a height of not more than 12 -15
metre and a girth ranging between 1 and 2.5 metre occurs as gregarious vegetation in the
most suitable localities in the lower and mid elevation South Indian dry deciduous forests
of the State, especially of the bush type. It is a transitory species tending to vanish with
the progressive improvement of a crop in density and height growth. It is among the
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earliest species to arise in abandoned clearings after bush formation has taken place.
Occupying the drier localities throughout the State where the rainfall averages 35 and 45
inches (875 mm to 1125 mm), this type of forest occurs on shallow, but well drained soils
on hill sides and undulating grounds. Within these dry type of forests, it is possible to
recognize sandal type as a distinct formation, which finds its optimum expression
between 2000 and 4000 feet in the Sathyamangalam, Kollegal and Hosur plateaus, which
are really extensions of the Mysore plateau and
also in the Chitteri, Shervaroys, Kalrayans,
Kollimalai, Pachamalai, Yelagiri, and Javadi hill
tracts. In the post reorganization scenario, sandal
area became restricted to North Arcot, Salem,
Nilgiris, Coimbatore districts where its
occurrence was reported to be abundant in the
plateau and hilly tracks both in the reserves and
unreserves and to a small extent in Madurai,
Tirunelveli, Tiruchi, Ramanathapuram, and
South Arcot districts (Anon., 1958). Discussion
on the management in this chapter, therefore, is
confined to the districts where sandal is a species
of prominence. After the State’s reorganization,
Past distribution of Sandal
sandal bearing forests spanned approximately
over 3,045 sq.km, far less than the 5,245 sq.km area in Karnataka. Rest of the States
including Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Maharastra, Madya Pradesh, Orissa accounted for less
than 300 sq.km of forest area with sandal distribution (Anon., 1999).
Sandal is widespread amidst the
deciduous scrub of other species, as it is a
root parasite. Both evergreen and
deciduous types of trees are the associate
of sandal, which itself is a semievergreen species and it will be
appropriate to describe the type as dry
semi-evergreen type. Species found in
the sandal jungle include: Memecylon edule,
Erythroxylon monogynum, Chloroxylon
swietenia, Albizzia species, Diospyros species,
Wrightia tinctoria,Feronia elephantum, Acacia
Natural sandal
leucophloea, Ixora parviflora, Pongamia
glabra,Strychnos spp, Sapindus emarginata, Dichrostachys cineraria, Buchanania latiflolia,
Balsomodendron berryii, Terminalia spp, Tectona grandis, Semecarpus anacardium, Butea
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monosperma, Bambusa arundinaceae, Dendrocalamus strictus (Anon., 1954b). Col.Campell
Walker had this to say ‘The tree reproduces itself freely from seed but the seedlings perish if exposed to
hot sun or prolonged drought ..’. The sandal requires shade when young and that the most
natural occurrence of sandal is in the thickets of scrub and hedgerows which border
cultivation. It avoids dense and high forest though it has a tendency to spread. So
noticeable is its tendency to seek out the scrubs near cultivation that the prevalence of
sandal, where it occurs denotes the proximity of a hill village. The species occurs in a
fringe round villages and clearings and tends to become scarce as one go further from the
enclosures. Following extract from the ‘Suggestions regarding Forest Administration in
Mysore’ corroborates this: “The tree likes its head free, with stem and roots, well shaded and with
protection from fire, of which it is very impatient..”. In the State, sandal is found in almost every
type of soil. But as a general rule, trees growing on dry, poor, red stony soils and under
adverse conditions contain proportionately more scented wood than do the trees of the
same girth in moist and favourable conditions grown in fertile tracts. Mr.Cherry,
Conservator of Forests, Southern circle in his letter no 790 dated 22nd October 1898
stated ‘From my own experience, I consider that the range of sandal growth in the Southern India has
been very much greater than is generally supposed, and that there are hardly any hills or table lands of
1500 to 4000 feet elevation with a moderate rainfall, which have not in the past years produced the scented
wood in abundance and which are not capable of doing the same with proper encouragement and
protection’. In the Presidency, population assessment for sandal through detailed
enumeration and stock mapping was done up to 1930. In successive Working Plans, it was
done for only small areas (Anon.,1999 ).
The best wood that is richest in oil is grown between 2000 and 3500 feet.
Wounds are known to stimulate the formation of local scented wood even in trees where
normal heartwood production has not yet taken place. Trees with thick, suberized,
fissured bark exfoliating in patches usually contain more heartwood than trees with
smooth bark. Insulation is the common cause of suberization of the bark and it is
possible that insulation with exposed stems contained more heartwood than trees
growing in dense jungle. Support is lent to this view by the observation that the outturn
of heartwood from trees extracted from patta lands is higher than that from trees
uprooted in reserves.
Growth, age of maturity:
Being a slow growing species, annual increment of sandal was recorded to be
varying from 1 cm girth at breast height (gbh) in Javadis to 0.63 cm in the Sanamavu RF of
Hosur plateau. Depending upon the location factors, sandal trees develop heartwood at
the age of 15 to 20 years. They are known to attain commercial maturity after around 30
years, at which period heartwood is well developed at a depth of 5 cm below the surface.
Trees of six inches girth and less in poor localities contained appreciable quantities of
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scented wood. Mr. Cherry, the Conservator of Forests of the Southern Circle noted thus:
“The age of maturity is variously stated at from 40 to 60 years. The scented wood may be said to be at its
prime from 30 to 50 years when the trees vary between 2 and 3½ feet in girth. In Bhavani, I met with one
tree of nearly 6 feet in girth and the trees of 4 feet girth are not uncommon on the Mavihalla plateau…”.
From an assessment of the population distribution and outturn of cleaned wood from
trees belonging to different girth classes in Punnachi block in North Coimbatore during
the year 1898, following results were obtained.
No

Class average girth (inch)

No of trees

Average weight of
scented wood (pounds)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

9-12
12-15
15-18
18-21
21-24
24-30
30-36
36-42
42-48

31
64
79
61
45
29
12
1
2

14
20
21
34
43
63
107
162
269

As the number of trees in higher girth classes progressively decreased, weight of
heartwood increased upward above 30” girth. Dominance of young crop seemed to be
the trend with many areas. A 10% stratified systematic sampling made in Coonoor and
Sigur ranges of Nilgiris division by Jeyadev around mid 1940s resulted in the enumeration
of about 248498 sandal trees. That much of these areas were not found to contain sandal
trees at the time of preparation of Ranganathan’s working plan suggest that the growing
stock was predominantly young and seldom over 10 inches in diameter and Mitchell
(1941) observed that the trees extracted from open fields or edges of plantation yielded
more heartwood than those of comparative size extracted from adjoining forests.
Considerable interest was expressed about the age-girth-heartwood relation in sandal.
But the question of advisability of depending on the size and rate of growth of the trees
for sandal working while preparing the working plan was much debated by the Working
Plan officers, for the reason that no specific silvicultural rotation for the extraction of
sandal trees could possibly be assigned as in case of other timber species worked at that
time. The extraction of sandal, on the other hand, was purely guided by the mortalities
inflicted by the spike in an area in the first half of the 20th century and an additional
criterion of vulnerability of the trees to theft and smuggling in its second half, as will be
explained in the subsequent paras. In effect, the felling regime of sandal trees in most of
the divisions followed an irregular working despite prescribing felling series, felling cycle
and annual compartments, with no possibility of reasonably authentic forecast on yields.
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Factors inimical to sandal:
Natural: Plants, insects, pests, diseases:
Because of its slow growth, sandal is not really able to overtop its hosts. It is one
of the worst climber infested species and it is not uncommon to find the crowns of sandal
trees completely enveloped by climbers like Pterolobium indicum, Zizyphus aenoplia, Acacia
intsia, Asparagus recemosa, Sarcostemma brevistigma. Their proneness to suppression led to its
attendant evils of branchiness, crookedness of stem, feeble crown development and
poor growth. The trees are partly or completely shut out from light and the dead weight
of the climbers is often enough to break the crown of the tree in a gale. The insect fauna
of sandal were studied in detail by N.C.Chatterji, Assistant Entomologist of the Forest
Research Institute and the results presented in the Spike conference of 1930 suggested
that a large number of insect species reportedly attacked sandal trees: One species as
feeder on flowers, 11 as feeder on leaves, one as a leaf miner, one as a twig borer and two
species as shoot borers. Though management intervention was prescribed for the
removal of the plant pests by way of climber cutting and clearing, nothing much was
achieved in respect of containing insect damage to the plants.
The spike disease of sandal:
The name ‘Spike’ occupied the centre stage in the sandal management since the
beginning of 20th century. The future of the species was found to be at stake, considering
the virulent form and the tenacious proportion in which the disease spread to the length
and breadth of sandal forests. Spike was recognized as a disease only in 1899 when
McCarthy, Deputy Conservator of Forests in a classic memorandum submitted to the
Coorg Government in December 1899 ‘On the future supply and culture of sandal in
Coorg’ reported the occurrence of Spike for the first time in Coorg. It was believed that
the disease must have made its appearance in Coorg or Mysore (probably the latter)
several years before McCarthy observed it. He gave the disease its name on account of the
resemblance of diseased shoots to a spike as, with the advance of the disease, size of the
leaf got progressively reduced, the internodes shortened, thus producing a resemblance
to witch’s broom. P.M. Lushington, District Forest Officer, North Coimbatore division
after having gone over large sandal areas of the division recorded in 1903 that the disease
was of recent origin and only sporadic spike affected trees were noticed in Germalam,
Hasanur and Bailur but Talamalai and Yekkatur were found to be free from the disease.
He noted that the contagion might have been carried either by birds or winged insects,
considering how the areas affected were isolated. Within a few years of its discovery, the
disease had spread to most of the areas where it assumed epidemic form as evident from
the report that by 1904-05 the disease had become quite common in Coimbatore district.
In the Salem North, McCarthy first observed spike in the Javalagiri reserve in 1913 and
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noticed it throughout the reserve by 1915. From then on, the disease had spread to all
sandal-bearing reserves in the division by 1937. Elsewhere in the Javadis, the disease
found expression much later as C.C. Wilson noticed no sign at all of the spike disease
anywhere in the Javadis or Yelagiris, when he was preparing the working plan for the
division in 1915. Twenty years after when Brand prepared his plan for Vellore East
division, he found the division practically free from spike. The disease was reported year
after year from 1936-37. Even by 1950, when an enumeration of 35,418 lopped trees was
undertaken, number of trees manifested the disease were only 3,452 and the extent of
spike affected area arrived at 1525 acres (Kondas and Venkatesan, 1968).
Forest Research Institute, Dehradun in collaboration with the Indian Institute
of Science, Bangalore and the Forest Department of Tamil Nadu and Karnataka carried
many investigations into the ramifications of the disease and a reference to the published
literature of the institution provides interesting account of the disease. From the disease
syndrome and graft transmissibility of the disease, Coleman (1917) concluded that the
spike was viral in nature. Through many grafting experiments, it was proved that
haustoria were concerned in the transmission of the disease (Indian Forester, Vol XLIX,
1923 page 3) and leaf was the seat of high virus concentration. The indications were that
the spread of spike was through tissue transplantation by insect vectors, which reinforced
the infectious nature of the disease. Once the disease appeared in a locality, it spread to
most of the trees on the area with great rapidity. A tree which showed the external
symptoms of spike died invariably. Spiked branches bore no flowers or fruit except
occasionally in early stages and exhibited the phenomenon of phyllody (transformation
of normal sepals and petals in the inflorescence into small foliage leaves). An increase in
the period of vegetative growth was shown by diseased plants. In advanced stage of the
disease the haustoria and fine root ends of the tree became dead. Depending on the
virulence of attack, health and age of the tree, the time taken to kill the tree after the first
symptoms appeared varied but an attacked tree rarely survived beyond two years, thus
posing heavy threat to the survival of the species. The mysterious disease had completely
baffled the keenest investigators for over a quarter of a century. As a result of many years’
hard work, it had been proved by 1935 that insect vectors were responsible for the
transmission of spike disease in sandal, when spike was all prevalent. Collection of night
insects from dusk to sunrise and subsequent mass transmission by 365 different types led
to the discovery. S. Rangaswamy, a Forest Ranger who had a long stint in Forest Research
wing of Tamil Nadu Forest Department did some pioneering experiments in Sandal
spike in the 1930s. One of the forest officers of the State K.R. Venkatesan served in the
Sandal Research Centre of GOI, Bangalore that did pioneering studies on the species.
The youngest sapling of known age in which spike had been observed in North
Salem division was 4½ years old and trees of 3 inches girth and below showed a spike
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incidence of 16 to 42 percent, indicating the pole crop’s susceptibility to spike.
Enumeration of trees in a 5-10 acre area in the village series of North Coimbatore during
the tenure of Ranganathan’s plan (1932) showed the incidence of spike to be 1-2.5% of
the growing stock. Analysis of diseased trees within the total population in pattas,
unreserves and porambokes in the division indicated that the incidence of disease is
equal among trees of all sizes. Factors like fire, wounds, lopping of branches, browsing
by deer or cattle and bark scorching that adversely affect the general health, well being and
vitality of a sandal tree will predispose it to spike. Some set of host species reportedly
increased the susceptibility of sandal to spike. However, relative absence of spike in the
Kotadi plateau in Geddesal, surrounded on all three sides by virulent infection and
certain sandal areas of Palamalais, Kallar reserve in Mettupalayam virtually free of spike
suggested that the immunity or resistance could not be due merely to accident. It was
believed that host trees of certain species impart comparative immunity to the sandal
parasitic on them.
Though many suggestions of tree improvement and integrated control of spike
disease emerged as a result of decades of research experiments, none of those methods
brought respite from the onslaught of the disease. No attempt in curing a tree which had
manifested the disease was found to be successful. The Forest departments of Madras,
Coorg and Mysore for several years attempted to combat the disease by isolation of the
infected area by measures such as line clearance, digging trench around infected zones,
removal of all spiked tees, burning the infected living trees. They were however, generally
not useful in preventing its spread. Some respite from the disease resulted from prompt
adoption of anti- spike measures in five newly infected areas in the Salem North division
around 1935. From these results, a set of standing orders for the prompt detection and
control of spike, drawn up by the Working Plan Circle Conservator was issued for the
guidance of Rangers and their subordinates. In 1945, the disease was observed to prevail
in the Vellore east and West, Salem North, South, Kollegal and Coimbatore North
divisions and in the Sigur and Coonoor ranges of Nilgiris division. There was spread of
spike disease of sandal in the old areas of other divisions too. In the Tiruppattur range of
Vellore West, where the attack was virulent, 67,837 spiked sandal trees were marked for
extraction out of which 30,884 trees were extracted up to March 1946. This led to the
Working Plan officers and the Conservators of the period to think that the spiked trees
with little chance of survival were the ones to be harvested for the heartwood, which
formed the basis for prescribing the removal of dead or dying trees from the reserves,
unreserves and patta lands. Much of the prescriptions in respect of sandal working in all
the subsequent working plans for different sandal divisions in the next fifty years or so
were guided chiefly by the prevalence of the spike. Even as late as 1960s , the disease was
considered as a matter of concern for it might tend the sandal stock to become lopsided,
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particularly viewed in the light of heavy spike mortality of late (Kondas and Venkatesan,
1968).
Man made causes:
Influence of grazing on sandal:
The main factors which operate as effective checks to the free spread of sandal
are grazing and repeated fires. Col. Campell Walker noted that ‘the seedlings are very liable to be
browsed down by cattle and deer which seem very fond of them’. Pigot recorded, ‘Cattle are free to roam
in the protected forests. Sandal leaves are greedily browsed by cattle and goats during dry season when there
is very little grass or green foliage and when the bright leaves of the sandal are very noticeable’. So great is
the love of deer for the young shoots that they will jump over the large fences raised to
protect the special areas where cultural experiments are being undertaken to improve the
natural reproduction and pick out the seedling of this tree. As pointed out by Rickets, the
shelter of the scrub affords considerable protection and the fact that the sandalwood
exists in areas close to villages, which are invariably overgrazed is a sufficiently striking
fact. In the reserves close to the boundary of settlements, incidence of grazing threatens
the existence of sandal. Summarizing the threats on sandal from various sources, Kondas
and Venkatesan (1968) noted that 'cattle damage to young regeneration is as serious as that of spike.
While the spike will not let the capital swell, grazing kills the very genesis of the capital'.
Influence of fire on sandal:
Early authors referred sandal species to be peculiarly sensitive to damage by fire.
Vulnerability of sandal bearing forests to recurrent fires can very well be understood
given the long spell of dry, arid climate typical of such areas and the availability of large
quantities of dead burning material in the deciduous forests to fuel the fire. On the impact
of fire, Col.Campell Walker wrote ‘I attribute the fact that a very sound healthy tree is rarely met
with in areas subject to annual fires and requires lateral shade’. Mr.Pigot had to say ‘Very large sandal
bearing protected areas are subject to annual firing. No one at present thinks of putting out a fire in a
paisari (private land, probably), unless the forest staff intervenes in order to protect the adjoining RF.
Every year quantities of sandal seedlings are in this way destroyed and large plant or trees are injured’.
From the observations made in the protected forests of Hasanur and Bylur, it was
assessed that 90 percent of the dead and just surviving stag headed trees in the
Coimbatore North division are attributable to fire. Ranger E.C.M.Maecarhenas after an
inspection of an area burnt in April reported that considerable damage had been done.
Again in July after heavy rain, he reported thus, ‘The result of the fire is fearful. All sandal trees,
young and old, that were severely burnt are attempting to send up shoots from the root collum, their stems
with all their branches being completely dead’. It had been generally noticed that there was no
hope of recovery even for the less severely burnt trees and the only trees that escaped
were those deep in the scrub where the fire could not enter. Similar results were observed
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in the case of the fire at Hasanur. Fire had been the governing factor for the general
absence of sandal on more or less steep slopes of North Coimbatore. Likewise, large
chunks of forests on the eastern outer slopes of the Javadis were getting burnt annually,
which killed regeneration as well as older trees of sandal.
Past observations show that much harm could be done by protecting the sandal
from grazing, unaccompanied by fire protection. In one such instance, Gairmalam sandal
wood block was closed against grazing and protected from fire for some time and when in
1895, the fire protection was discontinued, the Forest Guard contrary to orders kept up
the restriction against cattle grazing. A fire occurred with most disastrous results and
every case of dead tree was attributable to the fire. On the impacts of grazing and fire on
sandal growth, field foresters had a strong conviction that where fire can’t be rigidly
excluded, carefully controlled light grazing is more suitable than the complete exclusion
of cattle. Unfortunately, under the rules that were in force in the Madras Presidency, such
a course was not possible, for the Government had prescribed that cattle must either be
altogether excluded or no restriction might be placed on the grazing.
Smuggling of Sandal wood:
During the end of 19th century itself, sandal wood was at least six times more
valuable than teak bulk by bulk. The nature of its growth rendered the sandal wood more
liable to theft more easily than the case of any other wood. Large and valuable trees
existed within easy reach of the villages, whilst the value of even a small piece of wood
rendered concealment easy. These reasons placed the species highly susceptible for theft
and smuggling, which existed in the regime of EIC. In a reference to the raising of the
first three coffee plantations namely the Suffolk, Lauriston and Sandy Hills with about
fifty acres each in the dense forests of Outcherlony valley of Gudalur area in the Nilgiris
around 1846, it was mentioned ‘the area was found to have been swarmed with elephants and other
wild beasts and often smugglers (Moplahs) going through with smuggled sandalwood from the Mysore
province on their way to Ernaad Taluk of Malabar’ (Sekar, 2004). Cleghorn’s 1867 report too
pointed ‘to the systematic plundering of the wood by gangs of robbers (Moplahs and
Coorumbars) who conveyed it to the West Coast for sale’. In the Presidency, sandal had
been taken as the property of the Government, even when it occurred on private
holdings that were assigned before 1907. In the sandal forests in different parts of the
State, there existed some basis for deciding the ownership of the tree standing on a
private land to its owner, mainly with reference to the assignment year between 1907 and
1928 and the estimated age of the sandal tree on that land. The uncertainty and
cumbersome method of determining the ownership of sandal trees that occurred in the
patta lands with reference to the above parameters and delay in settling the compensation
to the owner was considered as a major irritant in the sandal protection and management,
particularly in respect of Village series comprising of unreserves and patta lands. As a
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result, the native tribals, primarily the Malayalees felt that there had been hardly any
incentive for them to protect the trees standing on patta lands. Towards this, Mohammed
Hussain in his plan for North Coimbatore stressed the merits of enthusing the villagers
by promptly clearing the compensation. John Joseph separated the survey numbers in the
village series, where sandal was owned by Government from those of pattadars and
prescribed quick settlement of protection charges and payments for patta sandal. The
forest hill village system was in operation in most sandal bearing areas including Vellore
East and West and Salem Central Divisions, which according to reports worked fairly
satisfactorily. Special rewards and refund of grazing fees were granted to the Malayali
tribals for the protection of sandalwood areas and maintenance of boundary lines.
The continuous increase of the
sale price of heartwood from 1970s, a six
fold increase in the decade as compared
to the preceding decade lured the people
into illicit removal of the green and dead
trees alike. Theft had been destructive of
natural reproduction for the bole alone
was taken and the stool remained
unproductive, as sandal wood coppice is
useless. Moreover, the illicit cutter never
wished to cut any but a tree that will pay
him with the result that large pieces were
Illicitly cut sandal tree
cut out of the bole to test if there was
scented wood. Even at that time, there existed set of rules governing the possession and
transport of sandal wood by the individuals in the name of Sandalwood Possession
Rules, 1970 and Sandalwood Transit Rules, 1968, which however failed to deter the
cutters and smugglers. The Indian Sandalwood Advisory Board in its seventeenth
meeting of held at Madras on 12th December, 1970 discussed at length the ways and
means of preventing smuggling.
There was yet another dimension to the illegal cutting of the scented wood. In
the departmental working of sandal coupes all along, tribals were mainly engaged in the
marking, extraction, head loading of extracted trees. The Forest Schedule of Rates
provided for these works in the 1980s was felt inadequate considering the quantum of
work load, particularly in case of trees of larger girth classes. As a consequence, many
large-sized dead trees were left unmarked for many years, exposing them to theft. The
Department after a time-motion study did upwardly revise the working rates to
reasonable levels around 1990 and that resulted in the marking of all left over dead trees,
their extraction, uprootal and transport from the coupes to the forest depots. Despite
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that, villagers from the hills and plains
uniformly fell to the temptation of quick
earnings by illicit cutting and smuggling
of sandal trees from the reserves and
unreserves and on the village lands that
triggered a flourishing illegal sandal trade
with local, regional and international
ramifications and which caused quick
decimation of sandal wealth.
The sandalwood cases involving
value exceeding Rs.10,000 were handed
Seizures in Sandal wood offences
over to the Police as per orders of
Government vide Memo No 65529/FR IV/73-3 dt.4-11-1978 for ensuring further
investigation into the routes of the movement of wood and its trade. With a view to deal
with smuggling of forest wealth and pilferage effectively, Government had sanctioned
formation of a Forest Vigilance cell in G.O.Ms.No 2703, Home (Police 1) department
dated 22-12-1983, which was expected to take up investigations into the smuggling cases
involving interstate gangs (Anon., 1988).
Box 8.2 : Veerappan- The name to remember
Description of sandal management in the State would be considered incomplete, if
information about the reign of Koose Munisamy Veerappan from Gopinatham, an interior
village along the interstate border in the sandal landscape of Tamil Nadu and the adjacent
forests of Karnataka for nearly half a century is not glanced through. From a small time sandal
wood smuggler in the mid 1980s, the uprising of the man to the level of a leader of a sandal
smuggling and elephant poaching gang, the growth of Veerappan was phenomenal, so much
so, the Governments of Tamil Nadu and Karnataka had to form the Joint Special Task Force
to deal with him. How ruthless he was in handling the offensive launched to nab him by the law
enforcement agencies of these States was evident from the fact that he and his gang killed
many officers and men belonging to the Forest and Police departments of both States in direct
shoot outs, landmine blasts etc. Many men laid their lives in their pursuit against this dreaded
smuggler and poacher; some of them were Srinivas IFS, Deputy Conservator of Forests and
Harikrishna IPS, Superintendent of Police, both of Karnataka and Chidambaram, the Forest
Range Officer of Tamil Nadu. His gang held sway over 6,00,000 hectares of forests in three
states for nearly a decade till the time he was shot dead by the STF of Tamil Nadu in a covert
operation named as ‘Cocoon’ on the wee hours of 18th March 2003. The Government of
Tamil Nadu recognized the meritorious service of the officers and men of the STF and the
Police department, besides from the Forest department by promptly granting one time
promotion and cash awards to them in the same year.
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A system of granting reward to the staff and public informants for their
meritorious works, leading to the detection of sandalwood and wildlife offences was also
put in place. At one point of time, the department had to strengthen its protection system
by increasing the forest beats, forest check posts and many special units like rowing check
posts, forest stations etc. to deal with the sandal smuggling. The legal back up by way of
including the forest offenders during 1986 within the ambit of Goondas Act, 1982 had a
salutary effect in containing the menace of smuggling to some extent. Sandal being given
the status of Government property wherever it occurs, and conscious of the disincentive
to the sandal growers on account of the above position, the State Government enacted
Patta Sandalwood Act and Rules in 2007 to promote farmers into cultivation of sandal on
their holdings.
Sandal working in the Working Plan periods:
Though sandal had been extracted in erstwhile Coimbatore North division for
about seven decades prior to 1930, there appeared to have been no system in the
exploitation of sandal up till 1896. Even the rough working schemes introduced made no
attempt to fix or indicate the annual yield. In 1896, Guthialathur working circle was
constituted covering an area of 62 sq.miles (39,732 acres) and the area was divided into 13
unequal annual coupes to be worked between 1896 and 1909. It prescribed the extraction
of the roots and stumps left from former fellings, dead trees, dying trees and trees over
32” girth at breast height. Similar working scheme for Thalamalai was introduced in 189697 with 10 annual coupes and for 17,367 acres of Bhavani and Bargur ranges in 1895-96.
However, the onset of spike in the turn of 20th century upset the chronological order of
the coupes and the same had to be gone over again without following the prescribed
cycle. As a result of removal of all spiked trees, the annual yield had become variable and
irregular. It varied from 32 tons to 374 tons between 1915-16 and 1929-30. Till 1932, the
division was governed by working schemes and forest produce was exploited in an
unscientific and unsystematic manner. Comprehensive plans for the division were
prepared as follows: C.R.Ranganathan (1932), V.S.Krishnaswamy (1942), Mahmood
Hussain (1956-57), John Joseph. In the Ranganathan’s plan, a three year felling cycle was
adopted in respect of Village series, comprising of unreserves and patta lands possibly to
go over the area at short interval to prevent theft and smuggling. Attempts were also made
to purchase privately owned trees on the patta lands. A protection charge for protecting
Government trees was valid to the pattadar at one rupee per quarter of rough cleaned
wood. John Joseph too prescribed the reduction of felling cycle from six to three years in
the reserves, as he felt that dead and dying trees fell prey to fire and attracted illicit
removers. In all future plans of the division, sandal was prescribed to be extracted
adopting natural selection system and dead trees extracted irrespective of age and size in a
felling cycle of 3 years.
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Elsewhere in the Presidency, forests of Hosur plateau of Salem North division were
worked irregularly from 1901 in accordance with the rules laid down in the ‘Standing
order on sandalwood fellings’ drawn by Rama Rao, under which all trees of 30 inches and
above girth were billeted, rough cleaned, marked, measured and weighed in the forest and
transported to the sale depot for final cleaning. A Working Plan for sandal areas of Hosur
taluk comprising of Denkanikottah and Anchetty ranges was drawn up in 1917 and a
working scheme for Dharmapuri Range in 1925. They were only concerned with the
exploitation of sandal from reserves and unreserves. Ranganathan’s working plan for the
division (1935-45) divided the sandal working circle into twenty one felling series for the
reserves and eight separate felling series for the unreserves and prescribed a felling cycle
of three years. In 1936-37, about 94,439 trees, of which 34,573 trees contained no heart
wood, were felled to make up 646 tons. Harvest between 1937-38 and 1944-45 yielded the
scented wood in the range of 165 to 781 tons. In the subsequent plan of Muddayya for
the period 1945-46 to 1958-59, felling series was reduced to 15 and felling cycle fixed at
five years. Yield varied from a low of 53 tons to a high of 272 tons. Narasimhan’s plan
divided the working circle area of 2,56,697 acres into 14 reserve series and one unreserve
series. Total enumeration revealed that trees above 15 inches girth ranged from 0.05 to
0.37 per acre, while that of trees below 3 inches girth varied from 0.89 to 8.48 per acre. A
felling cycle of three years was adopted and extraction was confined to dead trees of three
inches and above girth. In reserves with patchy and diffused occurrence of sandal, dead
trees were extracted every year.
In case of Vellore East division, the first plan was written by H.B. Bryant for the
Ambur forest in 1901 and during the first two decades or so working plans dealt with the
exploitation of one or more produce from a group of reserves, resulting in following
more than one plan in a range. The earliest record about sandal operations in the division
dated back to 1900 to 1903 when a sum of Rs. 800 was realized by sale of sandal wood
extracted departmentally. For the first time, a working plan for the exploitation of all
produce including sandal for the Polur and Chengam ranges were prepared by
V.S.Gurunatha Pillai and revised by J.S.Batty in 1907. The reserves dealt in so far as sandal
was concerned were Patrakadu, Virappanur and Puthur. Extraction of dead or dying trees
and those with a minimum girth of 36” were carried out on a five year cycle. C.C.Wilson’s
Plan of Polur and Santhavasal ranges for 1915-16 to 1932-33 prescribed felling for
eighteen years in a felling cycle of 6 years. Sequence was followed except in 1917-18,
when the extraction was restricted to trees blown down in a severe cyclone. The
extraction of living spiked trees continued till 1927-28. As removal of spiked trees did not
arrest the spread of spike, it was decided in the Conservator’s conference in 1927
that the dead trees only should be extracted and the same continued in Brand’s and
Ramakrishnan’s plans. Green trees that were fallen or broken were only extracted. In view
of the value of the wood, Brand brought down the minimum girth of exploitable
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heartwood from the size of a rupee coin to the size of a half rupee coin. Brand’s plan for
1936-37 to 1945-46 included more reserves (89,056 acres) and enclosures (24,102 acres)
and six year felling cycle continued. They were worked as per plan except in 1942, when
work in regular coupes suspended and all sandal trees in spiked areas extracted. Brand’s
prescriptions continued till 1948-49. Ramakrishnan’s plan comprised of same area and
prescribed the same as those of Wilson’s except in 1954-55 and 1955-56, when according
to CCF’s Ref. No 5209/53 E dated 22-09-1953 and 22-01-1954, dead sandal trees were
extracted from areas vulnerable to theft. As a consequence, output from the division rose
considerably. Against the average forecasted yield of 48 tons per annum, yield was 366
and 273 tons, respectively in 1954-55 and 1955-56.
At the Presidency’s level, sandal trees were extracted over a total area of 2,25,318
acres during 1945-46. Across the State, either five or six year felling cycle was followed for
nearly fifty years. A system termed as improvement fellings i.e. dead trees were to be
removed in the year of felling was followed. Dead trees along foot paths and places
vulnerable for theft were to be extracted irrespective of the coupe. The felling cycle was
uniformly reduced to three years by all the Working Plan Officers by 1950s. Stepping up
of extraction was necessitated by the vulnerability of the dead trees for smuggling, raising
spike mortality and almost doubling of the price of wood since 1946-47. With the
increase in threat to sandal from illicit cutting, the felling coupes in the village series were
ordered to be gone over year after year to remove whatever dead trees were obtained in
that interval. Only departmental execution of felling was resorted to. Felling series and
annual coupes were marked in the plan. Marking, uprooting and extraction were to be
done according to the official pamphlet entitled “ Rules regarding selection, felling,
cleaning, classification and disposal of sandal wood and method of maintaining depot
accounts and other registers” Rough cleaning was done in the forest depots within the
divisions, and then transported for final cleaning and sale depots at Sathyamangalam,
Salem or Tirupattur.
Regeneration practices:
Natural Regeneration : Generally the natural regeneration was adequate and in some
places, it was profuse. The most prolific regeneration was often seen under mother trees
in ploughed lands, while on humus soils under sholas and semi sholas, the percentage of
germination was very low. Trees standing in the open or on patta lands generally bear a
heavy seed crop than do trees in the reserve, probably due to the freer crown
development. However, seedlings do not come up in the open, or if they do, they are
browsed down by the cattle. Birds like crow, green pigeon, mynah and other village birds
are undoubtedly the most important agents in the dispersal of sandal. They eat the fruits
and pass the stones out and it is probably that the germinating power of seeds is increased
by the process. Seeds always germinate the best under the shade of scrub or hedgerows.
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One of the probable causes for the occurrence of sandal in the neighbourhood of
villages is the fact that birds are more numerous around cultivation than in the interior of
the forest. Campbell Walker observed ‘The tree is naturally propagated by self-cast and bird-sown’.
Sandal and Lantana sprang up on rings around old banyan trees in the old villages of
Talamalai range, which demonstrated that birds which perch on the ficus trees for its figs
pass out the sandal seeds (Ranganathan, 1934). The occurrence of sandal in the narrow
fringes along stream points clearly to the fact that the seeds are carried by the water in the
streams in flood times, the sandal generally confined within the flood limits of the stream
margins.
In Coorg, Pigot reported that the natural reproduction was unsatisfactory and
attributed the same due to fires, spread of lantana, grazing and intentional removal by the
ryots near cultivation. In North Coimbatore, ideal reproduction was to be found where
cattle and fire are fully excluded. Cherry stated that sandal wood coppiced well where
there was much moisture but the coppice shoots seldom thrived. As uprootal was
gradually introduced because of the commercial value of the root wood, coppice
regeneration was not relied on. As for regeneration, it was prescribed that immediately
after felling in a coupe, area below promising seed bearers cleaned, soil raked and all
seedling freed of interfering growth, besides sowing of seeds in blanks and the coupe to
be gone over annually. Financial stringency and inadequacy of supervisory staff came in
the way and resulted in poor execution of works. Ranganathan laid emphasis on creation
of sandal nucleus centres in specific beats at the rate of five per beat; this was
subsequently given up in Krishnaswamy’s plan, which was revived in 1963 under the
orders of Chief Conservator of Forests. The plots were fenced with four strands of
barbed wire and creation of such nucleus plats containing good number of seed bearers
was continued almost till mid-1990s.
Tending of sandal and its hosts by freeing them the interfering growth by cutting
in a six year cycle which went on till 1929, when the tending cycle was reduced to three
years. Due to additionality of cost and shortage of tribals for work, it was decided to carry
out tending along with marking and enumeration of dead trees for extraction. Tending of
sandal prescribed was given up due to its prohibitive cost based on a circular from Chief
Conservator of Forests in 1938. By then in the enclosures, young regeneration was
conspicuously absent and old trees only were noticed. Kondas and Venkatesan (1968)
noted that ‘sandal in the enclosures is a diminishing capital and nothing would induce the Malayalees to
encourage sandal in their fields, where its spread is deliberately checked in the interest of growing
agricultural crops’. V.S.Krishnaswamy decided in favour of giving up tending and artificial
regeneration, as tending of natural sandal was considered unnecessary. Climber cutting
and freeing from suppression could be done at the time of enumeration. Md.Hussain’s
plan for Coimbatore North were on similar lines.
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Artificial reproduction: Early attempts of sandal regeneration:
One of the first attempts in artificial regeneration was by raising pure plantations of
the species over eight to ten acres every year between 1863-64 and 1865-66 in the Badagalli
sandal compartment near Talamalai rest house by planting out nursery grown sandal
seedlings in pits with accompanying watering. The plantations doomed to be a failure, as
revealed from the extracts of contemporary annual report of the Conservator
for 1865-66. The root parasitism of sandal was not known till John Scott established the fact
in 1871, though this important discovery was not accepted for several years. The question of
the parasitism of sandal was the subject of academic dispute even in 1899 (P.M.Lushington’s
note in 1900 Indian Forester XXVI). C.A. Barber’s research as reported in 1902 clearly
established the parasitic habit of sandal and gave detailed description of haustoria. Captain
Morgan started sandal plantations at Bailur and Sigur and by 1874 nearly 61,800 sandal
plants were put out from the commencement and an expenditure of Rs. 10796-14-7 or 2¾
annas per plant had been incurred in its creation and upkeep. In 1875, the Conservator Col.
Beddome visited Talamalai and in his report of 1875-76, doubts were expressed for the first
time that all was not well with the plantations. The report next year condemned the Talamalai
plantations as a failure.
Many experiments were conducted and field trials laid attempting to find the
suitability of different host species in artificial reproduction. Barber in 1903 concluded as to
the selective habit of sandal in relation to its hosts. Rama Rao who made extensive studies of
the parasitism concluded that sandal haustoria have a selective power and attack good hosts
extensively and a bad host sparingly and attempted to classify the hosts into good,
moderately good and bad hosts. Sandal seedlings pricked out from the mother beds along
with a pair of Cajanus cajan to serve as its primary host, when properly pruned to avoid their
interference in the growth of sandal seedlings produced remarkably healthy seedlings. The
container seedlings later on were planted out in the pits along with the seedlings of
secondary host species like Casuarina, Albizzia, Cassia siamea, or Acacia (Anon., 1999). Lantana
was found to be an excellent nurse for sandal seedlings in Coorg. Talamalai fort in which fine
sandal trees were growing in the midst of impenetrable Lantana was a notable example.
Scutia indica, an armed evergreen shrub occurring in the moister portion of sandal zone was
found to act as a good nurse for sandal, being less prone to fire danger. Casuarina had been
tried with excellent results in Mysore. Col. Beddome recommended chillis. Hitchins
recommended planting up open glades with sandal and quick growing fuel trees and even
custard apple. A similar recommendation was made in 1890 by Mr.Ricketts. Colonel
Campbell Walker in his note of 19th November 1898 reported that promising results had
been obtained with dhal, lantana, bamboos and thorny shrubs and with Phoenix sylvestris.
Experiments in Coimbatore north were not sufficiently advanced to be able to say what were
the best cogeners, but it was to be noticed that one or two tamarind trees in the old Talamalai
plantation appeared to have proved as excellent nurses.
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Ricketts in 1890 noted that artificial planting in the open even on the most-rich soils was
generally attended with failure for want of shade for the seedlings in the hot season. Col.
Campell Walker in 1898 wrote thus ‘In the nurseries of the late plantation branch, sandal seedlings
were planted out in pits with Casuarina, bage, bilwara (Albizzia lebbek and A.odorattisima). Sandal
seeds were also sown in tile pots into which seedlings of other descriptions had been transplanted and finally
planted out with them. Neither the Albizzias and the sandal seedlings planted with them succeeded and
the same may be said of the other species except the casuarinas, which has proved an excellent nurse for the
young sandal trees'. He further added: ‘It is estimated that 14,000 acres have been stocked with one
third by regular planting and the remainder being by dibbling and sowing in situ’. There is no doubt
that nearly every method of planting has been tried in Mysore, but none have proved
successful and planting operations have entirely been abandoned in favour of the
cheapest methods of dibbling and bush sowing of seeds in situ. Similar was the views of
Mr.Pigot who analyzed the planting effort in Coorg from 1871-72 through 1896-97.
Records show that up to 1883, the growth was reported on favourably, and in 1880-81,
pruning and weeding were resorted to. Two years later, the plantation was pronounced to
be more or less a failure. One can’t help being struck with similar results which had been
obtained in Mysore and Coorg. Col.Campell Walker’s ‘early promise and subsequent
failure’ and Pigot’s story of good growth up to 10-12 years and subsequent decay might
have been written equally well of Bylur plantations. Plantations raised between 1870 and
1878 over 67.6 acres in nine annual compartments were enumerated in two periods viz.,
1886 and 1894. In ten years time, over 13,000 trees or 35 percent, the enumeration falling
from 34,472 to 21,271 trees, were lost. The loss seems to have been more or less uniform
over the whole area. Judging from the above, the difficulties of planting appeared to make
themselves felt in the after treatment and not in the early years of planting. It was felt that
the question of raising sandal artificially
on an extensive scale might have to be
taken up after the results of the
experiments conducted under the advice
of the Provincial silviculturist were
known (Anon., 1948). Today, whatever
successful plantation of sandal have
been raised, they are found in contain
research centres of the Department. In
view of generally discouraging results
out of the past plantation efforts, many
Working Plan Officers considered that
artificial regeneration of sandal was
Young sandal plantation
unnecessary, as plenty of natural
regeneration existed in all reserves.
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Vegetative propagation of sandal was also tried through root suckers. The species
propagates by suckers, which spring up whenever the roots become exposed to light and
air. A circular trench of 30x30 cm, dug at a radius of 1.5.to 2 metre from the base around
the mature sandal tree threw numerous root suckers. The suckers are capable of
developing into good trees and are sometimes found at certain yards from the main
stems. However, Ricketts noted that the sandal tree threw out suckers from its roots when
felled but did not grow into trees.
Harvest, conversion, market and sale price:
Mysore Province alone extracted around 2,000 tons annually. Quantities of
sandalwood marketed in the Madras Presidency between 1923 and 1930 was ranging
from 540 to 742 tons, the average being 658 tons; corresponding figures for the Coorg
was 137 to 380 tons with an average of 238 tons (Ranganathan,1934). Average cost of
production was varying from Rs. 290 to 360/ton in different districts of the Presidency
around 1945 (Anon., 1948). Despite the threats from smuggling and the spike dominating
the scene in the entire sandal belt, forests held substantial growing stock as late as 1980,
as would be evident from the numbers of dead and fallen sandal trees extracted during
the year. A total of 1,41,738 trees were extracted across eight divisions.
The system with the accounting
of the extracted trees and the final
cleaned products categorized into billets,
roots and chips classes, besides the sawn
sandal dust and the sap wood is rigorous
and many forms were maintained for the
purpose, chief among them being the
Extraction and Conversion (E&C) form.
In fact, the sandal tree received from the
forest depot is reconstructed to the
shape of uprooted trees for the purpose
of verification. The markings are made
Sandal billets reformed into tree
on each billet before final cleaning and
each piece of final cleaned wood matched with the original billet and tree from which it is
obtained by repeating the same in the final cleaned wood. This is a meticulous task and
require accurate marking of all pieces of wood at the Forest Depot. The task of rough
cleaning and final clearing of the wood is carried out by Sandal clearing workers in the sale
depots who possess the special skill in converting each bit of the tree into one or the other
class of valuable wood. This unique workmanship has been it is said, passed on from
generation to generation. With no realistic outturn forecast possible owing to the factors
governing the harvest as explained in the preceding paras, sandal wood received from the
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divisions were final cleaned, classified into 13 standard classes and stored in a double lock
system and sold in public auction twice a year in its three sale depots. The chief buyers are
export merchants from Bombay, and the distillers from Kuppam and Kanouj. At present,
the policy of GOI permits export of Sandal wood only in the chips form. Besides the
auction sale of sandal wood, it is sold in retail to individual buyers, religious places like
temples, mosques etc.
Sandal wood had great export demands and wood from the Southern States
found way to the USA, UK, USSR and the European countries regularly. Use of its oil in
soap making, perfumery as base and in drug industry got an impetus only around 191516, when Dr.Watson and Dr.Sudburough of Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore
developed the technique of manufacturing pharmaceutical quality sandal oil acceptable
to European buyers by steam distillation of the heartwood. The yield of oil from the root
is the highest and that from chips is the lowest (6.2 down to 4.5%) and the average might
be taken as 5%. Principal compound of sandal oil is Alpha santalol and Beta santalol,
aggregating 90 to 95 percent. The country held the monopoly as almost the

Final Cleaning

Final cleaned wood for sale

entire world’s output of genuine sandal oil was from wood grown in India. The export of
sandal oil, however, suddenly came to a virtual standstill in 1977 as the overzealous
exporters in a bid to make fast buck in the shortest time jacked up the oil price from
Rs.600/kg to an unreasonable rate of Rs 1300 to 1500 /kg. Their short sighted action
recoiled on the industry and the buyers resorted to synthetic substitute santalia, which
was sold at as low as Rs 2/kg. The export, which stood at Rs.7.2 crore in 1975 slumped to
Rs 1 crore in less than two years. There was a production halt in almost all units (Kala,
1982).
A proposal was sent by Chief Conservator to the Government in September
1979 for setting up of a Sandalwood Oil Factory, which was agreed by the Government.
TANSI was asked to take up the establishment of a factory at Tekkuppattu in
North Arcot district which was completed in 1984-85 and handed over to the Forest
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department. The same was handed over to TAFCORN for commercial running in that
year. The factory was manufacturing high quality sandal oil for many years, which
TAFCORN was exporting. As the price of sandalwood continued to increase many folds
with passage of time against the fall in international market price of sandalwood oil,
continuing the operation was found to be unviable and in consequence, the Sandalwood
Products Factory was closed in 2007.
The stock of scented wood which is the most valuable by weight in the
forests have shown a declining trend with almost the entire mature and the pole crop of
the species removed. Presently, removal of sporadic dead trees from forests and
patta lands and the wood seized in the offences account for the addition of heartwood to
the sale depot stock. That the stock is dwindling is reflected in the quantity of sandal
wood sold by the Forest department over 100 years, as summarized in the following
statement.
Year
1905-06
1925-26
1935-36
1945-46
1951-52
Post State’s reorganization
1953-54
1957-58
1965-66
1970-71
1974-75
Post ban on fuel coupes and selection felling
1980-81
1984-85
2000-01
2005-06
2010-11
2013-14

Quantity of
sandalwood sold (ton) Sale rate (Rs/ton)
153
700
641
1148
687
716
2389
938
3727
852
847
762
1249
1415
721

2974
4005
5812
8631
51707

1548
2000
1474
236
150
160

18484
41000
539000
2568700
4261000
5260000
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